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Barry E. Prentice
Major Àdvisor: Dr. E. W. Tyrchniewicz

to generate strong opinions. Critics view countertrade as a retreat to bilateralism, as distorting, and in general, as
a method of trade financing that has few redeeming virtues. Supporters
of the practice acknowledge certain limitations of countertrade, but
Countertrade tends

point out that it is often trade creating rather than trade diverting

it occurs in situations which preclude conventional trade. Neither critics, nor supporters, however, can defend their positions with
rigorous quantitative evidence. Àlthough countertrade is estimated to

because

represent 5-'10 percent of world trade, data are rarely available because

traders are not required to report these details of their transactions.

objective of this thesis is to evaluate the potential use of
counLertrade in the development of export markets for Canadian food
The

products

in Third

WorId Countries

data are unavailable,

tion

(twCs).

this study relies

and employs a conceptual

Because primary countertrade

on secondary sources

theoretical

method

of

informa-

to explore the topic.

The

thesis begins with an overview of countertrade which surveys its

is followed by a discussion
of the potential merits of using countertrade to finance agricultural
exports from the Canadian perspective and the perspective of the TWCs.
Subsequently, the theoretical basis for counLertrade is considered and
some potential applications are suggested. The focus of the study then
turns to an evaluation of the legal and political status of countertrade
and its compatibiiity r,rith Canadian commercial policy. Based on these
findings, a conceptual model is developed for evaluating the use of
forms, growth and current orientation. This

countertrade as a method for distributing Canadian food aid.
The

principal

of this thesis is that Canada should deaid program. The precedent for using counter-

recommendation

velop a countertraðe/f.ood

trade in conjunction with food aid has been established by the U.S.

Food

Barter Progran (1950-73, 1982-present). However, the proposed Canadian

differently frorn its U.S. counterpart. Wheretakes a direct role in food barter, the program

program would be operated

U.S. Government
envisioned for Canada would

as the

with commercial trading

be operated through cooperative agreements

houses.

In addition to assisting the

TWCs

v¡ith their food deficits, the coun-

tertrade approach Lo food aid could help these countries to esLablish
nerr'

export industries which would improve their long term balance of

situation. From the Canadian point of view, countertrade could
be used to stretch the existing food aid budget to assist more TWCs,

payments

r+hile improving Canada's commercial relations rqith lhese countries.
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ChapLer I
INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW

The growth rate of r+orld trade (volume) declined during
late-1970s, stagnated in

negative in'1982.

Tota1

trend, creating record levels of

unem-

1980-81 and turned

world output followed a similar

the

in the industrial democracies, and the threat
of widespread financial default in Third World Countries (twCs). Since
1983, the world economy has begun a modest recovery, but the effects
have been very uneven. In North Àmerica, the agricultural sector has
continued to suffer as a result of high interest rates, low commodity
prices and depressed export demand. In the TWCs, a financial collapse
has been averted, but balance of payments deficits remain a primary constraint on the economic progress of most nations.
ploynrent and bankruptcies

As

with

previous cycles

have witnessed the

of

depressed economic

activity,

the 1980s

rise of new protectionist trade measures.

The cur-

rent cycle of protectionism has taken the form of quantitative controLs
andr/or other

non-tariff

measures

to defend domestic markets, while

sub-

sidies and "industrial targeting" have been used to maintain or enlarge

sales. Although protectionism in general has increased, Èhe impetus for using such measures differs between the TWCs and the industrialized countries. In the TWCs, protectionism has served mainly as a
tool for rationing "hard currency" supplies in order to control their
balance of payments deficits. 0n the other hand, the protectionist polexport

-1

2

icies of the industrialized countries have focused on efforts to
domestíc unemployment and

to counter the trade initiatives of

reduce

competing

suppliers.

In the case of agricultural trade, the already highly subsidized and
restrictive nature of international markets have been subject to inteniiti"a competitiòn as price levels have declined. Às a reiult, the export earnings of U.S. and Canadian farmers have been depressed and demands for government action have increased. These demands have not gone
unnoticed, particularly in the United States where the government has
declared its intention to compete with the European Economic Community
(ngC) in the use of generous export subsidies to win foreign markets.
1

"1

ECONOMIC PROBIEM

of subsidies by the EEC and USÀ to promote agricultural exports has serious implications for Canada.r These subsidies will
maintain downward pressure on international prices and place Canadian
farmers at a relative disadvantage in the markets of importing Third
i,iorld and centrally planned countries. Having a small domestic market,
the prosperity of Canadian agriculture depends on its ability to sell on
foreign markets. Canada can neither afford to enter into a bidding war
with the treasuries of these larger economies nor acquiese to the erosion of our international market share. The economic problem is to find
a method of helping the TllCs and,/or Cornmunist nations to finance Canadian food imports which does not require large outlays of public money,
The increased use

lThe use of public funds lo subsidize the cost of transporting and financing agricultural exports is already widespread.

a

J

is the use of barter
trade to finance the sale of agricultural products. It is becoming apparent that exporters which ¡¡ill accept partial payment in goods instead
of hard currencies have a competitive edge in negotiating sales in countries with severe balance of payments problems. Canada imports large
quantities of goods which do not compete directly r¿ith domestic production, ê.9., tropical products, certain minerals and chemicals. These
products could be used as either fulI or partial payment for the import
À new export strategy that Canada could explore

of

Canadian food products.

1,2

RESEÀRCH PROBIEM

International barters are usually arranged as two separate contracts

individually executed by a transfer of convertible currency"
These new forms of barter-like lrade have been given various names, but
are most often referred to as countertrade. The principle of barter
which is retained in countertrade is the obligation of the seller (exporter) to purchase a specified quantity of goods from Lhe buyer (importer) within an agreed tirne frame. In the remainder of this study,
countertrade will be used as a generic term to represent a wide spectrum
of international trade agreements which have reciprocal purchase rewhich are

qui rements.

The Government

of

Canada

refused to become directly involved

curement.

There are fears

dating countertrade policy,

critical of countertrade, and has
except in the area of military pro-

has been

that if the government did adopt an accomno-

it

could expose Canadian exporters to exces-

4

by the TWCs and COMECON.2 Concern has also been expressed
about the potential impact of countertrade on the multilateral Lrading
sive

demands

system which Canada supports.

to increase exports of Canadian
food products may offer an interim solution to the problems of depressed
foreign sales and an offset to competition from US and ÈnC .*port subsidies. Requests for countertrade appear certain to grow given the burdensome foreign debts and balance of payments problems of the TWCs.
Those countries that accomodate countertrade may gain a foothold in TWC
markets and establish commercial relations v¡hich could be used to long
0n the other hand, using countertrade

term advantage.

is to determine the scope for using countertrade
as a means of financing the development of agricultural markets and the
appropriale mechanism for dealing with countertrade in the TWCs.
The research problem

1.3

OBJECTI\TES ÀND SCOPE OF THE SN'DY

of the thesis is to evaluate the potential use
of countertrade in the development of TWC markets for Canadian agricultural exports. The scope of the study is comprised of five specific obThe general objective

jectives:

1.

to survey the history and development
and or i

2 col¡ncoH

is

ental

growth

i on ;

an acronym

includes the

of countertrade, its

USSR and

for Council for Mutual

lhe Eastern

Economic Àssistance which
European Counlries.

tr

¿"

the advantages and disadvantages of the use of countertrade to finance agricultural exports from the Canadian perto

examine

spective and from the perspective of the

TWCs;

to review the theoretical basis for countertrade

and

its princi-

paI appJ.ications;
4,

L

1.4

to evaluate the lega1 and political stalus of counlertrade with
respect to Canadian commercial trade policy; and,
to

propose a practicable

policy option.

OUTIINE

The remainder

of this chapter is

devoted

to the definition

and his-

torical developrnent of countertrade, its importance, and the orientation
of its growth. This is followed by a summary of the perceived advantages and disadvantages of countertrade from the Canadian perspective and
from the perspective of Third World Countries. The focus of the thesis
then turns to an examination of the economics of countertrade and how it
might be used to obtain certain trade objectives. Subsequently, the lega1 status of countertrade is reviewed in the light of Canadian commercial policy. In the penultimate chapter, a proposal for combining agricultural countertrade with food aid is discussed and a conceptual rnodel
for implementation is presented. À summary is provided in the final
chapter with some comments on lhe potential impacts and conseguences of
countertrade.

1"5

DEFINING COI'NTERTRåDE

is a lack of consensus on a comprehensive definition of countertrade. Some writers l53,6Z,lZl adhere to a narrow interpretation of
countertrade as a form of barter trade which is facilitated by cash exThere

changes. Other writers 179,911 consider military offsets Lo be the

as

sane

still others include bijateral trade agreements
[5r63] or even "best efforts" agreements l44J as part of countertrade.
The absence of a strict definition for countertrade creates a certain
amount of confusion in discussions of its importance or growth. This
confusion is compounded by a plethora of euphemistic terninology, such
as "buy-backs","compensation trading", and "industrial cooperation", all
of which are used to refer to one type of countertrade. The purpose of
this section is to develop an operational definition for countertrade
which distinguishes it from the polar exLremes of pure barter and conventional cash transactions. In Tab1e 1, a descriptive summary of pure
barter, countertrade, and conventional trade is presented.
countertrade and

TÀBIE

1

Pure Barter, Countertrade, and Conventional Trade: A Descriptive

Summary

Pure Barter! an exchange of goods or services in which the barter exchange forms the means of payment. If the exchange of goods is not simultaneous, Lhe trader which delivers first is providing an interest
free loan to the second trader. Às a result, pure barter trades are
normally completed very quickly and seldom extend beyond a year. They
are also infrequent ín international trade because of difficulties in
negotiating the terms of trade; problems in obtaining commercial credit;
and, difficulties in timing simultaneous exchanges.

Counterpurchase: a linked transaction usually consisting of two separate contracts, and a protocol agreement in which the exporter of goods,
technol-ogy, and/or services agrees to a reciprocal purchàse from the importer. The first contract sets out the commercial terms of the exporter (price, quality, delivery conditions, etc.) which are identical to a
convent,ional trade. The second contract sets out the terrns and conditions for counterdelivers of goods which are normally "nonresultant
products" (i.e. unrelated to the imported goods). The protocol agreemenL which links the two contracts specifies particulars, such as the
time frame for completion of the countertrade, penalties for noncompliance, and other details. The normal time frame for a counterpurchase
agreement is from one to five years. The value of counterlrade goods
taken back is usually less than 100 percent of the original export conL

I clu L

¡

Efforts: this form of countertrade follows the format of counteragreenents. The main difference is the penalty which the exporLer faces for non-fulfillment of the countertrade obligation. In
contrast to counterpurchase for v¡hich the penalty can equal 20-50 percent of the export value, the disincentive for non-fulfillment in a best
efforts agreement is the threat of a "negative file" which can prejudice
future business. Typically, the value of the reciprocal purchase is
less in a best efforts form of countertrade than a counterpurchase.
Pre-compensation: actually a forrn of counterpurchase in which the seI1er first builds up counLertrade credits in an "evidence account" before
Best

purchase

making an export sa1e.

or Buv-back Àrransement: a specific form of linked transaction in which payment for the origninal purchase (equipment, technology or a turnkey factory) is made in resultant products. Often the financing of the original export product is repaid in resultant goods.
Consequently, the total value of the counlertrade always equals or exceeds lhe original export. The time frame for a compensation agreement
Compensation

can extend over 10

to

20 years.

Bilateral Clearinq Àsreements: bilateral trade agreements set out the
basic principles of the trading relationship, together with supplementary protocols v¡hich include specific trade plans. Bilateral clearing ac-

I
counts are established in the central banks of the contracting counlries
to effect payments or establish credits. The time frame of bilateral
agreements tends to vary considerably. The COMECON countries prefer to
use three to five year agreements that correspond to their plan periods.
Amongst the TWCs, one to two year agreements v¡ith automatic renegotiation and renewal are frequent. In the event that unused credits exist
in one country's balance, at the end of the agreement, they may be sold
to third parties (usually at a considerable discount) or rolled into a
renewed agreement.

Military 0ffsets: these arrangements can include bits and pieces of
many forms of countertrade (e.g. compensation, counterpurchase, etc.).
The common element wh.ich gives offsets a special character is that they
are used in nilitary/defense procurement and in some commercial aviation
The time frame for offsets is intermediate in length (betransactions.'10
tween two and

years ) .

Conventional Trade: the multilateral form of trade is composed of a
ffi;t7inrporttransaction.These11erhasnocontractua1ob1iga_
Èion to reciprocate with a purchase from Lhe buyer. The time franre for
convenLional transactions varies with the credit arrangements which the
seller extends to the buyer. Sales conducted by "irrevocable letters of
credit" may be settled immediately at the exporter's bank upon presentation of the shipping documents.
Sales which involve commercial credit
usually are compl-eted within one year, while exports involving government loan guarantees can extend over several years.

* Additional description of the various
ed in Àppendix A.

Sources

z 123,28,63,90,921

forms

of countertrade is provid-

1

"5"1

CounÈertrade versus Pure BarLer

Àlthough the terms barter and countertrade are often used interchangeably, the scope of countertrade

ter refers to a general
tween

of

is more limited

than

barter.

Bar-

apply to trade beindividuals, business enterprises or other institutions within, or
form

exchange which may

states. Countártrade is a more restricted concept that
applies only to exchanges which involve a flow of goods and services between, or amongr sovereign nations. In practice this means that countertrade is a form of international business which does not apply to individuals, except as they are representatives of private, public, or
ámong, sovereign

state-owned trading organizations.

of payment used in countertrade also sets it apart from
pure barter. Virtually all countertrades are transacted by "letters of
The means

credit" in which the banking system is used Lo transfer the ownership of
goods t101. In contrast, a pure barter exchange precludes the use of
any money transfer because the barter exchange

ment

t39].

is also the means of pay-

By using a monetary medium as a means

of payment, counter-

trade avoids much of the awkwardness and inefficiency that characterizes

barter exchange. In a pure barter

economy goods must pass through nu-

in a winding sequence of exchanges before they reach
the final consumer. Expressed in mathematical terms:
if m commodities are to be barLered on a one-to-one basis with
no use of a monetary mediumr ôs rnany as m(m-1lr/2 pairwise
trading markets might be needed, while the use of a generally
acceptable mediun of exchange enables the system to function
efficiently with only m or m-1 trading posts. [75:p.938J
As the number of commodities (m) traded grows large, barter exchange becomes an increasingly awkward means of payment relalive to transactions
which use a moneLary medium of payment.
merous middlemen

10

Like barter, countertrade requires each party to be both a buyer

a seller.

and

[43], have referred to this requirement of barter-like trade as the need for a
"double coincidence of wants". À "double coincidence of wants" is usually difficult to fulfil in individual barter because each trader must
be abLe to offer some commodity which the other trader wants.s This requirement should be less severe for countertrade in which large diverse
economies, rather than individuals, attempt to match their trade needs,
Economists, since Jevons, Menger and Marshal

of countertrade that sets it apart from pure barter
is the time frame of these transactions and the use of credit" Pure
Another dimension

barter exchanges usually entail a simultaneous transfer of

goods and

credit. If the exchange is not simultaneous, the trader that delivers first is providing interest-free credit to the other
trader. Normally, such transactions are limited to situations in which
lhe traders both belong to the same community and are wel-l acquainted
t391. In contrast, credit is an integral part of any countertrade
transaction and the time frame for the completion of the transaction
generally extends fron one to 20 years.
avoid the use of

The

differences between pure barter and countertrade are significant.

refers exclusively to trade between sovereign states and
normally involves a bank facilitated transfer of convertible currency.
This makes countertrade more efficient than barter which relies on the
barter exchange as a means of payment. Countertrade also differs from
pure barter with respect to iLs tine frame and use of credit. Whereas
Countertrade

3 Às noted by some anonymous wit: Instead of a "double coincidence of
v¡antsrr , there is more Ìikely to be a "double want of coincidence""

11

pure barter involves a simultaneous exchange of goods and avoids the

of credit, countertrades usually require several years to
make extensive use

1,5.2

use

complete and

of credit financing.

Countertrade versus Conventional trade

Conventional

multilateral trade is generally

regarded as separate and

distinct fron¡ countertrade, but in practice such limits are difficult to
discern. One problem in delineating the borderline between conventional
trade and countertrade stems from the element of reciprocity that is inherent in virlually all forms of exchange. Às Jones [44] notes, there
is a large "gray area" in the spectrum of reciprocity between what might
be described as strictly conventional trade and as entirely countertrade. In Figure 1, a diagram is reproduced which illustrates this
point.

a

0n the

right

hand side

of Figure

'1

are types

of

exchanges

that in-

volve an expLicit contractual agreement in which the seller promises to
purchase some volume

of

goods from Lhe

buyer.

0n the

the diagrarn are exchanges in whích no formal agreement

left hand side of
of reciprocity is

signed, but may be present in the form of verbal assurances. The

amount

particular transaction within

the

"gray area" provides an indeterminate continuum between countertrade

and

of reciprocity that exists in
conventional

any

trade. For example, if the seller

reciprocates with pur-

of less than 100 percent of his sales, the balance of the sale is
similar to conventional trade, rather than countertrade. Thus the

chases

a In fairness to Jones [44],

he disavows any claim to rigor in this
classification and suggests it merely as illustrative of the range of

reciprocal agreements.

Figure

L2

I

TFTE RE,CIPROCITY SPECTRIJM
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boundary between countertrade and conventional trade is

the degree of reciprocity inherent in the

i11-defined

by

exchange.

useful insight for the development of
an operationaL definition of countertrade. Àlthough many forms of exchange may entail some el-ement of reciprocity, countertrade agreements
inuàriabJ.y máke the degree of recipiocity expLicit in the form of a legal contract between buyer and seller. in addition, most countertrade
Jones's diagram does provide a

contracts contain penalty provisions which are designed to ensure

com-

time. Failure to fulfiL a countertrade
obligation will trigger cash penalties

pliance within a fixed period of

contract's reciprocal purchase

and/or cancelation of contingent contracts. Agreements which contain

no

legal contractual obligation for reciprocal purchases are unlikely to

be

involved. Hence for the
purposes of this study, only exchanges which contain explicit contractual obligations for reciprocal purchases are included in the definition
considered as countertrade by the participants

of countertrade.
Ànother

significant difference

aI monetary

volved.

based exchange

between countertrade and

is the

Whereas conventional

number

a convention-

of contracts and parties in-

export sal-es are negotiated on the basis

of a single contract between one buyer and one seller, countertrade may
involve more than two parties and invariably consists of two or more
contracts (and in

some cases

a protocol agreement). As a result, coun-

tertrade can be viewed as a multiple trading arrangement requiring reciprocal purchases versus a conventional monetary transaction r+hich is

lypically a single
tion.

exchange

and includes no reciprocal

purchase obliga-
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In order to remain as broad as possible, while capturing the

essence

of countertrade, the following specification will be used as an operational definition. Countertrade is defined as a form of international
business

consisting of a nrultiple trading

arrangement

which includes

contractual obligations for a minimum value of reciprocal

purchases

within a fixed period of time"

'1"5"3 Historical Development
The modern

origins of countertrade can be traced back to the interna-

in the late-1920s and 1930s. During this period, countries engaged in competitive currency devaluations and other
measures to control foreign trade and exchange which led eventually to a
virtual collapse of the international monetary system. In response, a
large number of bilateral agreements were negotiated between European
countries that were essentially barter trade" The widest and least savory use of international barter prior to World War II was practiced by
Nazi Germany. The Germans developed extensive barter relations with
South Àmerica t63l and are alleged to have used their power to coerce
smaller East European countries to accept unfavourable ternrs of trade
tional

economic upheaval

i6l .

In the post$¡ar period, measures to liberalize trade led to a gradual
resumption of multilateral exchanges between WesLern Europe and North
Àmerica. In other parts of the wor1d, such as the Latin American region, barter-like trade continued to expand until the end of the 1950s
because of foreign exchange shortages and the inconvertibility of domestic currencies t631. Barter-like lrade within the centrally planned
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countries

to

became

developing

a permanent feature of their economies and was extended

countries as the

grouping were broadened.
were

economic

relations of this potitical

In particular, the centrally planned countries

active in developing barter arrangements with western Europe,

and countries

of the Indian subcontinent.

The

U.S.

Government

Egypt

also op-

a specialized barter program between 1950 and 1973 to exchange
surplus agricultural products for strategic ¡naterials. À total of 123
erated

different countries (including
valued

Canada) received

agricultural

commodities

at over 6.5 billion dollars from the United States as a result

of

this program [80].
I{ith the exception of trade

between

centrally planned countries, in-

ternational barter tended to decline during the
The renewed

1960s and earty-'1970s.

growth of barter relations, and the widespread use of

Lhe

rise in oil prices in 1974,
Às subsequent years of recession and liquidity problems have affected
term counLertrade., dates from the dramatic

international trade, countertrade has gained more altention and has been
demanded by more developing

countries.

There exisLs a popular misconception that countertrade originated
with the centrally planned countries, and that its spread is a recent
phenomenon. In

contrast, the rooLs of countertrade lie in

Western Eu-

rope, and barter-like trade has been practiced by most countries
time over the past 50 years t631.

at

some
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0rienLaLion of Countertrade

1"5"4

Although the precise volume

GrowLh

of countertrade is

unknown,

eral agreement that the level of activity is greater

there is

nor+

gen-

than at

any

the 1930s. Estimates of countertrade activity vary depending on the definition and geo-political groupings
used. For example, Walsh i86l reports estimates of countertrade that
time since the Depression of

range from less than 10 percent
West

of

OECD

trade and'15-20 percent of EasL-

trade, to possibly greater lhan 40 percent of

nisation for

TWC

trade.

The Orga-

Economic Co-operation and Development (OnCp) cautions that

nost reports tend to exaggerate the importance of counterLrade. They
mainLain that its current volume (excluding trade within COMECON and

military offset agreements) equals onJ.y 984 billion, or about 4.8 percent of world tradeu [e21.
Perhaps

its

more important than the absolute volume of countertrade is

in recent years and its spread from the established East-West orientation to Third l.iorld Countriesr o!'so called
North-South countertrade. Another significant trend in the growth of
countertrade is the use of government mandated countertrade requirements. UntiJ. recently, only a few TWCs have had interventionist legislation promoting countertrade, but there is now a growing interest in
its use. This is important because such legislation (often referred to
as "mandated countertrade laws") represents a fundamental change in the
apparently rapid growth

5 The

differences

between

military offset commitments and countertrade

are relatively minor (mainly financing arrangernents and objectives of
public expenditure), and would add substantially to the OECD figures.
"The most active promoters of countertrade are conpanies in the aerospace and electronics industries. Some 26 of the largest U.S. companies in these industries accumulated $9.6 billion in countertrade commitments between 1975 and 198'1 on sales of 915.2 bi11ion." [91:p.10J
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commercial

policy of these countries. Às an official state policy,

+-he

status of countertrade changes from being a private business practice to
a non-tariff trade
The success

of

measure.

of mandated countertrade policies in

expanding the market

to folLow suit. For
èxamp1e, Indonesia which *as òne of the first TWCs to adopt a mandated
countertrade law was able to expand its rubber exports at lhe expense of
shares

some TWCs may

force other competing

TWCs

other suppliers.6
lihen Malaysia discovered that it was losing market share for
products such as rubber to the Indonesians, it loo began to
require countertrade. Now Thailand, the Philippines and South
Korea are taking it up for defensive reasons. llglp.77l

It would appear that mandated countertrade laws can have a contagious
affect. In South America, Àrgentina is reported lo have passed a countertrade law similar to that in BoIivia, Colombia and Ecuador [2], while
other countries active in countertrade include Brazil and Peru t851.
Countertrade

legislation also exists in

Mexico and Central America, but

only Mexico and Costa Rica have been reported to have successfully
pleted countertrades with the OECD countries
been reported

in

[46].

com-

Countertrades have

most Middle Eastern and African countries,

but few have

legislative requirements [44]. The best established official countertrade policies are found in the communist TWCs (China,

actually

passed

etc.)

in the Àsian countries trading
ments with india tsl.
Às one surveys the list
countertrade, the most striking feature is its
have not undertaken some countertrade and still
Cuba,

and

through bilateral agree-

of

TWCs

with a record of

ubiquity; very few TWCs
fewer reject the prac-

6 McDonell [53] reports a summary of Indonesia's countertrade policy:
"Guide lines for linking government procurements from irnports with Indonesian export products"
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tice out of

hand.

The trend toward North-South countertrade has increased the propor-

tion of agriculturaJ. products involved in countertrade deaIs. Tropical

tea, sugar and bananas are frequently offered
as countertrade products by the TWCs which are mainly agriculturally
based economies. The TWCs also import substantial quantities of temperproducts, such as coffee,

ate zone food products and

some

countertrades have been negotiated.

The

potential for countertrade has not gone unnoticed by the farm sector

America.

of

articles have appeared recently in the farm
press suggesting countertrade as a solution to the weak demand for food
imports in the Third World Countries l'18,66,801.

North

Numerous

for offsets of food imports
of agricultural countertrade. Diplo-

Pressure from centralJ.y planned count,ries
has also increased the importance

efforts to persuade

other grain export,ers to accept
countertrade have been applied for some time. While in general these
efforts have been unsuccessful, there are signs thaL countertrade is becoming more palatable to international grain traders. During 1994, Àrgentina is reported to have agreed to an offset commitment of 990 to
In another
$100 million with the USSR for grain and meat exportsT t1l.
recent development, an amendment to the Legislation governing the Australian Wheat Board (¡wg) has been passed which enables the ÀWB to unmatic

Canada and

t601. This would appear to be in line with the
more aggressive efforts of the Australians to use countertrade to promote agricultural exports t3l.
Private grain traders are also prepared
dertake countertrade

7 The value of the countertrade
sales lo Lhe USSR"

is

approxirnately 10 percent

of Argentine
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countertrade. For example, Dreyfus (France), Àndre
(Si¡itzerland), Cargilt (u.s.) and Continental Grain (u.s.) have all es-

to

undertake

tablished countertrade subsidiaries 1441, and in Canada, James Richard-

is reported Lo have attempted unsuccessfulty to countertrade grain to Israel and Yugoslavia [65]. The volume of grain
countertrade, if any, agreed to by these firms could not be ascertained
at the time of writing.
son

and

1.5,5
The

Sons

The Countertrade ConÈroversv

real costs and benefits of countertrade are strongly contested by

detractors and supporters. The opponents of countertrade view the prac-

tice with alarm because it rejects such principles as non-discrimination
and multilateralism in favour of bilateral trade balancing. If these
forces were allowed to grow unchecked, the detractors contend there is a
risk that the past 40 years of progress in trade liberalization rnight be
reversed t381. Critics also question the effectiveness of countertrade
as a development strategy. They suggest that much of what occurs as
countertrade is real1y trade diversion which creates very meagre benefits for the TWCs 16]. Thus far however, such claims have yet to be
supporLed by rigorous

quantitative analysis.

of countertrade point ouL that the need for bilateral
from the failure of the multilateral trading system to

The supporters

balancing stems

allocate resources according to comparative advantage. In particular,
the

TWCs

have

been denied

the theoretical benefits of free trade by a

plethora of non-tariff barriers

that limit the exports of labour-inten-

sive goods in which they have a comparative advanlage (e.g. textiles

and

20

footwear). It is generally acknowledged that countertrade can be awkward and less efficient than multilateral trade, but it does create opportunities that otherwise might not exist. For many TWCs, the only
other option to countertrade is to inport less in order to conserve foreign exchange. "In this regard, countertrade is not an alternative to
trade routed, financed and paid for through traditional channels and
means, but rather a supplement to traditional trade.'147:pp.265-6]
factor held in

is its potential to
expand and diversify the range of TWCs'export goods. There is evidence
Another

support

that countertrade has assisted

their traditional exports
value-added content

[63].

and

of

countertrade

some TWCs

to develop

to penetrate new markets for

nerl exports which have a higher

To the extent

that trade diversification

im-

stability of a TI.IC's earnings, countertrade may promote economic growth. The strength of this relationship however, remains to be

proves the

tested.

1.6

SI'MMÀRY

The synonymous use

of the terms barter and countertrade is generally

misleading. Barter is

of many forms of reciprocal purchase
agreements that are now referred to by the generic term countertrade"
Àlthough all types of countertrade are based on the barter principle,
they are generally more complex and efficient than traditional barter
because they do

use

onLy one

not rely on barter exchange as a

of a monetary medium as a means of

payment

of payment. The
facilitates the financing
means

of countertrade over longer periods of time, permits nore flexibility in
developing the terms of trade, and avoids lhe need to create additionaltrading markets.
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Contrary to popular misconception, countertrade
phenomenon, nor an aberrant side

tem.

is neither a recent

effect of the communist

economic sys-

in the process of development for over 60
years and has its roots in the industrial democracies of Western Europe.
Countertrade

has

been

Since the mid-1970s, countertrade

of its

its

has

become more

important because

an established East,/West
orientation to include a growing number of TtiCs. Moreover, concern has
been raised because some TWCs are using legislative means to force prospective exporLers into countertrade as a condition of market access.
increasing volume and

spread from

In addition to being a form of non-tariff trade measure, mandated countertrade appears to have a contagious effect which forces competing TWCs
to adopt similar laws in order to defend their export market

shares.

is a controversial subject which tends to generate
strong opinions. Critics view countertrade as an attack on the fundaCountertrade

mental principles
commercial

of the multilatera] trading system; as a "neanderthal"

practice; and, as having few

ers of countertrade acknowledge the

redeeming

virtues.

The support-

of countertrade, but see
it as a pragmatic response.to a trading system that has failed to resolve the chronic financial probJ.ems of the TI.iCs. C1early, the perawkv¡ardness

ceived advantages and disadvantages of countertrade depend on the user's

perspective in the market place. Neither the

critics, nor the supporters of countertrade, are abLe to provide support for Lheir opinions,
however strongly they are he1d, in the form of rigorous quantitative assessment.

ChapÈer

II

PERSPECTIVES ON THE COT'NTERTRÀDE OF CANADIÀN FOOD PRODUCTS

Potential gains and losses to the participanLs of countertrade tend

to be asymmetric

because

the objectives and problems faced by each coun-

try may differ markedlyo À summary, which is presented in Tab1e 2,
lists possibJ.e advantages and disadvantages of using countertrade to export Canadian food products to the TWCs. While most of the general
points on countertrade can be found in the literature, Lheir validity is
open to conjecture. Published commentaries on the pros and cons of
countertrade appear to be based mainly on anecdotal evidence and casual

empiricism. Moreover the magnitude of any gain or loss is likely to
pend on

the specific

list is

incomplete and could be amended

goods imported

de-

and exported. Undoubtedly, this

to include other reasonable considerations. Nevertheless, it serves as a starting point for the analysis of policy tradeoffs encountered by each party in a countertrade of
Canadian food products.

2.1

THIRD IIORTD COI'NTRY PERSPECTIVE

of payments deficits are a primary concern of virtually all
TWCs. Às a resulL, the potential use of countertrade to conserve hard
currency earnings and to gain access to new export markets makes it very
Balance

attractive. If

counfertrade can be used successfully to broaden and di-

versify exports, in addition to

expanding

-¿¿-

their volume, the TWCs would

23

be able

to achieve both economic and non-economic goals. For example,

a diversificaLion policy to improve political ties v¡ith new trading partners, âs well as to stabilize economic
countertrade could serve as

growth.
The problem

which can

for any TWC using countertrade is to negotiate

benefit its economy.

Foreign exporters

exchanges

will usually try

to

inflate their asking price when confronted with a request for countertrade. Also, foreign exporters will demand fungible products which they
can easily dispose of on world markets. If traditional cash sales are
merely repraced by countertrade, the

petitors

may

TWC

may be worse off and its

suffer, too. Transferring the form of

payment

com-

will not add

to hard currency earnings, while t.he marketing practices of swilch traders may depress prices in established markets for all TWCs.

'

of countertrade on development is unknown because the practice is relatively nelv in the TWCs.8 The appropriate
weighting that should be given to the various advantages and disadvanLages of countertrade is difficult to generalize and impossible to asThe longer term outcome

sess a

priori.

At the present time, the main points are merely listed

and discussed.

I

The only comprehensive analysis of the development impact of countertrade was based on six case studies of developing country experiences
during the period 1950-1976 t631.
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TÀBLE

2

Perspectives on the use of Countertrade to Export Canadian Food Products
to Third World Countries

Third WorId Country Perspect i.ve
Àdvantaqes

Di sadvantaqes

limited reserves
of convertible currencies

1. Conserve

and support domestic
poì.icy goals
2. Increase food imports and
improve nutritional balance
3. Gain access to established
marketing channels, and
create nev¡ opportunities
for employment, investment
and technological transfer
4. Àchieve political goals
of trade and narket

diversification

1. Difficult

and costly

negot iat i ons

2. Inflated prices of
imported goods (to cover
the extra costs of marketing
countertrade goods)
3. Leakage of fungible exports
on to rvorld markets and/or
replacement of traditional
cash sales
4. Misleading market signals
which adversely affect
investment decisions

Canadian Perspect ive

Àdvantaqes

1, Provide leverage to
non-tariff
trade barriers and

overcome

negotiate exporL sales
2. Assist in disposal of
surplus stocks

3. Ensure payment for exports
4. Improve political and
economic

relations with

Third World Countries

5. Create

new business

opportunities

Di sadvantaqes

1. DifficulL and costly
negotiations

2. Potential- retaliation

from

Canadian trading partners

3. Exporters unaccustomed
to buying role
4. Difficulties in marketing
goods obtained through
counter t rade
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2"1,1
I

t.

Advant,aoes

for

Conservation

Lhe

f$fC

of hard currencies --Many TWCs employ multipte

rates, licensing,

ex-

to attain policy objectives other than facil-itating trade.s In conjunction with these policies, TWC Aovernments often have to
iation imports in ordàr to avoid the economic aná political con-

change

and other trade-related measures

of a devaluation. Given this situation, countertrade
offers a means of relieving pressure on the balance of payments
because import expendilures are matched (at least to some degree)
sequences

offsetting exports t79]. In this sense, countertrade can
serve as a complementary policy instrument along wilh tariffs,
quotas and mulÈip1e exchange rates to achieve domestic political
goals through intervent.ion in the external sector of the economy.
by

Yoffie [91] suggests that counlertrade requirements
secondary purpose

in

some cases

which is to deflect criticism

a government-sponsored austerity
Whenever

a country

may have a

of

program.

imposes Lough countertrade regula-

tions, imports fa11, because foreign companies are Iess
1ikely to export under countertrade than under normal
trading circumstances. therefore, Third l^iorld governments that want to cut imports (and lower the standard
of living) can impose countertrade regulations and then
conveniently blame foreign corporations for refusing to
export. Igl:p.9J

to support this hypothesis
none could be found in the literature.

No incidents

e Cooper

were given by

yoffie,

and

lZll lists fostering of industrialization, improving terms of
trade, redistributing incone, raising revenues and doling out political favours as sone non-trade-facilitation objectives pursued by TWCs
through nrultiple exchange raLe policies.
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2.

Increase food imports

--

Governments

of Third Ï,jorId Countries

are

of the nutritional problems that confront their citizens,
and of the potential impact of forecasted demographic changes.
aware

Recent United

Nations predictions indicate that even with

lower

birth rates, the number of young people in many TWCs will cause
their populations to double within the next 40 years [55]. Despite the growing demand for food, the TWCs are reluctant to use
scarce foreign currency to import agricultural products. Àt the
present time, many countries have insufficient foreign exchange
to service both their debts and import capital items necessary
for planned development. The success of the former U.S. food
barter program, suggests that

3.

many TWCs would consider increasing

their food imports if they were offered countertrade.l0
Àccess to new markets -- Often the TWCs do not have sufficient
experience with the needs of the foreign market, oÍ the trade
connections necessary lo implement a successful export marketing
effort. If the TWCs are able to "piggy-back" the established
marketing channels of the industrialized countries, they can
avoid lhe costs of setting up loca1 distribution networks and accelerate the development of export industries. AIso, familiarity
wilh a foreign market can assist the developing country in identifying other potential markets for its products, training its
personnel in export market development and making buyers aware of
the quality attributes of its products. in this sense, countertrade may serve as a stepping-stone to the development of conven-

1o

A
Â.

description of the

U.S.

food barter program

is

provided

in

Chapter
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tional trade.
Other opportunities created

by

countertrade include ner¡ in-

vestment, employment, technoLogical Lransfer, and a
avoiding trade reguJ.ations. With countertrade

it

means of

becomes more

difficult to monitor adherence to international agreements. This
can be a shorL run advantage for individual countries which are
unable to dispose of excess stocks because of international commodity agreements. For example, it is alleged that Costa Rica
has engaged in severaÌ countertrade arrangements ínvolving "nonquota" coffee beans [8,46], while the use of countertrade to export oil outside of OPEC quota levels is widespread t611.
4. Political qoals -- Trade connections and political ties are intimately related. Most TWCs have a desire to broaden their trade
relations to offset the political influence of a dominant regionaI power, or a former colonial master" To the extent that countertrade can assist to diversify trade to politically acceptable
third markets, such as Canada, it may fu1fi11 a political as r¿eIl
as an economic objective.
Countertrade al-so may be used

for diversification as a strat-

to reduce risk. TWCs which depend on the exports of two or
three traditional products for the bulk of their foreign exchange
earnings are subject to the destabilizing affects of fluctuating
commodity prices. By insisting Lhat exporters accepL producls in
egy

counterlrade which have a higher value-added content, or previ-

ously were exported infrequently and in small quantities, the
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Tl,ics can broaden

the range and value of their exports. r1 Às noted

by one observer, countertrade has given rise to a

in the market for wicker furniture [36].

sance

2,1.2

virtual renais-

Disadvantaqes

for the TWC

1. Costlv neqotiations -- The greater length of time and lower success rate of countertrade negotiations relative to conventional
trade, is a disadvantage for all parties involved. To the extent
that the negotiations of countertrade contracts increase search
costs, the benefits of countertrade are less than comparable import/export transactions

to time necessary to complete transactions may also
increase service charges for countertrade. For example, bank
charges for letters of credit are likely to be higher for countertrade than conventional trade because the letters of credit
The length

usually are kept open longer.
2.

Inflated prices --

of marketing countertrade
be met from the margins of the exporter. Às a result,
demand

goods must
TI{cs which

countertrade will be quoted higher prices for the

they wish

11

The costs

to import. If Lheir

In a

goods

exports are priced by the interna-

summary report of six developing country case studies (circa
1976), Outters-Jaeger [63:p.102] nõtei the divérsification impact of
countertrade on non-traditional products. "For instance, barter-like
trade enabled Egypt and India to promote the exports of their new indusLriaL products, especially to other less industrialised developing
countries. Moreover, exporÈs of commodities for which demand in traditional nultilateral markets was either decreasing or stagnating,
like rubber, tea, coconut oi], etco, could be expanded under barterlike agreements. In most cases the barter-like relations help to
sone extent to achieve greater diversificalion in the commodity

sLrucLure

of exports."
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tional market, this
terms

amounts

of trade for bartered

It is

to the TWCs receiving less

favourable

goods.

to conclude however, that all countertrade
necessarily carries this disadvantage for the TWCs. If the TwC
unreasonable

for its exportsf then the countertrade method is likely to be inferior in terms of the prices paid
for imports. 0n the other hand, if the goods of the TWC cannot
be sold one must consider the opportunity costs of the countertrade goods rather than their "prices". The conclusion that under countertrade the TWC is paying inflaLed prices also might be
reversed if the only other alternative is to forego consumption.
Recyclinq of countertrade qoods -- In addition to the potentially
less favourable terms of trade, the TWC could experience a decline in its net foreign exchange earnings if traditional exports
are permitted to be used for countertrade in established markets.
More fungibLe products are easier to dispose of on world markets
and are more readily accepted as countertrade. If these products
are allowed to substitute for exports made on a cash basis, the
TWC may end up worse off because the countertrade products are
could have had a cash market

?

often sold at a discount which undermines prices.12

12

0f

course this depends on the "cash" terms of trade which the country
has previously been able to negotiate, and the market where its products is ultimately consumed. To the extent that countertrade middlemen have been able to find new markets for goods in COMECON, or other
TWCs, countertrade goods are not recycled and may have no affect on
normal cash markets.
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Many Tl.iCs

reslrict the list of "eligibIe"

countertrade prod-

ucts to non-traditional exports, or permit traditional exports to

markets. After goods leave the exporting
country, however, it is practically impossible to control their
final destination. Moreoverr âny country that does manage to expand its markel share at the expense of ils competitors' is likeIy to find these countries using countertrade to defend Lhembe

sold only to

new

selves.

4.

in exporting non-traditional
countertrade may encourage the TWC to invest in

MisLeadinq market siqnals

products through

--

Success

of infrastructure and training that support an inefficient industry. The use of scarce resources to develop industries that are unl-ikely ever to be competitive on the inLerna-

developments

tional market could be more harmful than beneficial to long tern
development.

À related problern concerns

the collection of marketing infor-

mation. If the TI^iCs become too dependent on external marketing
organizations, they may fail to adapt their products to the needs
of the market, or to recognize new product opportunities t6l.
2,2

CÀNADIÀN PERSPECTIVE

case for pursuing agricultural export narkets through counterlrade has similarities to the situation faced by the Tl.ICs. The markets
The

of agricultural exporters are subject to periodic
which producers are often forced

tion.

The

to sell at

belor+

excess supplies during

their costs of

produc-

markets of agricultural importers are highly protected

and
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for
As

some

higher value products

(".g. pork, cheese) are simply closed.

a result, the agricultural exporters are in a

weak bargaining posi-

tion to effect favourable changes in either market access, or commodity
prices. Countertrade may offer a means for agricultural exporters to
enlarge export markets by expanding

the effective

demand

for

food im-

ports in the TWCs.
The use

of countertrade as a

neans

of prornoting agricultural

exports

presents some common problems. Negotiations involving countertrade usu-

aÌly require more time and effort than comparable cash sales. For example, the exporter may have to negotiate rvith two separate agencies in
the TWC in order to satisfy the countertrade obligation. Normallyr €xporters can pass some of these additional costs of countertrade on to
the buyer in the form of higher prices. In the case of agricultural
products, however, this is more difficult because commodity price information is widely available. Another problem is that the products received in countertrade are sometimes inconvenient to market. These marketing problems tend to be more severe if the firm is small,
or the
TWC!s attention to quality is lax, or both.
2,2,1
'1.

Advantaqes

for

Canada

in export neqotiations -- The commitment to accept countertrade goods, even in partial payment, is a powerful negotiaLing tool that could be used to overcome restrictive trade neasures. For example, certain agricultural products are subject to
licencing procedures or quotas that virtually prohibit their importation in many TWC markets. Oflen these restrictive trade
Leveraqe
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to control the outflow of foreign exchange
than to protect domestic producers. Using countertrade as a

measures are used more

of financing, it may be possible to expand the export.s of
producLs, such as pork, apples, and potatoes which are produced
efficiently in canada, but have limited access to TWC narkets because of their bal-ance of payments probJ-ems"
Disposal of surpluses -- The United States operated a barter
trade program to dispose of surplus agricultural products from
1950-1973, which exceeded 1 billion dollars in the 1ast year of
its operation [80,84]. In Canada, both grain and dairy producers
have experienced periods of excess inventories. countertrade
could be used to reduce these inventories and promote long term
narket development by introducing canadian products to nev/ conmeans

2,

sumers.
?

IJ

for qoods -- At the present time, Canada has substantial balances of outstanding Loan guarantees and direct loans
to TWCs and centrally pranned countries which were extended to
finance past exports of agricuLtural products. The cost to taxpayers of this form of export assistance is difficult to quantify. A dearth of information exists on the terms or structure of
these loans, oF the degree to which they may be in arrears.ls
Ensure pavment

carries approximately 93.0 billion in conLingent
liabilities on behalf of credit grain sales made by the canaãian
wheat Board. in general these loans have a maximun three year repaynent term, but many have been extended because a large part of the
cwB's credit exposure is in countries which are being forced to reschedule their external debt. "over three quarters of the Board's
1984 credit receivables have been affected by reschedulings. As a
result credit extended orignally for- three years is now being repaid
over a much longer period."[34tp,21] Fortunately for grain iarmers,
the Ministry of Finance provides a 100 per cent guarantee of these
bank loans and charges no fee to the cwB. so far the Board has been
The governmenÈ now
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Given the large foreign debts carried by some TÞrcs, and the risk

that these countries could deray

payment

for indefinite

periods,

the more immediate and guaranteed payment offered by countertrade
could be of considerable benefit.
Improve

4.

political

and economic

relations -- countertrade

would

to improve both economic and political relations
r^rith Lhe Third world countries. countertrade agreements are
sometimes made "to show political support for the ]eaders or political philosophy of a country." [81:p.5] Às one of the princienable canada

pal countries supporting the concept of a North-south Dialogue,

is

to take a leading rore in promoting trade with
developing countries. Àgricultural countertrade could be a highly visible and concrete demonstration of canada's politicar comcanada

mitment

expected

to

countertrade

trade. In the longer term,
arrangements are likely to encourage complementary

improving North-South

non-barter trade as the
5"

TWCs become

more affluenL.

-- one feature of countertrade
that seems to gain short shrift by critics is that many firms
find the practice to be profitable. In a 1983 survey of US
firms, one-third reported making an overall profit on countertrade compared to .18 percent which suf f ered a l_oss, while the
balance claimed to breakeven 177). This may explain why firms
that have gained experience with countertrade are far ress critical of the pracLice than those who oppose the idea, but have no
create new busi.ness opportunities

able

to

increase

its lines of credit to cover the additional interest
The ultimate cost to Canadian taxpayers

charged to its customers.
will depend on wheLher the
accumulating debLs.

Board's customers eventually honour these

')^

first

hand experience

(".g.

some

trade officials).1a

is often credited !¡ith creating trade that would
not have taken place otherwise. IL has also led to a net increase in foreign exchange balances, ât least for some large
Countertrade

countries. A survey of countertrade trends conducted by the

U.S.

that "U.S. exports are estimated to exceed the Level of U.S. imports received through
countertrade during any given period" 179tp.24J. The net export
International Trade

Commission noted

balance was attributed

to the practice of

sation with partial counterLrade

2.2.2

ÐisadvanÈaoes

for

combining cash compen-

commitments.

Canada

1. Difficult neqotiations --

The time and cost required

to negotiate

a countertrade arrangement is a problem often cited in the liter-

ature. These problems rnay be exacerbated by bureaucratic rivalries in the TWC, as well as in Canada, if the importing agency is
not in direct control of the countertrade products. Because of
lhe cost of negotiations, smaI1. trades, ê.9. less than 9500,000,
are usually discouraged.

14

15

1s

is one Canadian-based mulinaLional that has embraced
countertrade by establishing a Trade & Barter Division. "In its second full year as an operating unit, Trade & Barter generated revenues
nearly three times greater than the'1983 leveI, a reflection not only
of the Division's growing expertise but also the increasing pace of

Massey-Ferguson

countertrade. The Division anticipates a further substantial increase in business volume in the coming year" [52:p.11]
Frizelle [30] also points out thaL shipping costs may make products
uncompetitive if the size of shipment is below a certain range.
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Traders

of agricuLtural products

is specific Lo

have a negotiating disadvan-

trade. Unlike exporters of
manufactured goods who can easily inflale their prices to cover
the additionar risk and costs of a countertrade demand, âgricultural traders are unable to disguise such a premium because cash
and future prices for agricultural commodities are widely published. Às a result, negotiations involving agricultural commodities must explicitly account for the extra costs which the trader expects to .incur. Naturally, buyers tend to resist explicit
risk premiums more than those which may be suspected, but are
tage which

commodity

well hidden.

2. Retaliation of

-- if the products of countertrade are
heavily discounted, existing suppliers may be provoked ro retaliate. Undesirable reactions in other areas of trade, or measures
to offset the gains of countertrade may outweigh the initial adcompetitors

vantage.

unwillinq buver -- By definition the seller in countertrade is
also expected to act as a buyer. In

agent is

many

unaccustomed and unprepared

to

cases, the exporting
assume

the

importing

ro1e. This problem could be turned into an opportunity if
exporter is able to adapt successfully to the situation.
doubLedly, the

demands

of countertrade

the
Un-

have given strong impetus

for the formation of large trading houses in the united states
and Europe. This development is generally viewed as positive in
government and business
Japanese

ports.

circles because of the

have had in using trading

houses

success which the

to promote their

ex-
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4.

Marketinq problems with countertrade qoods

ing countertrade products depends on the

--

success

in

market-

ability to meet
world standards in grading, packaging, refrigeration, shipping,
etc. Long term investments may be needed that can be initiated
only with public support. if the TI,IC lacks commitment to the development of its own products, the marketing problems of the buyTI,TC's

er may make countertrade unprofitable.
Greater problems in marketing counterLrade goods are

be

likely

to

by small or nedium sized Canadian exporters.
which lack the financial and resource capability to market

encountered

Firms

these products on their orr'n behalf are forced to use switch traders to convert countertrade goods to cash. t e The commissions paid

to switch traders vary inversely with the fungibility of the
goods (i.e. very fungible - lowest commissions). The absence of
Canadian

trading houses on the scale of international competition

reduces the scope of Canadian firms

to offer countertrade

compa-

rable to their U.S. and European counterparts.

2.3

st I{MARY

it is

extremely difficul-t to generalize about the possible nerits or

of countertrade.

variety of considerations and
each participant gives their own weighting to the issues. The perspectives of Canada and the TWCs on the countertrade of Canadian food proddrawbacks

There are a

ucts reflecÈs the diversity of pros and cons that surround the practice"
16 switch

traders

are specialized

trading

houses whose

function is to
of easi-

market countertrade goods which the recipient cannot dispose

ly.
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For the TWCs, countertrade holds the potential to reduce their
balance of payments problems and for attaining certain political objectives. In order to maximize the development benefits of countertrade,
however, the

TWCs

aI products.

must be able

to generate

Simp1y converLing

new exports

of non-tradition-

existing cash sales to counLertrade, or

using countertrade to expand into a competitor's market,

create perrnanent gains for any of the
From Canada's

is unlikely

to

TWCs.

point of view, the countertrade of agricultural prod-

ucts has the potential to convert the latent

demand

for food imports

of

into an effective demand. ÀIso, countertrade provides a means
of financing agricultural exports that guarantees payment. In this resome TWCs

spect, countertrade

may be

superior to longterm credit financing or loan

of countertrade for agriculture are
that negotiations can be difficult, costly, and subject to a higher incidence of breakdown than cash transactions. Moreover, the exporLer of
agricultural goods must deal with the marketing problems of generatly
unfamiliar countertrade products in order to recoup their va1ue.
guarantee

programs.

The drawbacks

C1earIy the most appealing aspect

of countertrade is the opporLunity

it presents for both parties to overcome a critical financial barrier
for the TWCs and to create an expansion of trade. The problem is to
identify trade goods which wiIl yield mutual benefits and overcome the
higher costs of countertrade, while avoiding potentially undesirable
side-effects.

Chapter

III

THE ECONOMICS AND USES OF

COT'NTERTR.ADE

political motives and objectives that surround the use of countertrade Lend to obscure the economics of the practice. In fact the majority of the literature on countertrade deals with either the mechanics
of the practice, its pitfalls, or its growing importance. I,iith the exception of a few notable articles 117,57,59,74), very limited attention
has been paid by economists to a Lheoretical explanantion of counterThe

trade.

of this chapter is to review the theoretical framework
for countertrade and to examine the economics of its applicaLions. The
discussion is organized into three parts. In the first section, a game
theoretic model is used to provide a framework for the analysis of biIateral and triangular countertrade. This is followed by a discussion
of the economics of countertrade's principal applications. In the final
section, some examples of potential uses of countertrade in the export
of Canadian agricultural products are outlined.
The purpose

3"1

TI{EORETICAT FR.åMEWORK

for the analysis of bargaining and the factors that affect the terms of exchange is provided by game theory" The
first economic model of barter trade, developed over 100 years ago by
Edgeworth l27l is considered to be the oldest conceptualization of a
A theoretical framework

-38-
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164). The Edgeworth model
represents a two trader/two product barter, or what is also known as a
bilateral monopoly. The results of this model can be expanded to repre-

market as a non-zero sum cooperative gamel7

sent a three trader/three product barter, or a triangular countertrade.

3.1,1

Pure BarÈer/Bilaberal CounberLrade

The trade model presented

in Figure 2 is

commonly

referred to as an

Box". For simplicity we will consider that the two traders
(X and y) each have stocks of only two commodities (e and n), respectively. À11 points within the Edgeworth Box and its boundaries relate
to possible distributions of Lhe fixed quantities of goods A and B. The
solid lines are trade-indifference curves which represent combinations
of goods À and B that give equal utility to the respective traders. The
trade-indifference curves of trader X are convex to origin 0', while the
"Edgeworth

trade-indifference curves of trader Y are drawn convex to origin 0.

of illustration, it is assumed that trader X has the
entire stock of good A (equal to O'R), and that trader Y has the entire
stock of good B (equal to 0R). i,iithout trade, and given the stock of
good R, indifference curve X0 is the highest level of utility available
to X. Similar1y, Y0 is the highest level of utility available to.Y if
only good B is held. X0 and Y0 also represent the minimum utility leve1s that these traders will accept after an exchange, because they can
do at least this well without trade. Higher trade-indifference curves
(X1,xz for X and Y1,Y2 for Y) can only be reached with trade. Since C'
For the purposes

17

with a zero sum outcome, the payoffs to the gainers exactly equal the
losses of the losers. In a non-zero sum game, many possible outcomes
may

obtain and gains

may

exceed losses

in total.

B

Figure
Edgeworth Box Model

Source: AdapEed from Shapley dnd Shubik.
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of trade for trader X, it is
also the most favourable terms that trader Y can expect to receive. The
opposite case holds for point C which is the most favourabLe terms that
represents

the

minimum acceptable terms

trader X can expect.

is called the contract curve.
It represents the
locus of points formed by the tangencies of X's and Y's Lrade-indifferThe dark

ence

line

curves.

CC'

Àny

or to a level of

point on the contract curve can be shown to be superi-

trade were negotiated

not

curve. For example, lf
at point M trader Y would be as well off as if the

exchange

on the contract

at point W (same trade-indifference curve), while trader X
would be better off at l,l because he could move to a higher trade-indifexchange were

curve. Clearly, X could offer Y an incentive to move from M to
some point on the contract curve between W and his trade-indifference
curve X2 and still be better off. Às a result, it can be shown that the
points on the contract curve dominate all points off the contract
curve.lE The contract curve is the set of pareto optimaL solutions which
correspond to the division of the mutual. gains of barter trade betr,¡een
ference

the two players.

institutional setting represented

player barter is
limited only by the most basic assumption of property rights [70]. Each
trader is free to name prices and negotiate without restriction for the
most favourable individual terns of trade. Through bargaining and hagg1inq, the two traders arrive at a solution somewhere on the contract
curve CC'. Àlthough the solution can be shown to be on the curve, the
The

18

by

the

two

In the case of barter between two individuals, the contract curve
corresponds lo the Core solution in game theory 1741, À game theoretic form of the Edgeworth Box is presented in Àppendix B.
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exact point

(i.e. the terms of trade) is

Shapely and

Shubik [74]

ting can lead to
ers are unable

shor¡

that

indeterminate.

changes in

wideJ.y varying outcomes.

If

ne the competitive solution (point

good À

in

one assumes

Lerms

of

good B

will

be equal

market, then the

P, in Figure 2).

to

of

naming

maximize

The

outcome

price of

to the slope of Rp.

À monopolistic solution can be obtained by assuming
b1e

that the trad-

to influence price (both act as price takers) and that

these prices are determined by the competitive

*iff

the institutional set-

lrader X is

capa-

the price, while trader Y acts as a price taker and tries

his welfare subject to the given price.

The response func-

tion of trader Y is called the offer curve and is traced out by the Langencies of his trade-indifference curves to the price lines. In Figure

2, the offer curve of trader Y is the dashed line passing through M and
intersecting the offer curve of trader X at point P. The solution, at
M, is determined by the tangency of trader Y's offer curve and the highest trade-indifference curve of trader X. The price line RQ specifies
the terms of trade.

of the trade model represented in Figure 2 resulL
from the institutional settings and the traders' relative bargaining
The three outcomes

power. If the traders are powerless to influence the market, Lhe competitive solution P will obtain. If the bargaining strength of the two
traders is such that each can name prices, the terns of trade are indeterminate, but lhe results are efficient in a welfare sense. If one
trader has the power to set prices, however, the monopolistic solution
(point t't, in Figure 2) may resul!. Only in this lasl case of unequal
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bargaining power

trade to achieve

3,1,2
The

is

for using barter or countera disproportionate economic benefit for one trader.
an opportunity created

Three-way Barter/Trianqular Countertraile

classic problem of barter is to find a combination of goods that

is satisfactory to both traders. This probleni, which is often referred
to as the need for a "double coincidence of wants", is likeIy to be more
acute if the countries have similar natural resource endowments, cIimaLes and

technical capabiliLies.

One means

of

overcoming

the lack of

a

of wants is to expand the number of traders and commodities from two to three. using the previous exampre of a two-way
barter, imagine that trader X wants commodity B from trader Y, but traddouble coincidence

er Y has no demand for comrnodity À. A third party, trader Z, exists
however, that wants commodity À. From the array of products that trader
Z can offer, there

is a commodity C which trader

Y

wilÌ

accepL.

In Figure 3, part a, this three-way barter is illustraded as a trade
triangle. Trader X sends goods À to trader Z, and receives an acceptable quantity of goods B from trader Y. The exchange is balanced by a
shipment

of

goods C

for trader Z to trader

Y.

is identical to a three-way barter, except
that each trader receives a transferable monetary unit of account for
his goods rvhich is subsequently used to fulfi11 a pre-arranged purchase
conmitment. Figure 3, part b, illustrates this triangular countertrade.
The movement of goods in one direction is offset by the movement of
funds, or credit, in the opposite direction"
A triangular countertrade
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(a)

Three-way Barter

Trader

Trader

Trader

Y

(b)

Triangul

ar

Trader

Trader

Fì gure 3

X

Countertrade

X

Trader

:

Z

Z

Three-way Barter and Triangu'lár Countertrade
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The economics of

triangular countertrade also can be represented in

Figure 4 by a triangJ.e. In this case the points within the triangle

and

its boundaries represent the sets of all possible gains from three-way
trade. The payoffs to the three traders are indicated in brackets, i.e.
(x,u,z), At the vertices of the triangles, all benefits are captured by
one trader and Leaving the others with zero gains. For example, ât
point X, the payoff (3,0,0) indicates a gain of 3 for trader X and 0 for
traders Y and z. similarly, at point Y the payoff is (0,3,0), whire at
point Z the payoff is (0,0,3).
solutions require the participation of only two traders,
which jointly receive all the benefits. The payoff in a countertrade of
Boundary

is zero (i.e.

trade). Àlong the edge of the
triangle between points X and Y, Lhe payoff is divided between traders X
and Y, while trader z receives zero (".g. aL the midpoint p, the payoff
is (1.5,1.5,0) ) " À11 non-boundary points require the participation of
all three traders and each may make a claim on the benefits. The closer
the solution is to their vertex, the greater the proportion of the gains
one trader acting alone

no

which the trader has captured.
The various countertrade

characteristic functions.

situations in Figure 4 are defined by their
The

characteristic function specifies

value of the gains from trade which can be divided between or

participating traders.

The

ß,2)
(3.3)
(3.4)

v(0) -

0

v(x) = v(Y) = v(z) - 0
v(xY) = v(yz) = v(xz) = 3
v(xYz) =

3

among the

characteristic function for Figure 4, part

is:

(3.1)

the

a

(3,0,0)
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X

(a)

0, 1.5)

(1.5,

(0,

Y

3, o)

R

(0,1.5, 1.5)

(0,

0,

3)

(b)

lz=2

(c)

Figure

4 :

Game

Theory Model

of Trjangular Countertrade

Source: Adapted from Shapìey and

Shubi k
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coarition (3.1), or a coaliLion of one (3.2) has no trade, and
no gains from trade. Any coalition of two traders (3.3) has a payoff of

An empty

3,

which

in this

case

is equal to the payoff of the grand coalition,

r.e. (J.4) = J.

in this model rests upon the existencer or
non-existence of a core solution. The core solution in game theory corresponds to the conlract curve of the Edgeworth box. if the core solution is empty, a triangular countertrade will not take place; existence
of the core solution indicates a triangular countertrade could be feasible to negotiate. The core solution is defined as the set of undominatThe game theory anal.ysis

ed solutions.le

In part a of Figure 4, there is no core solution.
and Q, which give any two

traders.l.5 each,

The

points p,

R,

dominate any other division

traders. These points can be dominated however, if
the third trader offers to take srightly less Lhan 1.5, in order to
bribe one of the others to join his coalition. The implication for triangular countertrade is that if any two traders can find a two-way barter which yields more individually than their participation in a triangular countertrade, they will opt out of the triangular countertrade.
between

the

same

two

In parts b and c of Figure 4, only (3.3) of the characteristic function has been changed. In part b, any coalition of two traders can norl
receive only 2

1s Returning

(i.e

v(Xv)=v(XZ)=v(yZ)=2) The core solution in part b is

to the more familiar concept of the Edgeworth Box, all
points on the conLract curve can be shown to be superior to the
points off the curve, but are not superior to each other. The points
on lhe contracL curve (in the core solution) reflect only various divisions of lhe benefits gained from trade.
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the singte point T(1,1,1), which is the one undominated division of the

gains. This suggests that if a
be expanded

to three r¿ithout

countertrade involving two Lraders

making any trader worse

can

off, the triangular

countertrade should dominate the bilateral counterirade.

In part c of Figure 4, the gains to a two trader coalition are further reduced to 1 (i.e. v(xy)=v(xz)=v(yz)=1). The core solution in parL

c is the cross-hatched hexagonal area. This implies that if the traders
can all do better in a triangular countertrade than either aLone or in a
bilateral arrangenent, the numbÈr of potential divisions of the benefits
are large, but like the contracl curve the terms of trade may be indeterminate.

2o

Two inferences can be drawn

from the game theory rnodeL of triangular

countertrade. First, Ltiangular countertrade does not necessarily require equal benefits for all traders, but each trader must be able to do

at least as rvell as they could in a bilateral ccuntertrade.

Second,

if

a triangular counLertrade can be found that gives each trader as much as
any two-way trade, the triangular countertrade should dominate.

to three regions there is a greater poten!ial for identifying complementary trade goods. The addition of an extra trader adds only one more demand to be fiIled, r+hile doubling Lhe
number of goods Lhat could serve to satisfy an unfulfilled demand in an
By expanding countertrade

incomplete

bilateral countertrade" In this regard, triangular counter-

trade may gain an important advantage which
20 A

is

normally associated with

survey of other game theory solulion concepts that might be more
applicable for analysing the terms of trade in a triangular countertrade is available in Rapoport [54] and in Schotter and Schwodiauer
[70].
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multilateral trade.

3"2

COI]NTERTR.ADE: PRICING ÀND TER}4S OF TR.ADE

in barter and countertrade depend on
the institutional setting and the relative bargaining ability of the individual traders. consequentry, it is possible that the "prices" used
in counLertrade could differ substantially from the prices prevaiJ.ing in
the international market if that market is imperfectly competitive. For
example, a TWC with weak (strong) bargaining power could receive less
Theoretical-ly the terms of trade

(more) for its goods in countertrade than similar

goods

might have

fetched in multilateral trade.
The

hypothesis that a

Tl.tC

receives a price in countertrade that is

significantly different from multilateral trade is based on rather
strong assumpLions. it is necessary to assume that the alternative market opportunity is unavailable and thaL the TWC's bargaining position is
unimportant in multilateral trade. For most TWC goods these assumptions
will not ho1d. In the case of traditional exports, prices realized in
international trade

may

vary

among

the

TWCs

depending on the

policies of

multilateral corporations with which they deat. À1so it is possible
that the governments of certain TWCs might adjust their export prices on
Lhe

the basis of politically determined currency exchange rates raLher than

offer preferred prices in

markets. Às a result, export prices in
conventional trade could be equivalent to the "prices" received in countertrade.

some
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in which terms of trade differ
conventional trade and countertrade. Some evidence exists to

0f

course there may be cases

between

suggest

to effect price discrimination, in which
case prices by definition are bound to differ. I,lith respect to non-traditional goods the "prices" in countertrade may be superior to prices
that could be attained in conventional trade because buyers may demand
substantial price discounts before they will undertake the risk of marthat countertrade

may be used

keting these unfamiliar products.

are rarely available to compare the terms of trade derived in
countertrade and Lhe prices received in conventional cash transactions.
Researchers that have examined Lhis issue report that the situation is
mixed. Caves [17] searched for evidence that bilateral arrangements had
been used for the purpose of implementing price discrimination policies.
Certainly, there is convincing evidence that some less developed countries take deteriorated terms of trade under some bilateral arrangements in order to segment the markets for their
primary products, and indeed this is one of the publicly stated objectives of these agreements..... Sti11, many analyses
suggest that the bulk of transactions under bilateral agreements take place at world market prices, and lhat even the
Data

trade flows handled by state trading corporations

may be mark-

similar percentages both ways, so that no significant
net distortion results. ['17:p.3aJ
ed up by

also points out that overvalued exchange rates may disguise the
terms of trade. Countertrades that appear to have terms of trade significantly different from prevailing market prices, might not be when
assessed al the correct shadow price for convertible foreign currency.
Caves

by the OECD, in their case studies of barter in
developing countries [63], is to compare calculated unit values of barter-like trade with internaLional prices for imports and exports. The
The approach taken
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is fraught v¿ith statistical problems,
but do present some guarded conclusions.2l For example, in the case of
India which r+as considered to have the best data base for this analysis:

authors caution that the technique

In conclusion, although the unit value

comparisons embody

many

critical problems, they give evidence that barter-like trade
provided higher prices for India's exports and lower prices
for its imports. The price differentials between both kinds
of trade were, in general, not very important and tended to
decrease for many products. This implies that barter-like
trade was increasingLy conducted at or around ¡vorld market
prices.

Ieg:p.'106J

To determine the

effective terms of trade, however, the

OECD

study

further adjusts the data for the balance in the bilateral clearing

.

ac-

is made for the interest-free credit provided by
the cLearing account and the impact of international price inflation.
counts

Àn allowance

Concluding from the preceding analyses, one may state that the
developing countries' terms of trade in their barter-like relations v¿ere generally not worse, and in some cases, vlere even
better than those obtainabLe in trade on a muÌtilateral basis.
The negative influence of large and sustained surpluses in the
clearing accounts at least partially offset the positive price
dif f erentiats. [63 :p. 1 09]

of countertrade, these studies may be considered as somewhat dated (Cavesl1974, OECD studyzl979). Nevertheless,
the basic conclusion, that in general the terms of trade for counterGiven the rapid evolution

trade are not significantly different from conventional trade, is probably still va1id. In a recently published document by the Canadian

Gov-

ernment, exporters are advised:

it is important to always include in the counterpurchase contract a "normal prevailing international price" stipulation.
Usually, this entails a comparison of the prices paid to suppliers by other customers in Western markets for the same
21 The terms of trade which r+ere based on

distorLed

goods, and

by
by

calculaled unit values may be
and gualities of
the clearing unit and exchange rate applied.

the

aggregation

of different types
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products. in the absence of such an agreementr ân exporter
be compelled to accept countercieliveries at grossty in-

may

flated prices.

[28:p.13J

With respect to the prices Canadian exporters charge, they are advised

to quote a price that includes their countertrade costs, while indicating that a slight reduction is possible if countertrade is not involved

1281, If it can be assumed that the advice provided by the Canadian
Government is consistent with worldwide countertrade practices, then the
current terms of trade for countertrade should approximate the terms
prevailing in convenlional cash transactions.
3.3

ECONOMICS OF COI'NTERTRÀDE APPIICÀTIONS

If the

terms

of trade for

cash, the greater

countertrade

are

no

different

than for

lower transaction cost of money based trade
should completely displace all forms of countertrade. Instead countertrade tends to persist because of other advantages which it may offer.
ease and

In this section, the economics of countertrade are considered with respect to its use as a means of circumventing regulation, âs a method of
market development, and as a bargaining strategy.

3,3.1

SÈraÈeqies

to

Circumvent ReouLation

for using countertrade is its value as a
method for circumventing regulations. The problem in outmanoeuvering
the regulators is to avoid detection, or if detected, to avoid enforcement of the rules. Countertrade is useful in this regard because transaction costs can be disguised and the exchange can be structured to bypass the monetary system, which in most cases is used to monitor and
enforce regulaled activity.
À widely recognized moLive

s3

3.3,1"1

Foreign Exchange ResÈrict,Íons

The international

transfer of foreign

exchange

is closely

monitored

to restrictions in many TWCs. These restrictions can present a problem for multinational corporations which are not permitted to
repatriate their original investments or their profits in hard currencies. To get around the problem of "blocked funds", the corporation
could undertake a countertrade with its subsidiary. The subsidiary company would provide goods to the "parent" corporation at very favourable
terms which the corporation can subsequently re-selI at their true value
to obtain its profits. In this case, countertrade could work against
what the TWC considers to be its best interest.
and subject

Countertrade may also be used by

strictions.

For example, a

TWC

a

TWC

to avoid foreign

which has been

exchange re-

classified as uncredit-

difficulty obtaining international loans could use a buyback form of countertrade to finance the import of equipment for a
processing pIant. Usually, these countertrades are structured so that
the original supplier includes the cost of financing in the value of
goods taken-back once the plant is in operation.
worthy and has

The

threat of intervention by inLernational banks can be another rea-

for

to use countertrade. If an export of goods is made on
a cash basis, the funds could be demanded by its creditors t,o cover
son

some TWCs

overdue debt

repayments. By using countertrade, lhe

TWC

can circumvent

the banks or the international Monetary Fund (tUf) and obtain its de-

sired imports. Although the World Bank and IMF officially
ing the

TWCs

to

abandon

deny pressur-

the use of countertrade, there is ample evidence
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to support the allegation that they have lried to block countertrade
deals and influence the Ti.iCs to alter their countertrade legislati on.22

3,3.1,2

Connodity AgreenenL and Cartel RegulaLions

Coffee beans and petrol-eum are both subject

ty

to international commodi-

that impose quota limitations on the major export suppliers.23 Àt the same time, these two commodities figure prominantly in
offsetting countertrade commitments of the TI.lCs. While some of these
agreements

the rules of their respective comothers are obviously in violation and nany more are

countertrade transactions are within
modity agreements,
suspected

of breaking the rules.

is clearly detrimentaL to cartel arrangements, or international commodity agreements. In order for a cartel successfully to
raise prices it must be able to restrict export supplies. If member
countries can use countertrade to export more than their quota share
without being detected, prices wilI decline and the discipline of the
cartel will collapse. Cartel agreements are known to be economically
Countertrade

unstable because "violators", whi.ch use methods such as countertrade,
z2

Three articles which have appeared recently in Countertrade Outlook
(a weekly intelligence bulletin ) provide concrete ex-arnptes: rÀntF
barter language said to be part of Dominican-IMF Àgreement" (Vo1.3
Ho.36); "Despite IMF Opposition: Pakistan is forced to expand countertrade" (voI.3 No.25); and, "Bowing to IMF, Colombia will drop most

barter in favor of offset" (vol.3

23

Ho.25)

of the Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries (OpgC)
are restricted by quota to maximum export levels of crude oil.
Signatories to the International Coffee 0rganization include both exporting and importing countries. Non-quota coffee (i.e. coffee in
excess of an exporter's quota) may be exported to a non-signatory

Members

e.g. USSR, but signatory inrporting countries have non-quota import
limits. At lhe present time, there is almost five times as much nonquota coffee available for export as lhere is quota [8] .
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can make substantial short run gains.24 Undoubtedly,

of OPEC Cartel extend

beyond

3o3o1

.3

Many
above

161

I

problems

counterLrade, but the use of countertrade

by OPEC members illustrates

controls

discipline

its effectiveness in circumventing

quota

.

Over-valueil Exchange
TWCs

Rat,eg

have official exchange rates that are artificialLy set

their market value.

The

effect of an over-valued exchange rate is

as a tax on export transactions and a subsidy on imports t191.

the

same

The

country's exports are priced higher in foreign currencies

and are

less competitive with alternative sources of supply than would be the
case

if the exchange rate were set by market forces.

is the country's own official exchange rate.
The government may wish to expand exports, but is unable to cut prices
directly, and is unwilling to lower exchange rates because of political
constraints.2s By using countertrade, the government could negotiate a
sale which is below cost (measured at the official exchange rate), while
the facts are concealed from the general public. Àlthough the value of
imported goods received in countertrade is less than could be purchased
at the official exchange rate, the countertrade may still be advantageous in terms of the real value of the country's resources. "This moThe regulatory problem

24 The economics
[1e] .

of international cartels are discussed in Chacholiades

2s For example, the government may not want to change export
cause it is already under pressure from consuners to lower
reduce shortages. Changing the foreign exchange rate may
undesirable because it is used to tax exports, which raise
revenue, and lo re-distribute income.

prices beprices and
be equally
government
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tive for countertrade li.e.

concealmentl

is

no doubt important

for

many

developing countries and also for a number of Communist countries.
122ry.381

"

.

in this section were chosen because each
illustrates a different leveI of conflict in which countertrade can be
used to avoid regulation. In the case of foreign exchange restrictions,
countertrade is used to circumvent externally imposed regulation. The
cartel example illustrates the effectiveness of countertrade against
within-group regulaLion. The over-valued currency example demonstrates
the use of countertrade against self-imposed regulation. These few examples merely indicate the flexibility of countertrade as a means of escaping regulation and are not intended to exhaust the possibilities.
The three examples described

3.3.2

tdarhet Creation and Develooment Slrateqies

Efforts of

TWCs

to

expand

the range and value of their exports are

often hampered by the shortage of public funds available Lo invest in

the

of their corporate sectors. In countertrade, the TI{Cs have found a method of utilizing the
corporate sectors of the industrially advanced countries to assist them
in creating new markets for their goods. The first strategy discusses
the Method of Reversed Tied Àid which applies to counterpurchase forms
of countertrade. The second approach, which is lermed the Murrell Signaling Hypothesis, is used to explain buy-back forms of countertrade.
export market development and by

In addition to the export

of

foreign exchange is generated

by

weakness

raw materials

and

manufactured goods,

the export of services. At lhe present
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time, Ti{C service-related exporls have been used to only a limited extent in offsetting countertrade commitments. Some examples of the use
of countertrade to develop markets for TWC service exports are considered in the last part of this section.

3,3.2.1

Method

of

Reversed Tied Aid

Export products of the

TWCs

and

many communist

countries suffer

an

problem. Importers are wary of the inconsistent availability of
supplies, the poor record of after-sales service, and the indifferent
image

attitudes which are sometinres displayed towards quality. Às a result,
importers consciously discount the prices

they are willing to offer for

the products of countries which have not established a good reputation.
The international- market

ucts,26 could

be

for many of these non-traditional export prod-

represented by the supply

trated in Figure 5, part a.

and

demand schedules

i1lus-

This market has no equilibrium combination

with a nonnegaLive price-quantity combination. The maximum price

willing to

(op)

for Lhe TWC export is discounted to
less than the minimum supply price (Sp) at which products are offered.

which buyers might be

pay

of reversed tied aid provides the TWC government with an
effective means of inducing foreign corporations to develop markets for
these goods. The TWC government can demand that a1l foreign corporations seeking to seLl certain products in its market must accept a specified volume of countertrade from a list of these non-traditional goods.
The requirement to purchase lhese countertrade goods in the TI.IC market
The method

26 The terrn
normal

non-traditional is used to refer to any producL which is not

j.y exported.

5B

(a)

Price of
TI^IC

Export
TI^IC

Supply

SP
DP

World

Demand

(with buyerst dÍscount)

Quantity of
Non-traditional
TI^IC Export (Y)

(b)

Price of nD I
Export"'

TiniC

TI^IC

Supply

I^lorld

Ðemand

I^lorlri

Demand

(with countertrade obligation)

SP
DP

(with buyers' discount)

^ Quantity of
Non-traditional
TllC ExPort (Y)

Y

Irigure

Supply and

Demand

for Non-traditional

TI^IC

Export
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becomes

the "reversed tie".

To

the extent that the TWC government

may

willing to accept terms for countertrade imports which are less favourable than conventional trade, the TI.ic is providing "aid" to assist
its non-traditionaL exports.
be

in Figure 5, part b, the impact of reversed tied aid is illusLrated.
The countertrade requirement alters the foreign demand for the non-traditional export by forcing the foreign corporation to seLect some goods
on the TWC's "countertrade product list".
The effect of the countertrade requirement is to shift the effective demand curve up by Dp'-Dp.
The market nov¡ has a positive price-quantity combination (sp and Y).
"aid" (equal to lop'-op]y) nay be financed from the normal profits
of the exporter, or from the higher price paid by the TWC (government or

The

private importers) for the foreign goods, or

boLh.

Critics of the method of reversed tied aid point out that it is an
inefficient means of developing export markets. In addition to Lhe distortions created in resource all-ocation, it could actualì.y prove to be
harmful to long term development of export markets. shifting all marketing and distribution responsibilities to foreign corporations cuts

off the TWC producers

of information from the
ultimate consumers. This makes it more difficult for the TWC producers
to make the kinds of product refinements and improvements necessary to
stay competitive, or to develop new and innovative products for export
i6l

from an important feedback

.

A

related

country'

long term

problem is the

damage

that

can be done

to

the

s general repulation for quality" Lacking other information,
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their purchase decisions on "country-of-origin"
markings. Forcing foreign corporations to distribute apparently shoddy
consumers often base

countertrade goods may lower the perception of average

country's goods in the minds of

quality of

the

consumers.

3,3"2,2 Hurrell Signaling HypoÈhesis
alternative approach to export market development is to alter the
quality perception of TWC products on world markets. Murrell t59l proÀn

signaling Lheory to explain how the "buyback" form of countertrade can be used to increase the demand for nontraditional exports and to inprove a country's quality reputation.
poses a model based on market

of countertrade usually entails the export of a turnkey manufacturing or processing pJ-ant which the importing nation financA buy-back form

es and repays by shipping a fixed proportion of the output

to the original supplier.27 If. the TWC or Eastern Block country can persuade the
supplier to market its goods under the foreign corporation's brand name,
then it can give a quality signal to importers that may override a lower
country-of-origin reputation. Although the foreign corporation may have
no control over the quality of inputsr âs original supplier of the

it does have sufficient knowledge of the technical process to
judge quality. Àlso, the foreign corporation can threaten to wiLhold
parts, or technical updates of equipment, âs leverage to force the TWC
equipment

to maintain quality.

27 Other forms

of buy-backs could consist of a l^lestern f irm setting up a
plant and taking 100 percent of the output in return for countertrade
credits (i.e. the right to exporl an egual value of other products to
the TWC market).
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Murrell contrasts the outcome of a buy-back form of countertrade with
a siLuation in which a western factory is purchased and the buyer at-

to export part of the output. The main assunptions of the model
are that the product has a quality of U* which the original supplier
tempts

knows and can

signal to potentiaL buyers v¡ith trademarks and guarantees.

of the buy-back countertrade are incorporated into the price
paid by the TWC for the factory. In the absence of a buy-back arrangement, a potential importer assumes an average product quality of U'
(<U*), but the importer can determine quality by paying C per unit for
These costs

product testing.
The

the

model presented in Figure 6 illustrates the situation in

buy-back generates the

most economic activity.

The

two

which

supply

of the Western factory, and S1, the
higher cost suppLy curve when the factory is paid for in a buy-back
deal. The first demand curve, Dr(P,U'), corresponds to the discounted
offer of importers which is based on assumed average quality (u') and
price. The second demand curve, Dz(P,U*,C), is relevant when buyers
curves are So, the outright purchase

spend C

to determine quality U*.

the export

demand when

The

third

demand

curve, Ds(p,U*), is

the buy-back is negotiated.

of the TWC exports (yr<yz<Y¡) is arbitrarily assigned
and could be otherwise. If the quality signal, U*, has no particular
impact, then D1 could equal D3 in which case Y1>Y2 and the buy-back is
inferior to an outright purchase. For the quality signal to be important, the buyer must believe quality is variable and critical to the
good's use. Àlso, quality must be difficult to determine prior to
The ordering
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Price
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Source: Adopted from Murrel I
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the cost of determining quality decreases, D2 shifts to the
right and the possibility that Yz>Ys increases. Murrell proposes two
testable hypotheses: a buy-back is more probabre, 1) the higher the cost
of testing product quality, and 2) the l-ower the country-of-origin reputation of the exporter. Subsequently, these hypotheses are tested using
data for Eastern Europe, and slalistical results are obtained that supuse.28 As

port these contentions.

is

of the few rigorous treatments of countertrade
in the literature.2s His rnodel, which is based on market signaling theoEY, provides a plausible explanation of how a buy-back arrangement can
benefit a TWC or an East European country when quality information is
Murrel-l's study

one

unobtainable. using a buy back arrangement, a better price can be received than if buyers only assumed some average quality based on the

country-of-origin. Murrell advises, "the usual conclusion, that countertrade is a retreat towards bilateralism without any significant advantage, should be reevaluated" Iss:p.600]. Às the products of buy-back

28

Murrell suggests Lhe important product characteristics are 1 ) durability, 2)indivisibility and 3) the proportion of raw material used
relative to total value. Durable goods require spare parts and after-sal-es service, and are not easily tested for quality (durability)
until after being used. The larger the size (value) of the product,
the less able (more expensive) it is for the importer to use random
tests requiring destruction. The greater the proportion of raw material used, the more quality will depend on Lhe TWC manufacturer.

29

Mirus and Yeung

[57,58], have attempted to

extend

this

model and ex-

countertrade from the exporter's perspective. They suggest
that countertrade is a logical response by Western businesses to political and ownership constraints that impede joint ventures, vertical integration, franchising and other forms of foreign direct investment. They also appear to concur with Murrell that countertrade
may have redeeming economic value which explains its existance. "As
a cost-saving arrangement and, sometimes, as an efficiency-improving
incentive-conpatible form of contracting, countertrade is neither an
inefficient form of trade, nor is it detrimentat lo the growth of international business, as commonly alleged [57:p.17J.
amine
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countertrades gradually raise Western perceptions of
pean

quality, overall trade

3"3"2,3
The

Countertrade

performance

of Service

is likely to

TWC

and East Euro-

improve.

ExporLs

spatial dimension of international trade limits the range of ser-

vices that can be exported because for most. services both buyer

seller

must be physical-ly present during the exchange

and

(".g. a haircut)"

result, discussions of countertrade tend to focus almost exclusively on goods trade and !o ignore possibilities for using services to offset countertrade commitments. Examples of service-based countertrade do
exist, however, some of which may provide TI{Cs with better export alter-

As a

natives lhan non-traditional goods for sLimulating economic arowth.

Spatial characteristics provide a convenient means for classifying
the types of service exports which have either been used for counter-

trader or have been identified as having potential for offsetting countertrade conmitments. Using this system, service exports can be divided
into four groups:
1.

provision of transfer services between producers and consumers
(..9. international shipping);

2.

transfer of service providers to the location of
"guest workers"

3.

ô"

consumers (u"g.

)i

transfer of service work to providers for processing and return
(e.9. data processing); and
transfer of service
tourisnr).

consumers

to

the location

of providers (e.q.
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Provision of Transfer Services

the r+idest use of services in countertrade is in international shipping. Although general).y not recognized as such, the exclusive use of Soviet and Chinese ships to transport their grain imports
amounts to an implicit countertrade concession from Canada. The TWCs
also realize the foreign exchange benefits of using their orln freight
services. OfLen a countertrade commitment can be lowered by the value
of freight charges, if the TWC's vesseL is used to ship the product
1321. Àssuming that the TI,IC's merchant marine has available excess capacily, this is probably a good method for the importer to conserve foreign exchange and utilize resources.
Probably

Transfer of Service Providers

In recent years the term "guest workers" has been used for the temporary import of labour services. Broadly defined, a guest worker could
include any person whose labour income leads to the creation of a foreign exchange

export.

The largest movements

of guest workers have been

to the Middle Eastern or OECD countries and from Mexico to the
United States. These individuals are paid directJ.y in hard currencies
from

TWCs

which they

either remit, or take back with

them

to their country of ori-

gin.

of guest workers as a means of fulfilling countertrade commitments is not widespread, but has been recorded. For example, viet
Nam provided guest workers to czechoslavakia to do low paid jobs in
countertrade for imports of equipment and machinery. similarly, on at
least one occassion, Angola bartered petroleum for lhe services of Cuban
The use

froops l++1.
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Transfer of Service

In

some

Work

situations it

may

be

more economical

to

have material trans-

the service performed in the foreign country than it is to
import guest workers. This seems to be the case in an innovative countertrade deal involving a U.S. communications firm, General Motors, and

ported and

Jamaica.

The communications

firm

sends rar+ data

punched by approximately 300 Jamaican workers and

to

Jamaica

to be key-

returned to the

U.S.

of the keypunching service are held in a
special account which is used to offset Jamaican imports of General Motors products t321. The success of this countertrade provides an interesting model that could be applied for other types of service work which
is labour intensive and easily transportable.
The foreign exchange earnings

of service work that has been included in countertrade
involves the production of motion pictures. Film companies have made
use of blocked currencies to finance movie productions in exotic locations i901. For films that require the services of large casts, or are
set in the TWCs, potential exists for using their expenses to offset
Ànother form

countertrade commitments.
Transfer of Service

is

Consumers

of the only service exports in which the consumer undertakes the physical transfer to the location of the producer in order
to obtain the service. Àt the present time, tourism is the world's
Tourism

one

largest service industry, and for

some

small countries, such as those in

Indies, it is a prirnary source of foreign exchange earnings.
Despite the size and value of international tourism, there is virlually
the West
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of this service export having been

for countertrade. One
exception is found in the efforts of McDonnell Douglas to offset their
exports of military aircraft. over the next 10 to 15 years, McDonnell
Douglas has an obligation to offset $500 mil-lion of their exports in the
form of tourism to spain, canada and Australia 1781. ctearly, some TWCs
would be disposed to negotiating similar countertrade involving touno record

used

rism.3o

3.3.3

BaroainÍnq Strateoies

Countertrade has the potential

to be used as a bargaining strategy in

certain situations. For example, a trader might attempt to use countertrade as a technique for market segmentation in order to enforce a policy of price discrimination. Àlternatively, countertrade might serve

a bargaining tool to obLain such concessions as preferred market

as

access

or more favourable terms of trade. Ànother potential use of countertrade is to offset the actions of other competitors which threaten

sellers' rnarket share.

These uses

of

countertrade can

be

a

classed as

non-cooperative, bargaining strategies.

3,3.3.1

Price Discrininabion

In a market characterized by three traders and two products, the
trader controlling a single commodity may be able to increase his returns by price discrimination. For example, the trader could conceivably offer one buyer a more favourable price as a bribe in return for

3o For example,

Barbados is reported to have indicated
using lourism to offset imporls of automobiles. [4]

its interest in
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not reselling to the disfavoured buyer

1171.

is only one of many methods that could be used for effecting price discrimination in export markets. Other measures, such as
export taxes, or simply administered pricing, could be used to modify
selling prices that would discriminate against certain buyers. For
price discrimination to be successful, however, the seller also must be
Countertrade

able to keep these markets segnented. Un1ess the goods have sone natu-

ral characteristic (e.g. extreme perishability) that precludes resale
by the favoured buyer, some form of retaliation must be available to
punish the favoured buyer if the goods of the discriminating seller are
resold. Countertrade offers the seller both a method of implementing
price discriminaLion and a convenient

means

of enforcing market

segmen-

tation. For example, the bilateral terms of trade can include restrictions and pena).ties which the seller can back up by threatening to reduce

or cancel the offsetting counter

The

potential sharing of benefits

purchases from the buyer.

between

buyer has interesting implications both

the seller and the favoured

for the motivation of price dis-

crimination and for the stability of the outcome. Countertrade automat-

ical-Iy

imposes

exchange

a dual dependency on the traders, but the stability of

an

involving price discrimination is likely to depend on the time

of the trade. If the exchange of goods is restricted to a finite period, T, the favoured buyer may choose to renege on the contract
horizon

because the

discriminating seLler has no credible threat in a

subsequent

period.3lon the other hand, if the horizon is infinite, as could be ex31 À hypothetical example of such a trade could be an exchange of
capital goods and services from a Western construction firm for fungible
raw material exports from a TWC.
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to be the case in countertrade involving food products, there is
no last period in which the favoured buyer has any incentive to default.
pected

[35], if the discriminating seller suspects the
favoured buyer of reselling in period T, there will be no incentive to
offer a favoured price in period r-1. Knowing that the seller may withdraw the favoured price in period T-1, the buyer will have no incentive
to honour his commitment in T-2, which in turn leaves the seller no reason to extend a favoured price in T-3, and so on. using this argument,
it can be shown that only when the time horizon of the exchange is infinite will countertrade have the potential to be satisfactory as a neans
of implementing price discrimination.
Following Hammond

3.3.3,2

Àll-or-nothing Trade Offer

all-or-nothing trade offer is a more extreme form of price discrinrination in ¡+hich no buyer is favoured. instead, the seller attempts
to extracL the maximum revenue possible from each buyer through individÀn

ua). bargaining.
The concept
demand

of an all-or-nothing trade offer is derived from consumer

theory. Normally,

maximum amounts

demand curves

are constructed to represent the

that an individual will pay for a series of small incre-

ments (or decrements)

in the quantity of a good, ceteris paribus.

This

class of demand curves can be termed "marginal valuaLion curves", be-

price of the entire quantity is determined at the margin, that
is by the price of the last increnent purchased. The total valuation,

cause the

which

is

equal

to the area lying

under the marginal valualion curve in
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Figure 7 part

at

can be

divided into two parts: the area below

price line (OprRtQ,) is the
cross-hatched
The

of the product, and the
area above the price line (pttRt) is the consumer surpLus.

all-or-nothing

or as lhe

the

name

demand

exchange val-ue

curve

is

based on

the "average valuation",

implies, by deLermining the willingness of the indivídual

to pay for discrete quantities rather than go without any of the commodity. Figure 7 part b illustrates the derivation of one point on the

curve. Àt P1 ¡ the individual would normally demand only the quantily Qt, but the only available alternatives are an
offer to purchase quantity Qr, oË purchase none. Since the two crosshatched areas (prln1 and QrRrRzQz) are equal in size, the exchange value
of 0z made in the all-or-nothing offer is equal to the total valuation
of the individual at price P1 for quantity Q,. In order to get at least
Ql, however, he must purchase the entire quantity Qr. By following this
procedure, the entire all-or-nothing demand curve, which witl lie to the
right of the ordinary demand curve, can be traced out.32
ai.l-or-nothing

The

demand

bargaining tactics of countertrade resemble the characteristics

of an all-or-nothing trade offer.
trade

dernand

usually has limited

A trader
scope

confronted with a counter-

to bargain for,

sôy, half the

quantity of the export sale. The trader must either agree to the fulL
32

It should be noted that this construction implicitly assumes that the
individual derives no additional utility from the quantity 0z-Qr
which can be considered to be discarded. Àssuming the extra quantity
does yield additional utility,
the all-or-nothing demand curve would
be shifted further to the right so that the consumer surp)-us (tprnr)
just equals the cross-hatched area above the rnarginal valuation demand curve. if the maximum all-or-nothing offer is imposed the individual's utility remains consLant and he is indifferent between buying and not buying. Às Friedman i31l poinls out however, in practióe
the applied all-or-nothing demand curve will tend to lie between the
exlreme case and the ordinary demand curve.
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of the countertrade, or withdraw from the negotiations. AIso countertrade, like an all-or-nothing Lrade offer, can be
viewed as a means of improving the terms of trade.
countertrade arrangements are seen by many Eastern Brock foreign trade organizations (r'to's) as a valuable physchological
bargaining v¡eapon. 0fficials in the FTO's feel they stand a
better chance of gaining further price discounts by asking for
counterpurchase rather than by directì.y asking for an additional price reduction. Then Lhey try to trade off Lhe elimination ôt ti,e counterpurãñããe reQuirËment for a lower price.
value and conditions

[12:p.1J

similarities of countertrade to an all-or-nothing trade offer suggest that this model might be useful for analysing such bargaining

The

st rateg i es .

3.3,3.3

tdarket Share Battles

In some markeLs, an established selrer may have a quality or ]ocational advantage which is a sufficient barrier to the entry of competing
suppliers. In markets where no absolule advantages exist, an incumbent
supplier must decide whether to use his market

po$¡er

to fight a price

v¡ar, or to share the market þ¡ith a potential entrant.

0ligopolistic competitors generally prefer to avoid price wars, if
possible, and resort instead to threats of action. For example, the
highry subsidized sale of u.s. grain to Egypt in 1982 was widery interpreted as a warning to the

EEC

that the u.s. is prepared to

engage

in

a

"price lvar" if necessary to proLect their marke! share. For threats of
action to be successful in detering entry, however, the potential entrant must believe that lhe incumbent has enough commitment to

make the
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threat credible.

33

literature pertaining to entry deterrence and credible threats
has developed in the context of domestic oligopolistic competition. Advertising and excess capacity are usualJ-y cited as examples of irrevocable commitments in domestic markets, but may not be applicable to international trade.34 Subsidized prices do not constitute a credible threat
The

because

the commitment to use export subsidies can easily be removed at

the volition of the budgetary source. Granting a line of subsidized export credit might serve as a credible threat if the seller does not re-

to revoke any part of the financing offered. The commitment
is limited, however, by the lack of obligation on the seller to renew

tain

power

the concession.

could be used as a means of countervailing the
market power of rivals, depends on the form of countertrade. Terms of
Whether countertrade

trade could easily be negotiated which are equivalent to a competitor's
export credit or price subsidy,

the irrevocable

PÌe,

but not all

commitment requirement

forms

of countertrade

meet

of a credible threat. For exam-

an offset of petroleum, or other fungible raw material imposes

no

long term investments on the

seller to market the countertrade goods.
If a competitor attempts to expand his sales, the seller could easily
abandon his commitment to future sales. 0n the other hand, some forms

Jó

34

of entry deterrence by nixit [25] which illustrates the need
for a credible threat is presented in Àppendix C.
it might be argued that the excess capacity of the U.S. "l_and bank"
constitules a credible threat to other grain exporters that the u.s.
could fight and win a price war.
In the case of international food
trade however, excess physical resources are probably uninrportant unless the government is willing to subsidize the cost of production.
À model
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of countertrade (e.g. buy-back) may reguire sizeable investments to
market non-traditional export goods. The irrevocable nature of these
deals could

credible threat to rivals because the
incumbent seIler stands to incur substantial losses by abandoning the

counterLrade

pose a

market.

3.4

POTENTIÀI ÀPPTICÀTIONS

OF ÀGRI

CI'IIIIIRÀT

COI'NTERTRÀDE

of countertrade provide a useful framework for
identifying the range of potential opportunities. rhà objective of this
section is to outline some examples for using countertrade as a marketing strategy for Canadian agriculture. No attempt will be made to quanThe economic models

tify or ascerLain the economic feasibility of these countertrade applications which are presented merely for purposes of illustration.
3.4.1

Àvoidínq Requlation

Probably the main application

of countertrade for circumventing regu-

lation in canadian agriculture is with respect to national supply management programs. Domestic prices for chicken, turkeyr e99s and dairy
products are maintained above the world price level- in Canada by impos-

ing quantitative restraints on domestic and imported supplies. The

of

use

for the purpose of operating national supply management
programs is sanctioned under Àrticle XI of the General Àgreement on Tariffs and Trade (c¡rt).
import quotas

The prices for these regulated commodities are determined on

sis of a "cost of production" formula. For most producers,

the

ba-

over-quota
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production could be profitable to produce for export at prices below the

"cost of production" formula price.

pliers can
canadian

charge Canada

prices.

is that competing supif these exports are sold below

The problem

with dumping

using counterLrade, the national supply

management

program could be maintained

and additional production could be exported

at world prices.

the

violation, the marketing board
could charge the normal domestic price for its exports, while ínflating
the prices of goods taken in countertrade. This woutd effectively reTo avoid

dumping

duce the higher Canadian prices paid by the buyer.
The

able.

feasibility, or practicability of

such a program,

is question-

with imports

and are gen-

The marketing boards have no experience

erally not in a position to handle countertrade goods. Moreover, the
supply management programs have been subject to a good deal of negative
publicity regarding quota values and the "cosL of production" pricing

system. It is unlikely that they would consider operations in the export market that might raise further questions about the domestic pricing

mechanism.

3.4.2

Developinq ldarkets and Expandinq Exports

use of guest workers from the

as part of a countertrade
agreement could have a potential application in the Canadian horticultura] sector. Àt tire present time, guest workers are brought in from
the Caribbean and Mexico to provide stoop-labour for planting and harvesting seasonal horticultural crops for which Canadian workers cannot
The

TI^lCs

be found. Although these countries readily supply "guest workers", they

either prohibit, or severely limit, the import of

Canadian

horticultural
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products. Using countertrade, it might be possible for, sây, apple pro-

to organize exports of their produce in return for part, or all,
of the services provided by "guest workers". The growers could market
ducers

this idea in the TWCs as an "international
Ànother service-oriented countertrade
combine

pick-your-own" program.

that coutd be developed is to

agricuLtural exports with tourist services. Given the propensi-

ty of Canadians to seek winter holidays in the tropics, there exist many
possibilities for organizing a tourist-based countertrade. For example,
nany countries in Central America (".g" Costa Rica, Nicaragua, etc. )
would like to expand their tourist industry, but have trouble competing
v¡ith betler known holiday destinations such as Cuba, Mexico, Florida

and

Jamaica. using countertrade, it might be possible to organize package
tours at very competitive prices, in exchange for grain imports.

of the

could involve Canadian tourists
paying the tour operator prior to departure and a portion of these funds
would be deposited in a special account of the Canadian Wheat Board. On
arrival the tourists would receive either accomodation or a specified
amount of loca1 currency for their holiday, or both. Vlhen sufficient
Canadian funds had accumulated from the tourist activities, a shipment
of grain would be forwarded to Lhe importing country.
The mechanics

count,ertrade

Countertrade and Foreiqn Àid

interest of the

in using countertrade as a form of "reversed-tied-aíd" suggests a possible role for countertrade in Canada's
foreign assistance progran. Specifically, countertrade could be utilized ¡vith Canadian food aid prograrns to assist the expansion of TWC exThe

TWCs
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ports. For example,

the counterpart funds principle, food aid
could subsioize the development of export industries to meet countertrade commitments. These programs could be designed so that for every
$1 of food aid received, the TWC wourd have Lo supply g.50 of non-traditional countertrade goods. The sale of these non-traditionat countertrade goods on world narkets could be used to stretch the Canadian food
aid budget. As a result, the TltCs could receive marketing assistance
and financing to develop nelr export industries, while the size of the
Canadian food aid budget could be expanded to serve more regions.
using

Trianqular Countertrade with the

USSR

For some time now it has been

like its grain suppliers to
provide the

USSR

common knowledge

that the

USSR would

accept countertrade. ÀIthough Canada does

with equal access to the Canadian market, they have had

only limited success in developing exports. If

Canada cannot increase

its Soviet imports, the USSR is likely to seek other exporters that will
accept countertrade (".g. Argentina) and,/or re-double its efforts to become more

self-sufficient.

Consequently,

either Lo develop rnore imports from the

the

USSR,

challenge

or to find

for

Canada

new markets

is

for

the current volume of grain exports purchased by the Soviets.

is to identify import goods which the Soviets
can supply and are politically acceptable in canada. The geographical/
resource similarity of the two countries tends lo limit the range of
goods which the USSR can supply that do not compete directly with Canadian producers. certainly the slorm of protest generaled by the comThe problem

for

Canada
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ments

of

of Senator Hazen Argue,35

demonstrated the

of

competing goods.

encouraging Soviet imports

political sensitivity

to look for examples of triangular countertrade
the USSR and one of the Soviet's client states. For ex-

The solution may be
between Canada,

amp1e, Canada imports large quantities

of bauxite for the aluminum in-

dustry in British Columbia and Quebec. A potential triangular counter-

the import of bauxite from Yugoslavia or another
TWC, in exchange for r+heat exports to the USSR.36 The USSR coul-d subsequently settle their trade imbalance with shipments of miscel]aneous
trade could involve

goods

to these third countries.

3.4.3

Baroaininq

for

Trade Concessions

to markets which are protected by non-tariff barriers to trade
might be gained using an all-or-nothing countertrade strategy. This application might be best illustrated Ì¡ith a hypothetical, but real world
example. Consider the difficulty of gaining access to the Latin ÀmeriÀccess

can markets

for

exports of Canadian pork and Canada's purchasing power

bananas. Àlthough some seasonal differences in
supply and demand exist, Canadians generally exhibit no preference for
bananas by country-of-origin. There are at least nine different countries that could be approached with an all-or-nothing countertrade offer
as a large importer of

3s The former Liberal Minister responsible for Lhe Canadian Wheat Board
suggested that grain farmers should consider the purchase of the Soviet made Belarus farm equipment, if they wanted to maintain their

export sales to the

36 Since

USSR.

the USSR is already bringing bulk carriers to these points in
ballast to pick up wheat, this countertrade could provide a transportation cost saving that would make the economics of the trade more
favourable.
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for bananas. Unless the banana exporters could form a
cartel to resist this bargaining tactic, there is a good chance that one
would seize the opportunity to gain a larger share of the Canadian market and provide reciprocal access for pork irnports.
to

exchange pork

3.5

ST'MMÀRY

The

theoretical models of bilateral and triangular countertrade pro-

vide a franework for the discussion of bargaining conditions that determine whether an exchange

is feasible to negotiate.

ÀIthough the models

potential countertrade, in most cases they are unable to
predict the exact terms of trade. What these models do show is that
countertrade is not necessarily inefficient in a welfare sense despite
its cumbersome nature. It is doubtful however, whether traders r+'ould
bother with counLertrade if it were not for other reasons and motives.
The economic applications which have been discussed in this chapter are
strategies for circumventing regulation, for market development, and for
can identify

bargaining

for circumventing regulation the applications of countertrade are limited only by the imagination. The ability to disguise the
terms of trade and to avoid normal financial channels make countertrade
ideal for such purposes as selling outside a quota restriction; for
As a method

dumping surplus products on export

by monetary

markets; or, for avoiding detection

authorities. Àttitudes towards

are subjective and self-interested.
compJ.ain
OPEC

these uses of countertrade

Few l.lestern

about the problems that countertrade

critics of

may be

counterlrade

creating for

oil cartel, but most express concern for the potential

use

of

the

coun-
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tertrade by their rivals which might

include an implicit export subsidy

in a sale.

is frequentJ-y cited in the literature as a motive
for many TWCs to demand countertrade. The method of reversed tied aid
attempts to expand exports by shifLing the export demand curve to the
right. Às the name suggests, it is an inverse of the foreign aid apMarket development

proach

tries.

to market development which was pioneered by the industrial
The major

coun-

difference is in the target population. The industri-

aI countries use foreign aid to create markets for their products by
improving their familiarity with the consuming population.
The TWCs
might use reversed
buyers with
Àn

their products and to harness their marketing

corporate

channels.

alternative approach for export market development is to increase

demand

el

tied aid to increase the familiarity of

by raising the buyer's perception of

based on

signaling theory

of countertrade can effect
for TWC goods.

a

quality.

À theoretical

mod-

to explain how a "buy back" form
shift in demand and increase the markets

was used

In general, the use of bilateral

and

triangular countertrade for ex-

port narket development is stilL at an early stage of evolution.

Most

discussions focus exclusively on raw commodities or simple manufactured

products,

and completely ignore the

potential for using countertrade to

exports. Some services have been used in countertrade
and there appears to be scope for broadening countertrade in this area,
promote service

either a cooperative, or a non-cooperastrategy. The degree to which countertrade will be co-

counLertrade can be used as

tive bargaining

B1

operative rather than non-cooperative depends on the relative bargaining

of the traders. If all traders have equal- bargaining power, the
solution is cooperative and pareto optimal, but the exact terms of trade
are unpredictable. If one trader has relatively more bargaining power
than others, opportunities exist for price discrimination and all-ornothing trade offers. These strategies are non-cooperative in Lhe sense
that the stronger trader uses its power to coerce the weaker to grant
concessional terms of trade. A non-cooperative countertrade also may be
applicable for defending or enlarging one seLLer's market share at the
expense of competing suppliers. In this latter case however, the use of
power

countertrade must involve a long term irrevocabl-e commitment on the part

of the seIIer.
From

a conceptual perspective, the applications of agricultural coun-

tertrade are diverse and some could be quite profitable. Private traders and autonomous marketing institutions might be able to undertake

any

of these countertrade applications, providing that they do noL contravene canadian law. The role of Lhe government, however, in promoting or

the countertrade actions of its commercial sector must be
considered in the light of certain political constraints. The Governrnent of Canada is a signatory to numerous muLtilateral trade agreements
and accords. AIso, the actions of the Canadian government must be
weighed against the possibility of ret,aliation or counteraction by other
supporting

governmenLs.

ChapLer IV
COT'NTERTRADE AND CÀNÀDIåI{ COM}IERCIÀL POTTCY

The

rules of nrultilateral institutions and the practices of

Canada's

major trading partners are fundamental to the formation of Canadian

policy.

com-

a founding member of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (Cert) and the International Monetary Fund (IMF), Canada

nrercial

As

is bound by the regulations which are explicit in their articles of
agreenent. Despite certain flaws and obvious weaknesses in these regulations, canadian commercial policy has always followed a strategy of
close compliance. The logic of this policy is that with an economy
which is highly dependent on trade, but relatively small, canada has
more Lo gain from the international rule of the GÀTT and the IMF than
from the turnoil of open trade battres. consequently, the lega1 status
of countertrade with respect to these multilateral instituLions is an
important consideration which influences Canadian policy on countertrade.

of major trading nations also tend to influIn the case of Canada, it is the policies of the

The commercial practices
ence one another.

United States which are most important because the
abouL three-quarters

of

U.S.

accounts for

Canada's external trade and competes

directly in

third country markets for most agricultural goods. consequentry, ãry
short term competitive advantages that might be gained by Canada through
an innovative countertrade policy must be weighed against Lhe reactions

-82-
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of other trading partners, and above all, the United States. This section outlines the current commercial policy stance of the Canadian Government; examines the legaI status of countertrade; and, briefJ.y reviews

the approach to countertrade taken

4"1

by

the U.S. Government.

CANADIÀN COI'NTERTRÀDE POIICY

military offsets extensively, the government
has resisted all attempts to have a positive role for countertrade incorporated in Canadian commercial policy. The current policy stance of
Àlthough Canada has used

the Canadian

clearly spelled out in a recent inforwhich was prepared to assist Canadian exporters wilh

Government has been

malion document
countertrade.

From a multilateral policy perspective, Canada has traditionally adopted the view, in international forums and in concert with our major trading partners, that countertrade

is a regressive trade pracLice

Iateral flow of

which

goods and services;

prejudices Lhe export opportunities
sized firms;

distorts the multi-

of small and medium-

deals inefficiently with the economic and financial constraínts it attempts to resolve;
manifests a regrettable trend to bilateralism;
tends

to

rernove

trade

from

the

purview

of

disciplines through ils lack of transparency.

and

normal

GATT

From a bilateral relations viewpoint, Canada has atways
made it clear to its trading partners that the Government of
Canada will neither endorse nor become directly involved in
countertrade deaIs.
It has been the government's position

that the initiative and responsibility for entering
trade rests with exporters alone, IZA:p.9J

counLer-
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The value judgements in this statement suggest a philosophical

bias

its role in international trade. Countertrade
is viewed as "regressive", "distorting", "prejudicing", "inefficient",
and lastly "regrettable". The statement also reveals an underlying conagainst countertrade and

cern about the unknown impact which countertrade might have on the

GATT

syslen.

of this statement, there are indications that the government has considered changing its policy on countertrade. Nevertheless, the government still has strong reservations about
its implications.
In certain markets, countertrade has become a factor in competition. No specific demands have been made for government assistance beyond the information and advice nov¿ provided. Indeed, it seems to be generally recognized that direct
intervention by government would not only lead to significant
financial risks, but could expose Canadian exporters to greater demands for counlertrade and, more generally, could undermine Canada's objective of maintaining a free and open multilateral. trading system. It is for consideration whether this
view is accurate or whether greater thought should be given to
a possible role for government in this area, for example
Despite the uncompromising tone

through the lExport Development Corporation] EDC. [3a:p.5J

Fears

that

demands,

Canadian exporters

or Lhat

could be bombarded with countertrade

many cash markets could be

turned into "barter" mar-

kets, tend to be exaggerated. The bulk of Canada's trade is with other
OECD

countries, leaving

onJ.y

a fraction of current exports that

might

ever be subject to countertrade demands.3T Moreover, exporters are un-

likely to agree to unprofitable countetrade simply because the Government of Canada adopts an official countertrade policy.

37

only 0.5 percent (approximately $500 million) of total- Canadian exports in 1984 were estimated to have involved any form of countertrade t281.
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0fficial government sanction of countertrade may have some positive
impact on its expansion, but only under certain conditions. Àn exporter
is more 1ikely to consider a demand for countertrade if it provides access to a nerv market; if current prices are so depressed that sales
which provide volume become appealing despite the lower profit; oÍr if
the buyer can offer a potentialLy profitable countertrade product combi-

nation. In these situations, the imporLers have strong bargaining power
and can use it to obtain countertrade concessions. When the advantage
lies with the exporter however, government approval of countertrade can
be expected

to have a negligible influence on the negotiations.

najor concern is the longterm impact which
night have on the multilateral trading system. The seri-

The governnent's other

countertrade

of the threat which countertrade

to the multilateral trading systen is questionable. Even stern critics of countertrade, such as
Gary Banks [6], tend to dismiss this concern. "The sel-f-inflicted costliness of countertrade in a world where, ât least in trade with the inousness

poses

dustrial countries, efficient alternatives exist is the main reason

it is unlikely to
ing

ever become a serious threat

why

to the multilateral trad-

system. " [6:p.179J

Àside from these economic concerns however, the Government of
must

Canada

consider its obligations as a charter-member of the GATT and

IMF,

and

the

the implications of countertrade on the authority of these in-

stitutions.

Canadian commercial

policy is

founded on the

principle that

the interests of small trading nations are served best by the discipline

of strong multilateral trading rules. Àny action that undermined the
authority of these multilateral institutions woutd be contrary to Canadian interests.
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4,2

rHE GENERÀI

AGREEMENT ON TARTFFS AND TR.å,DE

The lega1 aspects

of countertrade rvith respect to the

GATT

have been

in detaii by Liebman t50l and by Zaran lg2l. Liebman outlines
five situations in which the imposition of countertrade requirements may
result in a violation of either the GÀTT, or the Àgreements reached during the Tokyo Round of Lhe MuItilateral Trade Negotiations (urH Codes):
examined

- a violation of the unconditional most-favoured-nation
nl o.t

(urH) princi-

11¿L

a violaLion of the obligation not to maintain quantitative restric-

tions (quotas);
the possibitity that countertrade constitutes an impermissible subsidy;

a violation of the obl-igations governing state tradingi oÍ,
a violation of the accession protocols.

0f these five possible argunents against countertrade, the violation
of the MFN prinicple and the use of countertrade as a quantitative restriction appear to be most crearly in contradiction of the spirit, if
not the rule of the GATT. The unconditional MFN obligation requires
that signatories accord nondiscriminatory treatment to all countries in
their customs duties, rules and formaliiies, charges, and any advantagÊsr favours, privileges or immunities. The MFN principre does not di-

rectly rule out countertrade, but if a country

were

to

impose counter-

trade requirements on certain products, these reguirements would have to
be administered equally

origin.

to all

such goods regardless

of their country of
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Quantitative restrictions on imports are precluded under

XI

(1)

, v¡hich disallows quotas, import licencing,

measures. Moreover, any

GATT member

GATT

Àrticle

and various other

which does use quantitative re-

strictions, must apply these equally to both member and non-member
states. If a government passes legislation requiring countertrade for
certain imports, it may be considered Lo be a quantitative restriction.
CounterLrade requirements may constitute de facto quotas or
quantitative restrictions because they limit imports to the
amount

or

some

portion of hard-currency exports.

[50:p.254J

laws, wl¡ich have
of the GÀTT (".g. Indonesia), are

This suggests that government-mandated countertrade
been passed by Tllcs

that are members

in violation of Article XI

and open

Zaran L92) also points out

that

to challenge.

government-mandated countertrade laws

violate Àrticle XXIIi which concerns the nullification and impairment of tariff concessions. Àny member country may complain to another
may

if they believe actions are being taken which impair
their benefits under the GÀTT. In theory, this courd extend to the possible distortions and impediments of trade flows suspected to result

contracting party

f

rom mandated countertrade.

Despit,e

these various sections of

countertrade,

the

GÀTT

that appear to rule

numerous escape clauses and exemptions

out

exist which may be

to shield countertrade requirement,s. For exampLe, the GATT rules
apply only to the discriminatory policies of states, not Lo the actions
of firms. Àccording to Zaran [92:p.241],
The GÀTT does not apply to private countertrade transactions
or to offset arrangemenLs for government purchases of defense
used

materials.
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If a state enters into a discriminatory agreement involving countertrade
it might be subject to a challenge under the GÀTT, but if the same trade
were conducted by a private corporate entity, the GÀTT would have no authority.3s

In the case of government-mandated countertrade, several sections of
the GÀTT could be used as loopholes to justify countertrade requirements. For exampler special exemptions have been accorded to the TWCs,
(Cem ArticLes XXXVI-XXXVIII)

assist their balance of

in order to

payments problems,

promote

infant industries

that could provide legal-

and

sup-

port for countertrade 192J, Of course, all GÀTT members can invoke temporary quantitative restrictions either to safeguard their balance of
or to protect a domestic industy from serious injury from inports. Countertrade could be argued under Article XII as a measure to
protect the balance of payments, or under Àrticle XIX as a temporary impayments

port restriction to guard against an "unforeseen development" Lhat could
threaten domestic producers. In addition to these opportunities to

for specific waiversr or attempt
to prolect their countertrade require-

evade the GÀTT, countries could apply

to

use miscellaneous exemptions

ments.

Although

the

use

of countertrade is contrary to the spirit

GÀTT, nosl observers [38,50,86,92] agree

of the

that the GATT has neither

the

authority, nor the resources to regulate countertrade.
38 The

status of state trading organizations under the GATT is Less
cfear. It is well known that the COMECON countries prefer state to
state trading and that their countertrade is directed through slate
trading organizations. Whether agricultural markeÈing boards might
serve lhis function in a Canadian countertrade is a function of their
regulatory constraints and financial power.
A brief overview of the
situation is presented in Appendix D.
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restrictive provisions tend to be sLrictly construed. Thus, if put to the test, a form of restrictive trade
practice not expressly covered by the GATT may not end up beThe GATT's

ing proscribed. [50:p.260]

As

a result, it is generally agreed "that countertrade arrangements in

trade rules of the GATT." [86:p.91.
Although this acceptability is mainly one of omission, a lack of rigid
enforcement of the GATT, and the use of escape clausesr3s make sanctions
against countertrade a doubtful proposition. Consequently, the GÀTT is
unlikeJ.y to be used to regulate countertrade unless nerl articles can be
themselves are acceptable under the

introduced that Ceal specifically with these practices.
The
GÀTT

practicability of regulating agricultural countertrade under the

is less certain

and ]ess warranted. The

GÀTT

rules have never

been

applied rigorously to the trade of agricultural products because nember
countries refuse to compromise domestic agricultural

policies. In particular, national governments continue to seek income support for their
farmers through the use of import quotas, tariffs, variabre import 1evies and export subsidies. These policies lead to over-production and
under-consumption in the protecting country, and exportable surpluses
that distort prices

and trade patterns when disposed

of on international

markets.

its obvious weakness and the possible violations of other
member states, it seens unlikely that the Canadian Government would undertake any policy which directly contravenes the basic principtes of
Despite

the GATT, such as the

MFN

treatment, quantilative restrictions,

etc.

In

3s "The relative ease in obtaining waivers under GÀTT article XXV or in
obtaining tacit waivers (e.g. in the area of interirn regionaJ. agreements) is also an important practical-consideration iñ chaIleñging
countertrade under GÀTT.'' [50 2p,260-261)
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a world of growing trade protectionism,

authority of the

GÀTT

were

Canada

could

only lose if

the

to be further undermined. Neverthel-ess, Can-

participate in trade contrary to the spirit of the GÀTT, in
those areas where the rules permit, or may be stretched beyond their intent. For example, the Canadian Government is considered to be a pioneer in the bargaining of industriat offset comnitments for its procurement of military equipment. Although these purchases are blatantly
ada does

discriminatory and expressly based on countertrade, they do not contravene

either the

GATT,

or the MTN Agreements

"government procurements"

because these

are legitimate

.

The government procurement exemption under the GATT and the MTNs also

extends

to an important area of agriculLure;

riculturaL products for foreign assistance.

namery,

lhe purchase of

The procurement

ag-

of agricul-

tural products for "tied aid" programs is equivalent to the procurement
of military hardware, under the MTN Government Procurement Code. Às a
result, the Government of Canada could use agricultural countertrade in
conjunction with its food aid program, r+ithout compromising either its
support for the GATT or the Canadian commitment towards trade liberalization.

4,3

Î]I{E INTERNÀTIONÀI

MONETÀRY FI'ND

original purpose of the

to facilitate the conversion of
currencies which is necessary to the functioning of a multilateral trading system. Menbership in the IMF implies an obligation to avoid policies that prohibit the free conversion of one currency into another.
Specifically, Article VIII of the iMF obtigates the menber countries to
The

IMF was

9'1

for trade or engaging in discriminatory exchange rate arrangements. Although the membership of the
IMF has grown Lo 146 counlries since it was founoed in 1946, Article
VIII has not received unanimous compliance. Às of 1984, only 59 members
had accepted the obligations of Àrticle vIII, sections 2,3 and 4, r+hite
avoid imposing restrictions on payments

87 countries are operating under the transitory arrangements

XIV, Section 2

of Article

1411,

Both multiple exchange rates and

bilateral

payments arrangements con-

stitute a violation of Àrticle VIiI.
BilateraI trade arrangements,
whích usually entail a bilateral trading account, do not generally permit the two partners to transfer balances into a third currency, or to
be used for settling accounts with a third country. Even if a transfer
of balances from a bilateral account is allowed, the IMF may consider it
to constitute an exchange restriction if the length of time required for
the transfer is deemed excessive.
Countertrade arrangements are viewed by

the

iMF as

another form of

bilateral trade restriction similar to those prohibited by Àrticle VIIi.
In both 1984 and '1985, the IMF noted the growing activity of counter-

its proliferation is contrary to the IMF's goal
of promoting multilateral trade. Às in the case of the GÀTT, the IMF
objects to the practice of countertrade, but finds that it has no authority to ask its menbers to refrain from these activities. The IMF
acknowledges that counlertrade appears to fall outside its jurisdiction
"if exchange restrictions imposed by either of the respective national
aulhorities are not involved, or are not otherwise subject to policies
accompanying use of the Fund's resourcesrt [40:p.46],
trade and lamented that
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U,S"

4.4

COI'NTERTRåDE POTICY

The commercial

policy of the United States provides a measure of

ac-

ceptability which the remaining industrial nations tend to follow. Às
with all Western governments, the U.S. Government speaks disparagingly

of countertrade, but takes a pragmatic approach tor+ards its accomodation. In the words of one senior official in the U.S. Department of
Commerce:

The Government views countertrade in general as a costly and
cumbersome rvay to do business. Nevertheless, if countertrade
negotiations are undertaken freely between the contracting
parties, the U.S. Government will not intervene. Igf:p.40J

Moreover, the U.S. Government does not

rule out the negotiation of

coun-

tertrade arrangements involving one of its agencies.

In the context of international trade, we do not automatically
all Government involvement in countertrade. Indeed,
U.S. policy is based on pragmatism and a commitment to optimize economic benef its f or our citizens. IgZ:p.4'1]
oppose

Since 1982, the Reagan Àdministration has resumed the agricultural bar-

ter

program

interagency
Government

in 1973 182J, and in1994 set up an
t{orking Group on Barter to respond to proposaLs for u.s.
that

had been suspended

barter

t831.

revival of the agricultural barter program may be regarded as
merely a political gesture to show support for an aIly 144), but it does
re-esLablish the precedent for using agricultural barter to assist the
TWCs.a0 It also reflects the considerable pressure which is coming from
the U.S. Congress to alter and expand the barter program. in the recent
The

40 The

barter referred to was an exchange of U.S" milk powder for Jamaican bauxite which occurred shortly after the new Seaga administration
was elected in Jamaica. Further detaiLs of the U.S. Food Barter Program are presented in Section 5,1.2.
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Congress

(i984), approximately 20 bilIs were introduced which dealt

r+ith

various aspects of barter trade Ig¡,gZ]

In general, the u.s.

Government appears

to be adopting a very

accomo-

dating policy Lowards countertrade, with one important exception.

U.S. strongly opposes the imposition of countertrade statutes,
tions, or administrative devices by foreign
cipal target of the U.S. concern is

governments

TWCs, such

t871.

The

regula-

The

prin-

as Indonesia, which

have

for certain areas of trade. At the same
time, the U.S. dislikes military offset demands which are made by many
Western governnents (including Canada) because it is their industry
which is most affected [44].
made counLertrade

4.5

compulsory

COI'NTERTRÀDE ÀND FOREIGN ÀID

Political reality limits direct government participation in agricultural countertrade to a special case. Based on the precedent set by the
United StaLes, and the

MTN Codes

on government procurement, Canada could

of its foreign assistance program. In particular, there would appear to be a potential for using agricultural
countertrade to assist countries in need of food aid.
empJ.oy

countertrade as part

is that it delineates a specific area
in which countertrade may be appropriate without giving a blanket endorsement to a practice that is contrary to the spirit of Canada's muItilateral commitments. À1so, by limiting official participation to
The advantage

of this

approach

countertrade involving food aid, Canadian manufacturers could be shielded from the potenlial

for

an escalation

of counLertrade demands. At the
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same

time,

expanding

countertrade could

agricultural

ing financially

be

used as a creative marketing tool for

exports to non-commercial markets and

encumbered

Tf,ICs

for assist-

to import food.

of the United States in food barter, it is unundertake retaliatory action against a Canadian

Given the involvement

like1y that they would

It is more likery that they would be encouraged to expand their own program of food barter. From the Canadian
point of view, this r+ould be a generally positive development. since
u.s. and canadian commodity prices are closely linked, the more u.s.
countertrade/food aid program.

production that could be diverted to non-commercial markets, the

effective the Canadian food aid program would be in supporting

more

producer

prices. In facl it could be argued, that Canada should encourage the
u.s. to expand its pr,480 program and ship excess food supplies to noncommercial narkets, rather than use subsidies to promote additional
sales in commercial markets that are also served by Canada.
4,6

Sttl,lMÀRY

to be a consensus of opinion that in a strictly lega1
sense, the use of countertrade violates no rule of either the GÀTT, oF
the IMF. It is also clear however, that these two insLitutions strongly
There appears

disapprove

of the practice.

The

position of the

GATT

and

the IMF is

un-

of bilateralism is in conflict ¡+ith bheir
primary purpose r+hich is to encourage the deveLopment of an unrestricted
multilateral trading system. Until the member countries of the GATT or
derstandable because any form

the IMF can agree on what rules shoutd govern countertrade, however, the
actions of these multilateral agencies will be limited to a monitoring
role.
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The development

of official countertrade pol-icies

to the TWCs and COMECON, but nost
proach

to

advantage

accomodating the practice

their industry.

seems

to be limited

Western nations take a pragmatic ap-

to the extent

necessary not

to dis-

Although the Western European countries have

the most experience with countertrade,
taken the lead

in eslablishing the

it

to is the creation of

it is the United

States which has

of behaviour. In general,
the u.s. countertrade stance could be described as "anything goes, except mandated countertrade". The U.S. does not oppose countertrade by
its industry, or rule out government to government countertrade. What
does object

standard

laws by other countries

that force

U.S. firms to accept countertrade as a requirement of exporting to lheir
country.

policy of the Canadian Government is premised on a
commitment to Lrade liberalization and the maintainance of strong multiThe commercial

Iateral institutions. Àlthough countertrade may not be directly prohibited by the Àrticles of the GÀTT, or the IMF, it is contrary to the
spirit of multilateral trade liberalization and undoubtedly weakens the
authority of these institutions. Às a result, it is difficutt to envision any role for countertrade within Canada's existing commercial trade

policy.

Nevertheless, Canada has become a leader in

at least

one

field

of countertrade, i.e. mil-itary offsets. Countertrade involving military
equipment

is not inconsistent with

because government procuremenL

ly

Canadian commercial

of defense-related

policy

equipment

however,

is explicit-

exempt from the GÀTT and the MTN Codes.

Foreign assistance programs
rvhich

is equivalent lo that

also

have

an

exemption

under the

GATT

given to military equipment. This suggests
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that a program which combines countertrade with food aid could be devel-

the government without compromising its established commercial
trade policy. Moreover, a strong precedent for using countertrade to
distribute food aid has been established already by the PL 480 program
of the U.S. Government. Hence there appears to be a sound political basis for establishing a countertrade/f.ood aid program. what is less
straight forward, is lhe design of an appropriale system for implementoped by

ing the countertrade/food aid

concepL.

ChapLer
COI'NTERTRåDE AI{D FOOD

V

ÀID¡ åN EXPORT ORTENTED

DEVEIOPMENT

STRÀTEGY

chronic foreign debts, rising populations and balance of

payments

deficils of many Twcs. During the
next decade, the gLobal need for food aid is expected to double or tripfe, just to maintain the nutritional status quo. [16J Àt 9325 million
(983/84), food aid is now lhe second J.argest component of the Canadian
foreign assistance budget and is expected to absorb an increasing proportion in the future. The new Mulroney administration has pledged to
maintain the present level of Canadian support for food aid and has
promised to undertake a long term expansion. The problem for the government is to provide the necessary budgetary resources for food aid,
while dealing with its major domestic political commitnent which is to
reduce the Federal deficit.
problems are exacerbating the food

to food aid could permit the qovernment to
expand food aid distributions without significantly increasing its budgetary allowance. In addition Lo stretching the food aid budget, a countertrade approach to food aid could have advantages for both Canada and
the TWCs. The TWCs would receive food products to serve their imrnediate
import requirements in return for goods that would not normally be exported and generate foreign exchange. In the longer term, the development of these export capabilities could provide the TWCs with new sources of foreign exchange earnings to support comnercial food imports,
A countertrade approach

-97-
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Natural.ly

if

Canada vlere

to assist in giving balance of

payments support

to the TWCs during this difficult period, Canadian exporters would be in
an advantageous position to service commercial opportunities when they
developed

later.

The purpose

of this chapter is to explain the development rationale

for using a countertrade approach co food aid and to provide a framework
for administering such a program. The analysis begins with a brief commentary on food

aid and the precedent for using a countertrade

approach.

This is followed by the presentation of a model which describes the
mechanism

for

implementing a countertrade/f.ood aid

program.

The next

section considers the scope for using countertrade as a method for dis-

tributing food aid.

The discussion concludes

with an evaluation of the

potential support for and resistance to the concept.

5.1

COI'NTERTRÀDE ÀPPROACH TO FOOD ÀID

All

of food aid provide balance of payments support for the recipient country. Food which is received as aid potentially replaces the
need to import that quantity of food through commercial channels. A1ternatively, food aid permits a TWC to consume imported food as if it
had used hard currency reserves to finance their purchase. In either
case, food aid is an income transfer in kind which has balance of payforms

ments implications.
There are many reasons why barance

of

payments support might be need-

a country experiencing a food deficit. Inter alia, balance of
payments problems may occur because of a natural disaster which affecLs
ed in
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of cyclical price movements which depress the earnings of a major export commodity, or because of the combined effects of inappropriate government policies. For exampJ.e, an overvalued currency i¡il1 have the effect of taxing agricultural exports
and subsidizing food imports. Given time, the impact of an overvalued
the agricultural sector, because

currency can exacerbate balance of payments problens as wel-I as a food

deficit.

5.1.1
Food

Ðevelopment RaÈÍonale

for

Countertrade/Fooil Àid

aid has been subject to the criticism that it allows the host

to avoid facing up to the development problems of its agriculture tZt1. À sterner criticism could be that food aid generally
builds dependence and fails to provide the recipient country with the
government

means

of

overcoming

its

balance

that food aid is directed at

of

payments

development

problems. To the extent

problems, it is al-most exclu-

sively focused on measures to assist production

and

distribution for

the

internal market. For example, food aid programs (counterpart funds,

for work, etc.)

to build irrigation systems, to improve access roads and to assist the development of agricultural processing, such as the vegeLable oil and dairy industries. Àlthough these
measures may contribute to the overall food supply, they are only part
of the long term solution. in the words of a recent cIDÀ policy docufood

have been used

ment:

It

that agricultural production is a necesnot sufficient condition for resolving hunger prob1ems. Even if sufficient food were available, there are mi1lions who could not afford to buy it. The food problem has a
consumpt.ion as weIl as a production aspect, and income re-distribution and employment generation are part of its longterm
has become clear

sary but

solution, along with increased production. [16:p"76]
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Traditionally food aid

development programs have

attempted to solve

the long term balance of payments problems by substituting tocal produc-

tion for

goods. For exampre, donated food aid may be sold to
generate counterpart funds that are subsequently used to finance some
aspect of an agricultural project aimed at removing the need for inrported food.alFor import substitution poJ.icies to have a positive affect on
the balance of payments, however, the agriculturat sector must be able
to produce food that can compete in terms of both price and quality with
available imported supplies.a2 In some cases the quality criteria is impossible to achieve because the local food (e.g. rice) is considered an
imported

inperfect substitute by the residents of the

TWC

who

have acquired a

taste for an imported good (""g. wheat).

In other cases an import substitution program may be undermined by a
lack of poliLical support in the TWC. The TWC producers may be forced
to

compete against

41

Counterpart funds may be either "notional" or "monetized" accounts of
the receipts (in local currencies) derived from the sale of food aid
donations. "NotionaL" funds are really an ex post accounting of the
use of funds, while the "nonetized" type fund involves a éeparate
bank account r+ith drawdowns requiring Lhe concurrence of the donor.

the technologically superior agriculture of an indus-

The use and effectiveness of counterpart funds is conLroversial.
Recipients sometimes resent the "colonia1 mentality" of counterpart
funds and the appearance that the same aid is being given twice. on
the other hand, counterpart funds may be a practical necessity because the local government is simpry unable or unwirling to make
funds available to carry out a project. Even with a "moneÈized" account however, the accounting and disbursement of the counterpart
funds is entirery within the jurisdiction of the recipient. As a result, the leverage of the donor to prevent the misnranagement of funds
i

42

s

generaJ.ly weak.

the imported. factors of production (e.g. rractors, pesLicides,
fertilizers, etc.) must be considered. It is conceivable that some
forms of agricultural production could worsen the balance of payments
situation if new or improved technology is introduced which iefiuires

À1so

more imported inputs.
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trialized country and the use of export subsidies. For example, the use
of food aid counterpart funds to develop a dairy industry could be
thwarted by competition from cheap imported skim milk powder.43 unless

is committed to a policy of import substitution, and
has the political will to suppori higher domestic food prices and raise
trade barriers to foster the local industry, the success of these food
aid resources to build independence is doubtful.
the

TWC

The

government

use of food aid to sustain import substitution policies is in

keeping with

a

development strategy Lhat has been losing support

academics and policy-makers since

among

the '1960s. Evidence is mounting that

are more likely to have acceleraLed growth rates, if they
choose policies for export promotion rather than import substitution.
In a recent article, Krueger [49:p.20J summarized Lhree main points
countries

which have emerged from the experiences
export-promotion policies.

of countries that

have embraced

aa

First, their remarkable rates of growth were associated with
the rapid growth of exports; second, for all countries where
it was possible to contrast performances before and after the
policy changes, the growth rate clearly jumped sharply after
adoption of the export oriented strategies; and third, the
sustained high growth rates indicated that outward-oriented
policies created dynamic effects in economies and did not
merely produce static gains from improved allocation of resourc e5 .

If food aid were used to support the development of new export industries, it could have a positive impact on the consumption side of the
TWC's food problem. Export led economic arowth creates new investment
4J

if export subsidies are involved, these imports may be priced well
of production in the industrial country.
The countries cited in the article are Hong Kong, Brazil, Singapore,
below the cosLs

44

Korea, and Taiwan.
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and employment opportunities which enable people

to purchase the food

they need. The relationship between export led growth and the declining

for food aid is clearly evident in the data presented by Huddleston
[37]. Those countries which have been active in developing international trade have progressively replaced food aid v¡ith growing commerciaL
food imports and increased their average per capita calorie consumption
need

levels to

above the minimum

The problem

health standards.

with using food aid Lo promote

ner+

exports from the

TWCs

is the lack of an institutional mechanism to effect market development.
Typically, the TWCs lack the finances and managerial talent to successfully introduce new products into sophisticated export markets. The
countertrade approach to food aid could overcome these obstacles. The
sale of food aid could provide a counterpart fund to finance the necessary development of new export products, while countertrade could

be

to harness the narketing skills of Canadian trading houses in order
to find customers for the TWC's products and establish commercial relaused

t i onships.

5.1.2

Prececlent

for Countertrade/Fooil

Aid

for using a countertrade approach to food aid has been
weLl established by the u.s. agricultural barter program. Although
first operated under the Commodity Credit Corporation Act (1949), the
majority of U.S. agricultural barter was conducted under Public Law
480.45 From'1950 to 1962, the program nas used to barter excess agriculThe precedent

4s Public Law

480 is the Àgricultural Trade Development and Àssistance
Act (1954), through which most U.S. food aid has been administered.
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tural

held by the CCC for strategic materials for the
National Ðefense stockpiJ.e. During the next 10 years, the emphasis
shifted to the procurement of supplies and services for military bases
and for projects of the US Agency for International Development (US¡ÏO).
Àfter 23 years of operation, the barter program rvas suspended in 1973
because the surplus stocks of the CCC had been depleted, stockpile goals
had changed, and the strong commercial demand for exports eliminated the
commodities

for barter t821. With the

need

subsequent

return of excess agricultural

stocks, the program has been re-instated since
A detailed analysis

1982.

of the U.S. agricultural barter

program and

its

benefits and problems is provided by Vogt teZl. The benefiLs of the

!¡ere: 1) the development of additional agricultural sales and
the fostering of new markets; 2) the assistance given to poor TWCs to

program

import food that they could not otherwise obtain; and, 3) ttre removal of
surplus food

stocks.

The problems

of the program vrere its

cumbersome-

ness and suspected leakage.
became a complex, time-consuming, legal quesNegotiations took much more tine than a normal sale.
The question of additionarity and displacement of cash sares
constantly haunted the program. The specification of birateral sales was only made in 1968, so that it was assumed, but
never proven, that many commodities were resold and did displace commercial sales. The idea of subsidizing these exports

Each

contract

tion.

also caused

some

concern.

Clearly, if a countertrade

182:p.20]

to food aid were used by Canada a
mechanism for implementation would have to be designed which could overcome the problems inherent in the U.S. program. This mechanism is outlined

below.

approach
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5.2

COUI{TERTRÀDE/FOOD

AID

IMPTEÞÍENTATION

logistics of a Canadian countertrade approach to food aid should
differ fundamentaÌIy from the U.S. barter program with respect to the
role of government. In the U.S. program, the government served as the
The

primary supprier and the principat buyer
though

in its barter contracts.

private firms were used as agents, the U.S.

Government

A1-

ultimately

took possession of the commodities or services that were received in exchange

for agricultural products and became the ultimate "consumer".

Canada has

neither a strategic material stockpile, nor an extensive sys-

of foreign nrilitary bases which could serve as a market for the
gains of barter. Consumers for the countertrade products received in
exchange for Canadian food would have to be found in the private sector
of Canada, or in the world market.
tem

In the u.s., agricultural price support programs tend to generate
large government-owned stocks which can serve as the primary source of
barter supplies. Àlthough excess agricultural stocks are at times
problem

in

Canada, they

a

are either farmer-owned or under the auspices of

national marketing boards. Às a result, the Canadian

not likely act as either supplier or

consumer

Government would

in a counLertrade/food aid

dea1.

indirect role of the government in a countertrade/food aid program could help to greatly simplify the logistical and lega1 aspects of
The

the transac!ions. ÀLI negotiations could be handled through commercial

for 32 per cent of

trading houses which

nor+

beverage and tobacco

exports, and are rapidly developing the experLise

account

Canadian food, feed,
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to market

in countertrade t331. The government
could retain its traditionaL role of financing the food aid given as a
direct donation and in negotiating the political agreement with the recipient country. The countertrade part of the program could be operated
as a parallel function of the trading house at arm's length from the
needed

goods received

government,

5.2.1

Conceptual Moilel

In Figure 8, a diagram of the conceptual

model

for

implementing

a

is presented. Às indicated above, all
physical distribution aspects of the program would be handled by private
commercial trading houses. In this illustration, the food aid portion
is equal to 50 percent of the shipment and countertrade makes up the
baLance. The trading house is responsible for purchasing the food shipment in Canada and arranging transport according to a contract with
CIDÀ. Payment for half the shipment (the food aid portion) is derived
countertrade/food aid approach

from CIDÀ's bilateral aid budget, while the remainder has

by the trading house

in the form of countertrade products

in addition to the normal
port of

to be recouped
from the

TtiC.

commissions earned on the procurement and ex-

products, the trading houses would have an opporlunity to generate profits (or losses) on the distribution of the counCanadian food

tertrade

goods.

A new

office for monitoring the counter|rade/f.ood aid contracts is

that operates outside the existing CiDÀ bureaucracy. The
purpose of this new office would be to oversee the actions of contracting trading houses and to serve as an ombudsman in the case of contract
envisioned
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disputes. In addition to monitoring, this office could be given power
to audit and investigate countertrades in order to ensure that the trading houses did not abuse their powerfuJ- position vis a vis the TWCs,
The reason for establishing this office outside of the CIDA administration is to guarantee its impartiality in settling disputes between CIDA
and the lrading houses" Àlso, the auditing office serves a political
function of distancing the governrnent from the countertrade activity.46
The development mechanism

lows the counterpart funds

of the countertrade/tood aid

principle.

Donated food aid

approach

is sold

fol-

on the

local market of the recipient country to generate funds which are utilized for development purposes. In this example, the TWC grain importer
transfers half the value of the imported grain sales (in tocal currency)

to the Tl'iC exporter who has been nominated to complete the countertrade.
The balance of the revenues are deposited in a counterpart fund which is
managed by the government ministry responsible for export market development. The counterpart funds received by the government are designated

for the development of the export marketing infrastructure in order to
facilitate the countertrade. Projects could include transportation and
port development,

facilities, o! special projects
to overcome bottlenecks in the export production sector. The funds
transferred to the TWC exporter are used to finance the production and
shipnrent of the countertrade offset goods which are owing to the Canadiwarehouse and loading

an lrading house.

46

to say, the effectiveness of Lhis office, and the success of
the program, would depend on the support it received from the senior
administration of CIDA.

Needless
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of the countertrade/food aid model is its failure to provide the foreign exchange that may be necessary to finance the
development of the export infrastructure or the production of the nontraditional export goods. In most cases, certain inputs (u.g. machinery
Àn apparent weakness

or chemicals)

would

be

needed which

the

TWC

would

be

unable

to

supply

domestically. If sales of the new export good can be made in excess of
the quantity needed to offset the countertrade requirement, however, the
project may be able to provide sufficient convertible currency to finance these imported inputs.aT

Another source of foreign

exchange could

loans. In the present state of international debt
problems, this option may excrude some Tl.ics, but generaLly if a government can build a case for an effective and productive investment, funds
be regular commercial

can be obtained commercially,

5,2,2

either local1y, or from aboard. t7l

Safequard Igsues

¡s with other forms of foreign assistance, the conditions of the
countertrade/food aid would be set out in a Memorandum of Understanding
(uou) between canada and the TFrc. The MOU wourd specify the food products, their total value, and the division of the food shipment between
aid and countertrade. in addition, the MOU could identify the agents
involved, set out a time frame for implementation, and make explicit the
various safeguard and performance guarantees.

a7 One means

of facilitating this would be to set the countertrade percetage low during the initial stages of the program. The TVrc cóu1d
then be paid in convertible currency by thà tiading house for the
shipments above this amount. As the exþort industry became more established and lotal volumes increased, the counteitrade percentage
could also be increased.
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Àdditionality and subsidization are two specífic issues that require

explicit

in the MOU. The problem of additionality, or
displacement, is to guarantee that imports received as food aid do not
repJ.ace normal commercial imports. Since 1970, a safeguard clause known
safeguard clauses

as the "usual market requirement" (UMR) has been inserted in
an

bilateral

f

ood

aid

all

Canadi-

I'tOUs.

the arrangements covered under the MOU are various safeguard clauses resulting from Canada's adherence to the FÀO
Principles of Surplus Disposal, an international code of conduct regulating food aid transfers. The principles seek to
ensure that food and other commodities which are exported on
concessional terms result in additional supplies for the recipient country, do not displace normal commercial imports,
and likewise, do not discourage or otherwise adversely affect
domestic production. 1682p.22)
Àmong

The UMR clause commits
normal- commercial

the recipient country neither to displace its

food imports, nor to re-export the products that it

receives as food aid.
Member

countries are obligated under the

FÀO

Principles to notify

and

bilateral consultations with other exporting countries which
might have reason to be concerned by their food aid donations. This obligation also applies to a list of twenty concessional transactions
which represent a "grey area" between pure food aid and conmercial export terms. Barter transactions, and presumably countertrade, are included in the Catalogue of Transactions which is subject to the UMR
undertake

clause. a I

48

Barter transactions are included under two headings in the Catalogue
of Transactions. First as barter involving price concessions and either government-sponsored or nongovernment-sponsored; then as barter
not involving price concessions and either government-sponsored or
nongovernment-sponsored l29l

.
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0f

course obtaining the signature

enforcing the
The

UMR

provisions of

the

of the

TWC

agreement

Minister on the

MOU and

are two separate matters.

FÀ0 Principles represent a commitment by the signatory countries,

but is not a binding instrument. "À11 reporting and consultative obLigations and procedures shall be based on the principle of reciprocity

the

Nations and Àssociate members." [29:p.34] Moreover,
when a TWC receives aid from several countries, using different fiscal
among

Menber

trade statistics, the UMR concept may be administratively
difficult to app1y" Despite these obvious imperfections, the UMR does
provide an established safeguard system and an internationally agreed
periods and

upon basis under which the countertrade/f.ood

aid approach could be oper-

ated.

In order to avoid charges of export subsidization, the countertrade
approach to food aid would have to be carefully structured and monitored. The MOU could make explicit the proportion of the shipment that
was food

aid and the part which was being financed by countertrade.

For

"fair market value" clause which would
specify that the countertrade terms of exchange were to be consistent
t{ith the prevailing level of international prices. Monitoring of the
MOU to ensure adherence with the f'¡0 Principles would be one of the reexample, the

MOU

could contain a

sponsibilities assigned to the countertrade-Àid Àuditing 0ffice.

5,2,3
The

Proiect IdentifÍcaÈion

operation of a countertrade/food aid program could be

based

either tenders, or proposars, or both. under a tendering system the
gotiations would proceed first at the political level between

on

ne-

CIDÀ and
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the

to

develop a tentative agreement. Negotiations

at this stage
could establish the value of the food aid, the percentage of countertrade involved, and a list of the TWC's proposed countertrade export
products. Using this preliminary information, CIDÀ could issue a request for tenders from the trading house sector. The winning tender
would subsequently r,rork through CIDÀ to develop the MOU with the TWC and
TWC

execute the project.
The

proposal system could operate by requesting the trading

house

sector to develop countertrade/food aid projects in eligible TWC5.

role of
The

reac!ive than under the tendering system.
would submit their proposals to CIDÀ, which would de-

CIDA would

trading houses

be

The

more

cide whether they were suitable and within the budgetary allowance for
the TWCs'region. If the proposal were given approvar in principle, the

political negotiations could then proceed
develop a

between CIDÀ and

the

TFIC

to

MOU.

The tendering and proposal systems have both advantages and disadvan-

tages. Under the proposal system, the trading houses could be expected
to generate a disproportionate number of projects for the TWCs in which
they are already operating. This may be viewed as an advantage however,

to the extent that efforts would be concentrated on fewer countries
which have commercial prospects rather than a "shotgun" approach that
might reduce the effectiveness of the program. Ànother advantage of the
proposal system is that it transfers virtually all the background work
to the trading houses and could permit cIDÀ to operate the program with
fewer staff.
By placing more onus on the trading houses to develop
countertrade/food aid projects however, the overhead costs

of lhe propo-
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of the smaller firms, and require the participating trading houses to charge higher margins for their countersal systen could exclude

many

trade services.

of the tendering approach are that it could be easier
to initiate than the proposal systemi it could permit ciDÀ to target
certain TI^tCs for countertrade/food aid; and, it could be used to assist
The advantages

the development of smaller trading houses. For example,
guarantee

to

cover part

of the costs of

CIDA coul-d

researching and developing

a

tender for countertrade/food aid.as The disadvantages of the tendering

system, relative to the proposal system, are its higher administration
cost and the increased risk of commercial default. The risk of default

is higher

under the tendering system because

smaller, less experienced

trading houses are nore 1ikely to undertake unsuccessful countertrade
deals than larger firms which develop their own proposals.
The

tendering and proposal

systems

could be operated simultaneously.
both tenders and proposals and
determine which method

5.2.4

best alternative night be to

the response from the

use

private sector

is better.

Financino Counterlraile/Fooil Àid

The duration

on the form

result

let

The

are not rnutually exclusive and

,

of

f inanc

of a countertrade/food aid venture could vary

depending

of the TWC. Às a
potential barrier to many

countertrade and the export capacity

ing

countertrade could be a

ae Such a program might operate along the same lines as the Proqram for
Export Market Development which assists exporters to identify market

opportunites.

'1'1

3

trading houses. This is particularly imporlant for agricultural
countertraCes because the small (S1 to 925 million sales) and mediumsized ($25 to $100 million sales) trading houses are very active in the
TWCs and the most speciarized in agriculture and food exports.s0 one
means of overcoming lhe financial difficulty r+ould be for CIDÀ to provide a loan guarantee for the trading houses at a chartered bank.
In Figure 9, the conceptual
antee. In this

model

is altered to include a loan guar-

example, CIDÀ guarantees

a loan with a chartered bank to

cover the cost of procuring and shipping food

to the TWC. On the completion of the contract terms, CIDÀ repays the portion of the bank loan
equal to the costs of the food aid and the trading house repays the balance from its sales of the countertrade goods. In all other respects
the countertraðe/f.ood aid project operates as described previously.
The

use of the loan guarantee

system reduces

and could encourage more trading houses

the financial barrier

to become involved in counter-

ventures. Àlso, the loan guarantee shourd permit the
trading houses to obtain financing at a lower cost than would otherwise
be the case. It could be advisable however, for the governnent to guarantee less than 100 percent of the loan. For exanple, by limiting the
loan guarantee to 75 or 80 percent, the risk of losses would be less for
trade/tood aid

the government, while the trading houses r+ould be forced to give a

more

project. In terms of total costs, the 1oan
guarantees should not have a significant impact on the food aid budget.
serious commitment to the

50

In a survey of the Canadian trading house industry, food, feed, beverage and tobacco were found to account for 39 per cent of the activities of small trading houses and 49 per cent of the medium-sized
Lrading houses, in 1982/83 [33]"
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Part of the inLerest cost,s would be carried
the risk of default ,

by

although impossible to

the trading houses,

and

predict, should not be

large.

5,3

scoPE FOR THE USE OF COT'NTERTRåDE/FOOD

ÀID

ÀPPROACH

aid has proven to be a very flexible policy instrument for assisting the economic and sociat development of the TWCs. Distribution
Food

to target food assistance to selected groups
in the population, and to promote certain sectors of the economy. The
countertrade approach to food aid is important because it provides a
mechanism for building commercial relations between the non-traditional
methods have been invented

product exporters and the Canadian trading houses. In addition to pro-

viding immediate food import assistance the countertrade/food aid program could lead to mutually beneficial trade connections that could improve the TI,IC's long term balance of payments situation.
Às wiLh

all

methods

of handring food aid, however, the

ing the countertrade approach is circumscribed by
opment

scope

for

us-

some important devel-

considerations. In this section, the issue of disincentive ef-

fects is discussed and some suggestions are provided for guiding the use

of the countertraCe

5.3.1

approach.

DisincenÈive EffecLs

of food aid can have deleterious effects on local production if they are introduced into the TWC economy in direct competition
with loca1 output. The magnitude of the production disincentive depends
À11 forms
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on a number of circumstances. Schuh

cites five factors that

may be im-

portant:
1)
the conditions that gave rise to the food aid shipments in
the first place; 2) the relative importance of foòd aid as
compared to the domestic supply; 3) whether food aid displaces
commercial exports or represents additional supply to the local economy; 4) hor+ the food aid is introduced-inlo the local
economy;_ and 5) tire institutional arrangements that prevail.
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zp.72J

The conditions

that give rise to the

need

for

food aid can be econom-

ic, political or environmental in origin. Àlthough the disincentive effects of food aid depend on ihe original source of the deficit, it is
difficult to generalize which source is more likely to cause a significant disincentive probrem. For example, if a TWC has a pricing policy
that discourages local production the disincentive effect of food aid
may be indirect. In this case, the presence of food aid merery helps to
support a misguided economic policy rather than contribute directly to

the problenr. 0n the other hand, donations of food aid to relieve a food

deficit that is caused

by a natural disaster could create a direct di-

sincentive to production by maintaining the pre-shortfall price Ieve1.

if the cause of the food deficit is

known, however, the

potential disin-

centive effects of a countertrade program may be estimated and measures
can be taken

to minimize the impact on loca1 output.

of the total food aid received by the counlry relative to its loca1 production, the stronger the marginal disincentive effects of food aid are likely to be. In countries that already
receive large volumes of food aid, the appropriate policy might be to
try to convert some existing food aid commitments lo a countertrade/food
The greater the magnitude

aid

approach.
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If

food aid simply displaced current imporLs, the disincentive prob-

eliminated. This is prohibited by the UMR which requires
the TWC to mainLain its normal com:¡ercial imports (norma1ly, the average
of the previous five years). Food aid which satisfies any growth in demand due Lo either increasing population or rising per capita incomes,
however is not contrary to the UMR or a disincentive to the established
level of production.
lem would be

No method

of distributing food aid can be entirely free of

to the commercial market. If the sale of

leakage

aid to produce
counterpart funds can be restricted to larger urban areas it may be easier to nonitor the disincentive effects. ¡lso it is possible to reduce
the disincentive effecLs of counterpart funds by selecting commodities
that compete indirectly with TWC producers. For exampre, the use of
wheaL or canola oil as food aid could have less disincentive effects on
agriculture in the tropics than donations of corn or pulses.
back

food

of the countertrade approach over most other forns of
food aid is that it creates new jobs and investment in the non-agricultural society. Àssuming a high income elasticity of demand for food,
An advantage

nel'¡ Yrages earned by

non-agricultural families should help to absorb part

of the additional food products that enter the market as food aid. To
the extent that the countertrade approach creates an effective demand
for the additional food supplies, the disincentive effect on local agricultural production is

In

reduced.

summary, the countertrade approach

to

food aid offers no panacea

to the problern of disincentive effects. I.ihile disincentive effects

are
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difficult to eliminate, they can be ameliorated by careful planning and
design. Moreover, the demand creating aspect of countertrade and the
possibility of replacing incremental imports could reduce the negative
effects that might accompany this program.

5.3,2

The Donorrs Perspective

Food

aid programs serve domestic as well as foreign objectives. In

addition to humanitarian and policial reasons for giving food aid, donors regularly use food aid as

a

method

of disposing of excess invento-

prices. The balance between domestic
anC foreign priorities tends to shift over time with changes in the leveI of world food stocks. I^then world food stocks are high, North Àmerican food prices are usually low. During such periods, the support that
ries

and supporting domestic farm

food aid gives to domestic prices may be valued as much by the donors as

its

appeal. in ccntrast, during periods of low world food
the economic benefits of food aid are minimal for the donors be-

humanitarian

stocks
cause

their producers are receiving

adequate returns

fron the narket

and

inventories are nanageable. Under such circumstances, food aid dona-

tions

truly humanitarian in

become more

The

nature.

level of world food sLocks also has an impact on the cost of

aid and the volume which can be financed by the donor agencies.

food

Given

the budgetary constraints of Lhe donors, the supply of food aid will
tend

to

decrease

with rising world food prices. Fron the recipients

point of view however, the value of food aid lends to increase with rising world prices.

In particular, those countries which have limited
foreign exchange reserves become more in need of the balance of paynents
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is

aid. Nevertheless, during periods
when food aid could be of most value to the recipients, the donors may
have the least incentive to maintain or expand their shipments.
support r¡hich

provided by food

aid program could help to ameliorate such situations because part of its funding is external to the donor's food aid
budget. Às international food prices rise, the TI^ICs could maintain
their volume of countertrade imports by adjusting the volume of their
non-traditional exports to offset any decline in the terms of trade.
Moreover, the recipients could attempt to increase their volume of food
aid imports under countertrade (up to the lirnit of the UMR) to replace
any decline in other forms of food aid.
À counterLrade/f.ood

During periods of high world food stocks and low international pric-

esr

food aid provides the donors wi.th a convenient means

domestic price

levels.

aid disbursements

for

supporting

for the donors is the volume of food
which may be necessary to have the desired affect on
The problem

prices. Even with lower commodity prices, the regular food aid
budget is unlikely to be sufficient to finance the necessary vol-ume.
Under these circumstances the countertrade/food aid program could be
he)-pfuJ. to the donors because the countertrade portion of any shipments
is essentially financed by the recipients.
domestic

is frequently overlooked r{ith respect to the
supply and demand for food aid programs. Àlthough only a skeletal
treatment has been given in this section, it does illustrate how the
flexibility of a countertrade/food aid approach could be used in different economic situations. By altering the balance of countertrade in the
The donor's perspective
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countertrade/food aid program, the volume of food aid shipments could
expanded

or

contracted according

to

changing needs

be

r+ithin the donor's

existing budgetary aJ.lollance.

5"3"3

Candidates

for Proiect Selection

criteria used by Canada to determine the eligibility of TI^tCs for
bilateral development assisLance is multi-dimensional. Each TI,íC is assessed according to its level of need, its commitment to developmenL,
and its record on human rights. In addition, economic and political relaLions with canada have an important bearing on a TWCs eligibility.
The

of the British Commonwealth, or la francophonie,
have an edge over other TWCs in obtaining Canadian aid. Lastly there
are special crisis factors, such as the prolonged African drought, which
can alter certain countries' eJ.igibility.
For example, menbers

into five categories for aid purposes. only
countries in categories I and II are eIigibJ.e for regular programmed
food aid.
category III countries can receive food aid, but on].y in
emergency situations. Category IV and V countries are non-eligible and
canada

divides

TWCs

non-recipients, respectively. s

1

It is doubtful whether the countertrade approach could be considered
for other than category I and II countries. The time required to preit unsuitable for most emergency situations. Category I and II countries also are known as core
pare and execute a countertrade would make

51

Non-eligible countries are denied aid because of their political status, ralher than lheir leve1 of need, e.g. Afghanistan. Non-rec ipi ent TWCs are denied aid because of their level of per capita income,
or questionable pol-itical independencer ê.9. Taiwan.
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and non-core

countries.

Core

countries receive approximately

75 per

cent of Canada's bilateral assistance, while non-core countries receive
about 20 per cent

[16]. In Tab1e 3, the TWCs are 1isted according to

their eligibility for

canadian

bilateral

development assistance.

this list of eligible countries, a smaller group could be selected as candidates for countertrade/f.ood aid based on their need for
food aid, their per capita foreign exchange reserves and their potential
f or conmercial relations with Canada. TI^lCs which are highly dependent
on food aid and have relatively low foreign exchange reserves could benefit most from the countertrade approach. Assuming that they continue
to receive food aid from other donors and that it is directed at traditional targetsf a marginal change in Canadian food aid could be accomoGiven

dated without seriously disrupting those groups
a

that

now depend on food

id.
The foreign exchange reserves

criteria reflects the use of the coun-

of supporting the balance of payments. Low
per capita exchange reserves is a useful indicator of the relative balance of payments problems in large and small TWCs. it may also suggest
tertrade approach as a

means

which TttCs would be most enthusiastic about

sistance from
The

this

form

of

development as-

Canada.

potential for commercial relations is important

because

the ulti-

of the countertrade/food aid program is to assist the TuCs to
develop ne!¡ export goods which can establish long term commerical mar-

mate goal

kets.
more

Moreover, the response

of

Canadian

trading houses is likely to

positive if they are dealing with TI^ICs which have a betLer

be

poten-
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TÀBLE

Country

Eligibility List for

3

Canadian Bil-ateral Development Àssistance,

as

of

1

984

Francophone

Àmericas

Africa

Leeward/
Wi

Category I

As

Cameroon

Kenya

Bangladesh

Senegal

Tanzania
Z

ica

Zaire

I ndia
Pakistan

Sahel
-Mal i
-Ni ger

Colomb i a

Peru
Guyana

imbabwe

Ghana

I ndones i a

Sri

Zambia

Egypt

Tha i

-Upper Volta

Ivory Coast

Honduras

Gui nea

Barbados
Braz i 1

Alger ia

Bot swana

Category I I

Gabon

Costa Rica

Morocco
Togo

Lesotho
Swaz i Iand

Non-Core
Countr i es

Ecuador
Tunisia
EI Salvador
Guatemala
Nicaragua
Donrinican Rep.

Panama

III

l,imi ted

Eligibility
Count r i es

Chi 1e

Congo

Yemen

Sao Tome

Mozambique

Gamb i a

South Africa

Trinidadr/
Tobago

Somal

ia

Dj i bout

ia

Cape Verde
Comoros
C.À. Rep.
Madagascar

Guinea-Bissau

i

Not
El i 9i ble
Countr i es

Source:

[1 6]

Cuba

Libya

Burma

Turkey
Bhutan
Papua-N.

G

South Korea

Lebanon
Jordan

Maldives Is.

ÀngoIa
Namibia
SeycheIJ.es

Fiji

Sierra teon

tiberia

Mauritius
Category IV

Philippines

Sudan

Mexico
Paraguay
Uruguay
Argent i na
Sur i nam

Malays ia

Uganda

Burundi
Benin

Maur i tan
Chad

land

Eth i opi a
Ni ger ia

Bolivia

Bel i ze

Lanka

Nepal
China

Haiti

Category

ia

ndward
I slands

Jama

Core
Countr i es

Ànglophone

Àfrica

S ingapore
Cook I s.

Tonga

TuvaIu
Vanuatu
T,¡. Samoa
Laos
Vi etnam
Kampuchea

I ran
Afghan i stan
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tial for

relations. Trading houses generally expect to invest the initial years of trade development in unprofitabte operations,
which are rewarded over time as trading volume increases and overhead
commercial

costs are spread over a larger number of units.

of illustration, data have been assembled in Table 4 on
these criteria for the Core countries. The first column in Table 4
For purposes

presents each TWCs'current foreign exchange reserves and their per cap-

ita reserves. In the second column, the level of food aid received in
1981 is tabulated as a share of total cereal imports, and in kilograms
per capita. The third column presents Canadian export and import trade
figures for 1983, as a proxy for potentiar commerciar relations.52
Based

on the foregoing

¡vourd appear

donesia and

considerations and the data in Table

that the Àsian countries

sri Lanka)

and

(Bangladesh,

possibry Egypt,

4, it

India, pakistan, In-

would be nost suitabte for

fhe countertrade/Lood aid approach. These countries have

Low

per capita

foreign exchange reserves, a high share of food aid as a percentage of
total cereal imporLs, and a substantial volume of trade with Canada.

in the Americas may also be suitabl-e for the countertrade/food aid program, but with the exception of Haiti, they have a
lower food aid dependence and are generally better off in terms of foreign exchange. The African countries are probably most in need of this
form of assistance, but given their weak commerciaL relations (excluding
possibLy Kenya), are the rnost difficult nations to develop with respect
Some

Core countries

s2 Undoubtedly other economic indicators could be included
in the criteria to establish more precisely the need of the recipient country
(e.9. per capita external debt), ãnd the potential for cðmmercial rel
lations (e.g. trade complementaries, económic growÈh rates, elc.).
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TABTE

4

Foreign Exchange Reserves, Food Aid Dependence and Canadian Trade
Relations for Category I - Core Countries.

Category

Core

I

Foreign Exchange
Reserves (1985)

Millions SDRs per
Countries of SDRs Capita

Ànericas

Per

Trade
(1983)

(e")

(kg)

Exports Imports
($ millions)

16.31
,17
6.34

Imports Capita

45

1392

I

49

1

bbJ

91

9

6

7

6

3

34

131

47

21

55

6

r

Guyana

Haiti

'13

Honduras

Canad i an

of Cereal

qq

Jama i ca

Colombia
Peru

Food Àid ( 1 981 )
Às a Share Àid

35

4.33
1 5.49
8.05

141

110
94

83

f i9

4

20

t5

tt

10

36

Francophone

Àfr ica
Cameroon

Senegal

4

Zaire

55
27
90
108

i

Mal
Ni ger

Upper Volta
Ivory Coast

I

2

30
t+

4

4

I

16

7

17

70

5

I

¿5

.98
23.79

61
13

2.7 4
5.87
'1
.08
7 .95
0.01

I

17

10

Ànglophone

Àfrica
Kenya

398

23

Tanzania

27

2

imbabwe

46
308

6

25

55

9

751

17

398
960
1 056
4 869
521
1 959

5

Z

Ghana

Zambia

Egvpt

Asia
Bangladesh

India
Pak

s

i stan

I ndonesia

Sri

Lanka
i Land
Nepal
China
Tha

Sources

|

80
'15386

137

,421

32
79
100
36
25
26

3¿

64
29
88
20

35

34.8

9

12

41

I

5

100

t5

10.02
.36
3,32
7,74
12,62
42.84

IJ

'1'1

7

"61

.64
3.18
2,68
15,47
2,73
.04

2

5

6

12

3

3

1

147

99

120
211

1 0'1

s6

18

40
22
60

139
1

1

10

203
48

?q

tl

15

578

1

246

t¿5

to countertrade.

5"4

POIITICAI

CONSIDERåTIONS

in any nelr program or policy is the public
reception it is likely to receive. Every poricy change has the potential to provide benefits to certain groups, while others may be affected
adversely. In addition to the balance between these benefits and costs,
there is an institutional consideration. If the impact of a program is
concentrated and the affected group is well organized, more attention
must be given to how they are likely to react.
Àn important consideratíon

5.4.1 Polenlial OoposiLion
Although the U.S.

agricultural barter

is not without its critics.

I^lhen

program

is well established, it

the U.S. barter program was re-insti-

tuted in'1982 with an exchange of U.S. milk products for Jamaican bauxite, competing milk product exporters (the ggc, Australia, New Zealand)
raised formal complaints in a

GATT

working group

different structure of the proposed
ment assistance

l4ql.

Despite the

canadian program, and

its

much

develop-

objective, the opposition of other agricultural export-

ers is predictable.
Domestically the program

tion from the

is untikely to

generate

significant

opposi-

in countertrade with the TWCs begin to compete directLy for Lhe markets of Canadian products. At that point in time, administrative procedures could be
taken lo reduce the volume of these countertrade goods entering Canada"
business community unless the goods received
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For example, cIDÀ coul-d distribute a

list of these

"problem" goods to

the trading houses and advise them to refrain from including them in

a

project. Until such problems develop however, the
individual industries that may be negatively affected are unlikely to
raise any political opposition to the program.

countertrade/food aid

to the concept of countertrade/food aid can be expected
from some departments of the civil service. The Ministry of External
Àffairs has been generally opposed to countertrade on philosophical
grounds and has been reluctant to make any accomodation for the practice. In terms of the GATT and the MTN Agreements however, the countertrade/food aid concept is siniliar to the military offset program which
is administered by External Affairs. Since the countertrade/food aid
Resistance

program would

neither

weaken Canada's support

for multilateral institu-

tions, nor compromise Canadian commercial policy with respect to other
sectors of Canadian export trade, the major concerns of the Ministry of
External Àffairs could be reconciled.
Indeed, the potential of the
countertrade/food aid approach to involve the business community more
directly in Canadian foreign assistance programs may gain support within
some

sectors of the Ministry.

}lithin

CiDA

opposition

may occur because

countertrade/food aid is

a

to development assistance than traditional aid
programs. À1so, the countertrade approach emphasizes the bilateral food
more commercial approach

aid program, whereas in recent years the trend has been towards a

of nultilateral aid.
Canada's food

mainder

is

aid is

growth

Àt the present time, onry about one-quarter
administered on a bilateral

of

basis, while the re-

channeleC through the Wortd Food Program. Àlthough

the coun-
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Lertrade /f.ood aid concept may

be

more complementary

to existing

food

aid efforts, than it is competitive, those groups that disagree with
commercial, bilateral emphasis of

to

oppose

it

the

the

countertrade approach are likely

vigorously.

5"4?2 Potential

SupporLers

to the Ethiopian famine has made most
Canadians aware that the current level of assistance is not sufficient
to fill the food deficiency gap of the TWCs. Moreover, the public is
slow1y becoming educated to lhe realities of the TWCs'development problens. The idea that the TWCs need trade, âs much as aid, has become
widely accepted in business and political circLes. As a result, the use
of countertrade to promote the development of markets for the goods of
the TWCs and to assist them to finance needed food imports should be
well received by public opinion in Canada.
The broad media coverage given

À countertrade approach

support

of

some important

to food aid also

seems

like]y to gain the

special interest groups. The Canadian Export-

ers'Àssociation has been encouraging the

government

to take a more ac-

tive role in facilitating its members to develop expertise in countertrade and to encourage the growth of the trading house sector. For
their part, the trading houses should be predisposed to the principle of
a countertrade/food aid program. The trading houses have been lobbying
actively for greater access to cIDÀ programs and for changes in the government's stance on countertrade.
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Evidence

found

of the potential support of the trading

in the recent Task Force Report

mendations made by the Task Force,

ship between

CIDA and

role of trading
portance

on the

house sector can

be

industry. Out of. 32 recom-

four focus on improving the relation-

the trading houses, while two others relate to

the

in facilitating countertrade. Of particular

im-

houses

to the countertrade/food aid concept are:

Recommendation 27

The canadian International Development Agency ensure that
trading houses are invited to tender on food assistance procurement projects on an equal basis with other suppLiers when
sole sourcing is not an obligation.
Recommendation 29

The government maintain and publicize a countertrade focal
point to monitor and disseminate information on countertrade,
and to provide basic advice and referral services to exporters. In addition, it should identify, in cooperation with the
recommended association of trading houses, the abilities of
canadian trading houses to enable them to pLay a more effective role in a countertrade capacity. [33:Þ.10]
These recommendations

of the Task Force

suggest

that the principle

of

countertrade/tood aid would be supported by an influentia). group of Canadian exporters.

aid

in favour of increasing Canadian donations. The countertrade approach to food aid has merits that may appeal to the farm community more than other forms of food
aid. Farmers generally prefer government programs that are self-heIp in
Farm groups generally supporL food

and are

nature, rather than those that involve "government handouts". The use
of countertrade permits the TWCs to become more independent and provides

for these countries to eventuaLly overcome the need for charity.
Farmers are also businessmen and can appreciate the potential that a
a

means

countertrade approach could have for long tern market development"
Clear]y the use of food aid to help

TWCs

to become self-sufficient in
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food production

is much less helpful to Canadian farmers than a program

that could help the TWCs to finance the import of canadian food.
Àlthough the TWCs would actually be "paying"

for food aid that

they

might have received "free", there are reasons to believe that they couLd

in such a program. The countertrade approach offers
the TWC governments a means of obtaining needed food imports which does
not depend solely on the goodwill of the donors. Once the non-traditional export indusLry is established, these goods could be offered in
countertrade or on conventional terms to other counLries. Às a result,
the countertrade approach could be viewed as a more stable source of
be very interested

supply than traditional food aid, and less subject to unwanted pressure
from the donors

for

reforms

of internal

prograrns and

policies of the

TWC

governments.

Next to the balance of payments, the most chronic problem

jority of TWCs is high
that can generate

in the ma-

unemploynent, or under-employment. Any project

new investment and employment has

positive political

implications for the government. Employed workers can afford to

pay

for food and other services which support the growth of the domestic economy. If a countertrader/food aid program means new jobs as well
as support for the balance of payments, it is likely to be well received
more

by

TWC

governments.
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5,5

ST'MMÀRY

is radical).y different from
other development efforts sustained by food aid because it attempts to
increase employment in new export industries. Vi.rtually all other forms
of food aid development assistance are focused on import subsitution
projects. Although substituting domestic products for imported goods
The countertrade approach Lo development

can help Lo overcome a TIJC's balance

of payments problem, such projecLs

are frequently undermined by a lack of political supportr or

consumer

resistance to a dietary change, or both.
The development
based on

rationale for the counLertrade/food aid concept is

the growing evidence that

velopment

policies

experience more

TWCs

which adopt export oriented de-

rapid

economic

progress than

those

that concentrate on import substitution programs [49]. Statistical data
for the period 1951-1981 indicate that TWCs which have become more integrated with the world economy have been able to increase their average
calorie consumption levels and reduce their

dependence on food

aid dona-

tions [37]. Through countertrade, assistance could be given to establish infant export industries that ultimatety may lead to self-sustaining growth in trade and development.

key institution for implementing the countertrade/food aid approach is the canadian trading house. Conceptually, the program could
operate by using the services of trading houses to identify potential
The

countertrade products and opportunilies. With the conmissions earned

on

the food aid procurement and shipment, as well as the potential profits

countertrade, the program offers an incentive for many trading
houses to expand into new markets and gain experience in new products.
from

1 3'1

commodities received as food

in their

market.

aid could be sold by the

TWC

government

Part of these sales would finance the production of

non-traditional exports equal to the countertrade commitment. The re-

to a counterpart fund to support related export development projects. For example, the counterpart fund
could be used to finance the development of needed transportation inmaining finances could be directed

frastructure, or other
come

measures necessary

to help TWC entrepreneurs

be-

established in developing non-traditional export goods.

In order to monitor these projects a ner+ office is envisioned which
would operate outside the established CIDÀ bureaucracy. This office
would be responsible for ensuring that the terms of the countertrade
contracts were observed in accordance with the Menorandum of Understanding signed by CiDÀ and the

TWC

government.

of the countertrade/f.ood aid approach is its ability to
stretch the existing food aid budget to serve different conditions. Regardless of whether r+orld food stocks are high or low, countertrade can
Àn advantage

appeal

to both the donor and the recipient. In general, higher

food stocks

will

make countertrade more important

world

to the donor because

it may permit larger volumes of surplus stocks to be disbursed more easily. During periods of lower world food stocks and higher prices, the
use of countertrade will offer balance of payments support to the TWCs
and food aid assistance that might replace other sources which are reduced because

of the donors' budgetary constraints.

The countertrade approach is neither a replacement for al1 olher
forms of food aid, nor suilable for every TWC, at alL times, For exam-
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will

to minimize the potential disincentive effects of countertrade/f.ood aid on the local agricultural system. ÀIso,
it is unlikely that a countertrade approach woul-d be applicable in emer-

PIe,

care

gency

situations.

Canadian

be required

bilateral

Given the

large

number

of eligibte recipients for

development assistance however, there

are sufficient

of core and non-core counlries that coutd benefit from counterLrade/f.ood aid to justify such a program.

numbers

Opposition to

the

countertrade/food aid approach

is likely to arise

it has a more commercial orientation than tra-

from some groups because

difional food aid programs. A1so, those groups that are dedicated to
multilateralism in trade and aid are 1ikely to resist the bilateral emphasis of the countertrade/food aid
trade,/food

aid

concept. In essence, the counter-

concept would be equivalent under Lhe

GÀTT

and the

MTN

code, to canada's military offset program. Àl.though some may oppose

it

on philosophical grounds, a countertrade/food aid program would not undermine Canadian support

for these institutions or otherwise compromise

Canadian commercial trade

policy.

for the countertrade/food aid concept is 1ikely to rest on
its development rationale and the advantages it has to offer for those
directly affected. The countertrade approach to food aid is consistent
Support

with the dual objectives of Canadian foreign assistance: namely, the en-

of

social

in the recipient country,
and the promotion of exports from the donor country. It is also in
keeping with the more market-oriented philosophy of the present Government of canada. the advantages of this approach are that it could
streLch the existing budget for food aid, it could promote the growth
couragement

economic and

progress
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and development

of the trading house sector of

to long term narket

development

countertrade approach

tive

form

of

to

canada, and

for agricultural exports.

food aid coutd

development assistance

be a very popular

in the TWCs.

it could lead
Moreover,

a

and an effec-

ChapÈer VI
ST]MMARY AND CONCTUSIONS

is divided inLo three parts. The first seca summary and the principal policy recommendation of the

The concluding chapter

tion contains

study. the subsequent section considers the broader impacts and consequences of the policy. In the final section, the limitations of the
analysis are discussed and some implications for further research are
out I i ned.

5.1

ST'MMARY

åND PRINCIPÀL POTICY RECOMI.IENDÀTION

Since the mid-'1970s, the growth

in

1982

of world trade has been declining

and

actually turned negative. Àlthough a gradual expansion of world

trade has resumed, the benefits have been unevenly distributed. In par-

ticular, the international trade of agriculbural products continues to
be characterized by weak demand, low commodity prices, and the growing
use

of export subsidies.

for agrícuLtural exports can be attributed mainly to
the economic difficulties of the importing TWCs and communist countries.
In many of these countries, foreign exchange earnings are norv insufficient lo finance both current imports and repay their outstanding debt
The weak demand

ob1 i gat

ions.

-134-
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As a

result of the weak international

demand,

the l-eve1 of world

food

stocks has increased and the prices received by

U.S. and Canadian farmers have dropped subsLantiaLly. Farm bankruptcies in North America have
reached record numbers and pressure for political action is growing. In
the united states, anger has been focused on the EEC's use of export
subsidies to expand their market share. In response, the u.s. has indicated its intention to match the export subsidies of the EEC in competing for foreign sales.

is not the intended target of U.S. retaliation, Canadian farmers wilL be adversely affected if an export subsidy competition
results between the u.s. and the EEc. À subsidy compeLition wirl depress international price levels and make it difficult for Canada to
maintain its current volume of exports. Às a relatively small nation,
Canada cannot compete directly with the treasuries of these J.arger economic powers and must seek an alternative marketing strategy. one
strategy that rnay be applicable is to use countertrade to finance the
Although Canada

sale of Canadian agricultural exports.
The past decade has witnessed

a rapid growth in the use and spread of
countertrade. in particular, the TWCs have adopted countertrade as a
means

of

their balance of payments problems and for assisting
of their export industries. If Canada were to accept

overcoming

the development

partial countertrade in payment for agricultural exports, it
be used to offset the equivalent benefits of an export subsidy.
even

Most

OECD

countries

have taken a noncommital

troversial practice of countertrade.

could

stance toward the con-

The Government

of

Canada acknowl-
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activity; provides information to assist exporters, and operates a military offset program, but has refused to become directly involved in other forms of countertrade. The purpose of this thesis is to
examine the scope for using countertrade as a method of financing the
export of agricultural products, and the appropriate mechanism for dealing with countertrade in the TWCs. The objectives of the study are:
edges the

- to

survey the history

development

and

of countertrade, its

growth

and orientation;

to

examine the advantages and disadvantages

of the use of

counter-

trade to finance agricultural exports from the Canadian perspective
and from the perspective

of the TWCst

to review the theoretical basis for countertrade

and

its principal

applications;

legal and political status of counLertrade with respect to Canadian commercial trade policy; and,

to

evaluaLe the

to

propose a practicable

policy option.

Estimates of the proportion

of international commerce which is now
conducted by countertrade vary from less than 5 percent of the total to
as much as 40 percent of world trade. The wide spread between these estimates can be explained by a lack of consensus on the appropriate defi-

nition for countertrade

of good statistics. Those observers who assume a broader definition of countertrade often include
!ransactions, such as military offsets, which other writers disregard
completely. Compounding this definitional dispute is the problem of
and an absence

collection. No authority

activity rea1ly exists
because international traders are not required to report lhese details
of their transactions.
data

on countertrade
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in spiLe of the strong differences over the correct definition or
volume of countertrade, there is general unanimity regarding the importance of the phenomena. As the financial and balance of payments problems of the TWCs have increased, more of these countries have enacted
countertrade legislation to further their econornic and politicaL objectives.
The advantages and disadvantages

tion of

each

of

party's perspective. For

countertrade are Iargely a funcexample, the advantage gained by

in balancing their trade, fiay be a disadvantage for the multinational corporation that has to find a ner,¡ market for the countertrade
goods it receives. Às a non-zero sum activity, however, countertrade
could be mutually advantageous. If countertrade permits the financing
of agricultural exports that would otherwise add to unwanted inventories, both the TWCs and the agricultural exporter could gain. on the
the

Tt'ICs

other hand, the higher transaction costs and awkwardness of countertrade
may reduce the benefits for both parties relative to equivalent cash
transactions.

of countertrade are invariably linked to ulterior political motives. Countertrade is sometimes used to circumvent regulation or to conceal an unpopular practice. For example, countertrade has
been used by the TWCs to expand their exports of products which are subject to international quota restrictions or commodity agreenents. Another use of countertrade is to foster the develop:nent of new export industries and to gain entry into new markets. This may be acconplished
by implicitly subsidizing the countertrade goods, or- by seeking an inThe economics

dustrial cooperation agreement with an estabLished manufacturer in
to utilize its quality reputation and marketing system.

order
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In

most cases ccuntertrade requi.res the cooperation

of both buyer and

seI1er, but it can also be used as a non-cooperative bargaining strategy

to extract trade
countertrade

partners. For example,
resemble an aIl-or-nothing trade offer and are

concessions from weaker trading

demands

to be used by COMECON countries as a method of negotiating favourable terms of trade. In theory, countertrade might also be effective as
known

a means of imposing a price discrimination strategy,

share.

or to protect

extent to which countertrade
been used for such purposes however, is not well documented.
established market

The

The

an

may have

potential for using countertrade as a tool for export market de-

has a number of potential applications in Canadian agriculture. Although the private sector has an almost unlimited scope for
pursuing any of these opportunities, the role of the government in favelopnent

cilitating countertrade is subject to certain political constraints. In
particular, the Government of canada has an obligation to support the
multilateral agencies of which it is a member, and must be concerned
with the possible reactions and retaliation of other traders.
policy, there appears to be
Iittle scope for a direct role by the government in the countertrade of
agricultural products. Although countertrade may not be prohibited by
Lhe Àrticles of the GATT, it is obviously contrary to lhe spirit of the
agreement, and tends to undermine the auLhority of this multilateral institution. Nevertheless, certain aspects of trade are totally exempt
from the GÀTT ru1es. One example is the government procuremenL of military equipment and another is foreign tied aid programs. The Government
of Canada uses countertrade in its procurement of mililary equipment and
Given canada's existing commercial trade
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it

would be equally consistent

wilh the current commercial policy to
countertrade in Lhe distribution of canadian food aid.
principal

use

of the study is for Canada to develop a
program for using countertrade to distribute food aid. The precedent
for using a countertrade/f.ood aid policy has been well established by
the u.s. agricultural barter program. In the early 1950s, the u.s. Government began a barter program r+ith the TI,tCs to dispose of its excess
agricultural stocks. Although suspended during the .1970s, the u.s. program has been re-instated since 1982. Às a direct result of this agricultural barter program, Lhe U.S. Government facilitated the export of
over $6 1/2 billion worth of agricultural products, and established its
presence in virlually every TWC market.
The

recommendation

rationale for a countertrade/f.ood aid approach is
based on the growing evidence that TWCs which adopt export promotion
The development

policies experience faster rates of econonic growth than those countries
which follow import subslitution policies. Using a countertrade/food
aid program, Canada could assist the TWCs to obtain food aid to rneet
their.current needs, while establishing the

means

for these countries to

finance commercial imports in the longer term.
The countettrade/f.ood

for the

aid

approach provides a mechanism and a

means

to develop new export markets for non-traditional goods.
The key to implementing this program is to harness the marketing skills
of the canadian trading house industry. conceptually, such a program

be
food aid

could

TWCs

shifting the functions of procuring and shipping
from ciDÀ to a canadian trading house" under this proposed
operated by
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program,

CIDA finances

less than'100 percent of the costs of the totat

food shipment. In order to recover the balance

its

commissions, the trading house has

of countertrade

to market a pre-arranged quantity

for the recipient

for develtrading opportunities and the commissions for food

goods

oping new commercial

of its costs, and earn

TWC. Given the scope

aid procurement, it should not be difficult to encourage trading
to participate in this program.

In order to assist the

Îç{Cs

with the rneans of fulfilling their

tertrade obligations, the food aid commodities received from
could be sold to establish a counterpart fund

ment.

These funds could be

marketing infrastructure,
deveJ.opment phases

houses

coun-

Canada

for export market develop-

used to construct basic transportation and

to train workers, or to finance the initial

of a new export industry.

The countertrade/food

aid approach has advantages for both

the Tt'tCs. Countertrade could provide a

Canada and

for the Canadian Government to stretch the exisLing food aid budget in order to meet its promised commitment to increased food aid, without aggravating the size of
the current budget deficit.
Countertrade could help to relieve the
pressure of excess food stocks and assist domestic producers during a
difficult period of low prices and tight export markets. This program
could also lend support to the expansion of the trading house sector
which is becoming recognized as a dynamic force for improving export
means

market performance.
The economic

and the

benefits for the TtiCs are balance of payments support

potential stimulus for export related growth. All food aid pro-
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vides immediate balance of payments support, but the countertrade ap-

the

to establish export industries that provide an
on-going and renewable source of foreign exchange earnings. in addi-

proach enables

TWCs

tion, the countertrade of non-traditional exports
ployment opportunities, encourage investment and
which would promote the internal development

6,2

could create nerv emexpand

the tax base

of the TWC,s economy.

IMPACTS AND CONSEOT'ENCES OF COT'NTERTRÀDE

of countertrade is viewed by most l.lestern governments
as a problem for their exporters to overcome, rather than as an opportunity of which to Lake advantage. One factor which hetps to explain this
attitude is the political and economic problems which the induslrialized
countries face in pernritting countertrade imports into their markets.
The expansion

industrialized countries maintain a wide array of trade neasures to
protect sensiLive induslries (..g. agriculture, textiles, etc. ) from imThe

port competition.

These

barriers to trade prevent the TI,tCs from maxim-

izing their comparative advantage in the export of labour intensive manufactures and certain natural products. In countertrade, the TWCs have

tool, "buyer's power", with which to
force the industrialized countries to open their markets for TtiC exports. As the pressure for counÈertrade increases, all [^testern countries are being forced to reconsider the role of countertrade in their
discovered a strategic negotiating

commercial policy.

s

3

53 Since

all commerce is subject to Lhe regulation and supervision of
national governments, any country that haã not taken a stiong and active stand to prohibit countertrade already has an unofficiáf policy

of "tacit approval".
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The critics of countertrade sometines appear to be attacking
symptoms

of a larger

problem which ihey refuse

to acknowledge.

the

The cau-

sal relationship runs from a declining rate of growth of world trade to
an expansion

of countertrade, not the inverse.

Most observers agree

that in the short run countertrade has promoted trade which otherwise
night not have occurred because of foreign exchange constraints
l38,ql ,79,91),
Concerns about countertrade raised by

to do with the long term inpacts

the IMF and the

GÀTT

are mainly

for the multilateral
trading system. À key problem associated with countertrade is the need
for bilateral balancing. Countries faced with countertrade are forced
to offset their exports with imports from the other country regardless
of how inappropriate the range of goods that might be offered in exchange. Bilateral balancing limits the freedom of import/export decisions and works against efficient allocation of resources.
Another aspect

of

and consequences

countertrade that troubles

the

I.Testern

industrial

countries is the threat of increased protectionism and unfair trading

pracLices. For example, countertrade can be used to hide discounts and
dumping which may permit countries to use price discrimination. Countertrade also poses a challenge to certain Western countries that use
non-tariff barriers to protect sensiLive industries from direct competition with TI^IC products. western countries generally disagree with countertrade on the theoretical grounds that it distorts the multilateral
flow of goods and creates inefficiencies. These arguments carry littIe
weight, however, in an environment of oligopolistic competition and a
virtual absense of any sort of truly "free trade". A more cynical view
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is that

is disliked because it forces the industrialized
countries to internalize some of the negative external effects of their
own

countertrade

foreign trade poJ-icies.

examined

and

of countertrade are quite different if
from the point of view of the Third World and centrally planned

The impacts

consequences

countries. The bargaining polrer offered by countertrade is seen as a
key Lo gaining access to the markets of the rich industrialized countries, and as a means of financing their irnport needs.
In an age of
mounting debt problems, unstabte exchange rates, inflation and roller
coasLer interest rates, multilateral trade is a luxury which countries
outside the OECD have found increasingly difficult to afford. Bilateral
balancing may have undesirable aspects for the TWCs too, but the alternatives of a greater negative trade imbalance, or simply foregoing needed imports, are even less desirable.

At this point in time, âry

of

judgements regarding

the impacts or

conse-

conjecture. Fears have been raised
that if countertrade were carried to an extreme, it could lead to a deterioration of the multilaLeral trading system. No evidence exists however, to support such prognosis. Even the critics of countertrade concede that the growth of the practice is probab!.y limited by its own
success. When the lWCs reach a point that cash becomes an alternative
guences

Èo

countertrade are mere

countertrade, cash will likely supersede it because of the greater

convenience

and flexibility that cash transactions can offer to

buyer and seller.

both
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present outlook suggests that countertrade will be demanded by
more TWCs. In addition to burdensome financial and economic prob-

The
even

lems, the

are beginning to experience the pressure of a rong predicted population explosion. In many TWCs, over half of the population

is less

TWCs

than 25 years

oId.

Even

with reduced family size, the popula-

tion of the TWCs will double to 7 bitlion by 2025, while the popu].ation
of the developed countries wiLl rise only slightly from 1.2 Lo .1.4 billions4 1551. The impacts of such growth are without precedent, but it

is safe to predict that the TI,tCs are going to need better access to developed country narkets for their exports in order to import the goods
required Lo support these populations.

projected growth of world population is another reason to give
careful consideraLion to a policy of agricultural countertrade. It is
The

that during'the next 40 years, almost the entire growth in demand for food products i¡iIl occur within the TWCs. In order to participate in these markets, however, some means must be found to enable the
obvious

Tt{Cs

to finance food

imports.

Nations often argue that international trade

ferent from the trade of manufactured

of food products is difgoods and that it requires a dif-

ferent set of rules. For example, àgticulture

was given

a separate

and

lenient treatment under the GÀTT. The case also can be made that
countertrade of agricultural products deserves special treatment" Food
more

54 The dimensions of the impending population growth
are so incredible
that even the projections of respected souróes sound wild]y exaggerated. For example, much of the projected growth is expecteã to accu-

mulate in urban centres of the TWCs. "Over the last quarter of this
century the number of Third World cities with populaÙions above 10
million is projected to increase fron 3 to 21."[5Sìp.1117J
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inports should not be rationed to the

TWCs

on lhe basis

of thei r ability

to finance the necessary foreign exchange. countertrade has d i sadvantages and may not be the ideal method of financing agricultural sales to
the TWCs, but it is one of the rvorkable arternatives availabte.
6,

3

IIMITATIONS ÀND RECOMUENDATIOI{S

FOR FIJRTHER RESEARCH

dearth of factual information on countertrade is probably the
most significant limitation of any research into the practice. Lack of
The

a countertrade data bank prohibits any quantiLative analysis of the phenomena and forces the researcher to rely on secondary sources of infor-

mation. Since countertrade is

furtive subject,
rnuch of the existing literature is merely a collection of opinion, beliefs, description, anecdote, and conjecture. Às a result, the basic
premises of Lhis study are weakened by the absence of unequivocal supsuch a controversial and

porting evidence.
The growth and

diversity of countertrade is

such

can provide a complete and comprehensive coverage

that no single

study

of all aspecls.

The

of this study is centered on the TWCs with only selected refmade to the COMECON countries. The decision to concentrate on

main focus
erences

the

TWCs was made

because they have been on

the leading edge of counter-

trade expansion and there has been less effort devoted to the study of
countertrade with lhe TWCs Lhan with coMEcoN. Also the potential for

of agricultural Lrade is greater in the TWCs than in the COMECON
countries, despite canada's large grain sales to the ussR.
growth
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far the efforLs of the COMECON countries to commit the Government
of Canada to a direct role in countertrade have been resisted. This
stance is unlikely to change, because of probLems in dealing with the
state trading organizations of centrally planned economies, and the diIemma of marketing their manufactured products in Canada. For example,
the COMECON countries often attempt to offset lheir purchases with goods
that compete directly with domestic producers in Canada. Although the
decision to reduce the coverage which was given to the problems of countertrade with the COMECOM countries was considered .unavoidable, it is
recognized as a major limitation of this study.
So

possible criticism of this study is that it is 1acking in
specific examples or cases for agricultural countertrade. Because this
Ànother

thesis is exploratory and deals with a conceptual perspective on countertrade¡ Do attempt was made to investigate specific applications.

specific instances for using agricultural countertrade are recognized, and some potential applications are suggested, but it was conCJ-early

sidered beyond the scope of

this thesis to evaLuate their economic fea-

sibility.

5.3.1
The

Topics for Further Research

principal

of this study is that Canada should deto food aid. Prior to the development of

recommendation

velop a countertrade approach

to be devoted to defining the institutional and legar relationships between cIDÀ, the trading houses, and
the countertrade auditing office. subsequenlly, a field test with a
such a program' more research needs

small number of

TWCs

should

be

conducted

to

evaLuate

lhe feasibility

the concept and to formulate procedures for implementation.

of
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Other forms

of foreign development assistance

may

also be suitable to

with countertrade to improve their cost-effectiveness. For examp1e, CIDA operates an industrial cooperation program which finances
combine

joint

ventures between Canadian manufacturing firms and TÌ,ICs. Using

"buy-back" form

of countertrade,

CIDA might be

a

able to finance 100 per-

cent of the costs of estabLishing certain basic industries. SubsequentIy, these countries and the participating Canadian firm(s) could pur-

position in the conpany by exporting part of the output
to a CIDÀ nominated trading house. The buy-back form of industriat cochase an equity

operation might help to encourage Canadian investment

in the T!'lCs which
have Less commercial appeal. The range of possibilites for combining
countertrade with official development assistance could form the basis
for an entire research program.
The

chronic bilateral trade

imbaLance between Canada

and the

USSR

threatens the future of Canadian grain exports to the Soviet Union.

solution which Íras suggested in the study

lar

countertrade alternatives

in

may be

to

search

One

for triangu-

which Lhe USSR could supply goods which

are not in direct competition with Canadian producers. Given the reluctance of the government to become directly invoLved with such countertrade howeverr ân appropriate mechanism
countertrade

with the USSR needs to

to

undertake

be developed.

the details of

Possible options

from directing Soviet grain purchases through private Canadian
trading houses, to estab).ishing a countertrade subsidiary under the ausrange

pices of the Canadian Wheat Board. Research
appropriate
from the

is needed to evaluate the
marketing mechanism and to identify complementary irnports

USSR.
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potential countertrade opportunities are suggested by this
study which might be worthwhile to examine further. For example, the
possibility of linking countertrade with guest workers for Canada's seasonal horticultural industry could be an effective means of developing
nev¡ export markets for these crops. TWCs which now prohibit the import
of storable horticultural crops (apples, potatoes, carrots, onions, cabbage, etc.) might be amenable to an exchange involving the services of
their workers. In addition to supplying a guaranteed labour force to
Several

these workers could create a direct expansion of production for a netv export market. Àt the present time, Canadian immigraCanadian farmers

tion laws and labour regulations restrict the use of guest workers and
impose certain wage/benefit standards. Further research is required to
investigate the regulatory environment and to determine the potential
feasibility of a guest worker/horticultural countertrade.
Ànother service-oriented countertrade

that has potential

advantages

for Canada is to develop a counterlrade based on tourism. The mechanics
of the exchange could vary depending on the wiliingness and ability of
the TWC to provide a saleable holiday package for Canadians. Given the
chronic deficit that Canada experiences in tourism, and the potential to
develop nerg agricultural export markets, this form of countertrade
should have broad appeal. in addition to the agriculturaL sector and
the government, the airline industry may find this prospect of increasing their business interesting. The newly de-regulated transportation
market is going to place increased competition on the airlines for business. Research is needed to calculate the economic feasibility of this
lype of countertrade, and to gather reactions from potential TwCs regarding lhe countertraðe/lourism concept.

Àppendix

A

TÀXONO}Tg OF INTERNATIONÀL BÀRTER TR.ÀDE

of international barter trade are extremely varied and
are wideJ.y discussed in the literature 113,24,26,38t72,j9,84,85,89] .
Their intricacies and pitfalls will not be repeated here, but a brief
survey of the common types of countertrade arrangements will be described with the aid of some simple diagrams.
Modern forms

À,1

ctÀssIcÀt

BARTER

Figure À.1 represents a classical barter transaction in which no

mon-

hands. Some examples of classical barter are the powder
milk-for-bauxite trade between the United States and Jamaica lB2), the
lamb-for-oi1 barter between New zealand and Iran [6], and the soybeanfor-blackbean barter between Brazil and Mexico t901. Although direct
ey changes

are the oldest and most easily understood type of barter, this
form is not frequenLly used in international trade. problems in deter-

exchanges

mining the terms

of trade, in financing

and

in finding a double coinci-

of wants, reduce the opportunities for arriving at a suitable balance. À1so, the advantages of modern barter trade make classical barter
dence

obsolete

"
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A.2

5'1

COI'NTERTRåDE

essential feature of a countertrade arrangement is the commitnenL
of each party to purchase a specific value of goods from each other.
The

for l-ess or more than the exports of the seller
depending on the priority of the purchase and the buyer's bargaining
þower. As illustrated in Figure A,2, the countertrade is facilitated
with money (which is usually in the form of a letter of credit). Norma]Iy, the exchange is conducted with two separate contracts and does
not necessarily take place simultaneously. The timing of the countertrade is included in the contract, and may extend over several years.
Failure to fulfill the countertrade obligation usually involves a moneThe commitment may be

tary penalty, as well as, jeopardizing any chance of future trade.
Another

form of countertrade often

back" arrangement. Under the terms

encount,ered

is a

of these contracts

so-ca1led "buy

an exporter

provide the buyer with a turnkey manufacturing or processing

plant.

will
The

will pay for the plant by supplying the serler ¡vith a certain percentage of the plants output equal to the value of the plant and its financing costs. The buy back form of countertrade has been most popular
buyer

in Eastern

Europe and China [44].
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A.3

CO-OPERÀTION ÀND CTASSICAI BARTER

Co-operative arrangements extend the barter agreement to a

third par-

ty which can be a trader in either the same country, or a different
country. Figure 4.3 depicts two Canadian trade organizations which
agree to participate in the handling of a countertrade demand. The exþorter is relieved of the responsibility for marketing the countertrade
goods and instead is paid in domestic currency by the third party.
Three-way

barter

encountered.

arrangements between countries

Some examples

are not frequently

are present in the Iiterature55 such as the

natural gas agreement between western Europe, the ussR and Iran.
USSR

supplied natural gas to glestern Europe which

natural gas shipped to the

USSR.

Through

The

in turn paid Iran for

this co-operative barter ar-

rangenent transportation costs ttere saved 1721.

s5 À triangular agreement that included agricultural products is reported to have been negoliated between Mexico, Cuba and the USSR [84] "
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A"4

CO-OPER.àTION AND COi'NTERTRÀDE

The use of co-operation in countertrade involves the transfer

of

counter purchase commitments from one trader to another. l,ihen these ar-

three separate countries and three goods, they are
generally referred to as triangular countertrades. in cases where a
counter purchase commitment is sold to a third party (usually a specialized trading house), with or without the knowledge and consent of the
country of origin, the arrangement is termed "switch trading". specialrangements involve

ized international trading houses (switch traders) have been established

to relieve the recipient of counLertrade products it cannot dispose of
easily. The advantage to the exporLer is immediate payment for his
goods and a reduction in the logistics of organizing the marketing of
possibly unrelated goods. Depending on the nature of the products, discounts can equal up to 40 percent. Figure 4.4 illustrates a third form
of cooperation and countertrade. The countertrade obligation of one
Canadian trade organization is offset by the cooperation of a second
canadian firm. As in the case of sr+itch traders, the exporting firm
would likely pay the importing company some commission for relieving it
of its counter purchase commitment.
transfer of countertrade obligations has the potential to back
fire on the Third Vrorld Countries. Sh'itch traders may dump their prodThe

ucts on established markets which depresses prices and/or robs them of
cash

markels. Àlso large multinationals,

such as Noranda, have

set

up

barter trade divisions and could force the host country to limit its in-

port purchases to their "client companies".
opment

of

what they

call

Junctims:

Noranda foresees the devel-
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These are the establishmenL of rinked deals where companies,
who purchase from countertrade countries, register their purchases as a countertrade credit which can thèn be applieà to

future imports to these countries. Thus certain òompanies
that are large buyers, usually of raw material-s, may haue
readily available countertrade credits and, thus, cän oifer a
very reasonable fee for an exporter to that country [51:p.16J.

of third party cooperation involves the sale of bilateral
countertrade credits. Some bilateraL trading agreements Lead to chronic
inbalances in one party's bilateral cLearing account. In order to 1iquidate these credits in favour of desired products, they are sold to a
third party. These financial switch transacLions usually involve subÀnother form

stantial discounts

À.5

i841.

CO-OPERÀTION' COIINTERTRÀDE ÀND FINANCIAT INTERIIEDIÀTION

Figure 4.5 illustrates the central role

of

banks

in the operations

of

countertrade. À seller that accepts a countertrade obligation rnay be
forced to take responsibility for financing both sides of Lhe trans-

action.

inportant partners in financing and assisting exporters to find markets for their countertrade products. The
most established and experienced financial intermediaries are located in
Àustria where banks have integrated with trading houses to faciLitate
countertrade. In Canada, the Royal Bank is offering specialized finanThe banks have become

cial services for countertrade lall, but
links

rviLh trading houses.

does not as

yet pubricize

any
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Figure 4,5
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COI'NTERTRÀDE USTNG

åN EVIDENCE

Problems frequently encountered
range

ACCOITNT

in countertrade include a

of goods, inconsistent and/or

shortages.

row

quality standards

narrol+

and supply

of ameliorating the situation is for the seLler
to negotiate an evidence account with the importing nation. An evidence
account is a record at the national bank of all the buyer,s purchases
One method

are credited toward the seller's countertrade obligaLion.56 In
Figure À.6, an evidence account is depicted as recording the transwhich

actions of a Canadian trade organization which buys from three àifferent
suppliers on three separate occasions to offset its exports.
The advantage

to the buyer is the opportunity to shop around for

suilable countertrade commodities. This allows the buyer to experiment
with various products on his home market to determine their marketabili-

ty.

It also benefits the country demanding countertrade because the
suppliers are made aware of necessary improvements which will enhance
their reputation on foreign markets. In a study of recent trends in
countertrade [79] evidence accounts were found to be growing in popular_

ity.

it was noted, an imbalance in an evidence account is
ted (wilhin limits) to be extended from one year to another.
ÀIso

56 An evidence account

permit-

is the same concept as lhe Junctim, explained
above, except that it applies to an exporter, rather than to sone existing importing concern.
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Figure 4,6
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Appendix
GAME THEORETIC FORM

B

OF THE BÀRTER TR.àDE MODEI

FoIlowing Shapley and Shubik [74] and Rapoport 164), the characteris-

tic function of the Edgeworth
(¡.1)

Box model

of barter trade is

v(0) =
v(1) = u(¡,0)
Q

(s.z)

(¡.s)

v(2) = u(0,4)
vfr2) = 2uG/2,8/z).

(s.¿)

characteristic function specifies the payoffs to each coalition
if they trade strictly among themselves. The nurl set (g.l), a coaliThe

tion of zero players, has no payoff. In a coalition of one, trader x
can receive the payoff A (8.2) and trader y can receive payoff B (n.¡),
which

is

what they have

to begin with

because

there is no trade. If the

set of players X and Y form a coalition, they can trade among
and receive

themselves

the joint utitity 2U(A/2,8/2).

The division of the proceeds obtained jointly by the players is
termed an imputation, e.g. q = (q1,q2), Imputation q is said to be ef-

fective, if

each player receives as much as he could acting alone

vidual rationality),

(indi-

is strictly effective if each receives more
than they could acting alone. Domination of one imputation by another
occurs if there exists an effective set of players for q which when offered imputation r all prefer r. In this case, the division of the proceeds specified by the new imputation r doninates lhe previous impuation
and

q.

-
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Domination is

the basis of the Core sol-ution concepL.

The Core is

defined as the set of undominated imputations. Returning Lo Figure 2,

the entire contract curve, cc', for a two player

game

is the core solu-

tion.
solution consists of a set of imputations
(2púG/z,B/z)-pu(o,a)+(1-p)u(e,0),

The Core

(s.s)

2

(1-p)u(e /z,n/z)+pu( 0,8)-(1-o)u(À,0

)).

in the lefthand side of the bracket is trader X's share of the
joint utility 2tJG'/2,8/2), and the righthand side is trader y's share.

The value

The parameter
commodity À

in

p can be interpreted as the market exchange value of

terms

of commodity B.

The Core

solution for a two player

barter does not single out specific terms of trade. For each value of
there is an imputation in the Core.

p

Rapoport [64] gives the following interpretation to the result.
Through

(s.0)

trade, trader X obtains
zpuÃ/2,8/2)-pu(0,n)+(1-p)u(e,0)

but trader x begins with u(0,À). Thus, the net gain to trader x is

(¡.2)

lzpuh,/z,B/z)-pu(0,B)+(1-p)u(e,0)i

-

u(À,0)

which reduces to

(s.e)
Trader

plzuÁ/2,g/z')-u(0,8)-u(À,0)l

x ends up with t.he p-th portion of joint utility

gained by form-

ing the two player coalition.
The payoff

(¡.9)

to trader Y eguals the balance of the joint utility

(1-p) lzv(.¡,/z,B/z)-u(0,8)-u(À,0)1.

gained
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The cooperative non-zero sum nature

of barter trade can be illustrat-

First, the price vector, p, is normalized
so that it ranges from 0 to'1 (i.e when p=0, commodity À is worth zero
and when p=1, commodity B is worth zero). When p=o, one limit of the
Edgeworth Box contract curve will be reached. Trader X wilL end up with
6/z,n/z) in his possession, but with the same level of utility u(e,0).
ed by examining one outcome.

Even though commodity

with some of

e has no value on the market, trader y has to part

B in order to gain trader X's cooperation and
instigate trade.sz In return, trader x has paid trader y an amount of
utility equal ro his gain f rom trade vlÁ/z,B/2)-(¡,0)1. while trader
X's utility is unchanged by barter, trader Y is better off which makes
commodity

the cooperative outcome non-zero and more pareto efficient.

57

Parting with some commodity À at a zero price would not be individual-ly rational for trader X because a lower level of ut i 1i ty r+ou1d obtain. Thus any division G/Z,n/Z) proposed by trader Y that yielded
a level of utility less Lhan U(À,0) would be dominated by an imputation in which trader X retained al] of commodity A.

Appendix

C

ENTRY ÐETERRENCE MODEI OF MÀRKET SHÀRE BATTTES

for a credible threat to ensure entry deterrence is illustrated in a model by Dixit [25]. In figure c.1a, a two-stage game between an established trader and a prospective entrant is presented. The
first stage is the entrant's decision. If he stays out, the incumbent
earns Pm, which is the profits from trade, and the entrant gets no earnings. At each terminal point, the payoffs to each player are presented
(i.e. encumbant, entrant). If entry occurs, Lhe established trader
must decide in the second stage whether to fight a price war, with payoffs of Pw to each, or to share the market with profits pd to each. Àssuming that the market can be profitably shared, but that both prayers
suffer losses in a price war, i.e. pm>pd>O>pw, the incumbent wilr always
end up sharing if a new entrant challenges. If a potential entrant
knows the optimal response of the incumbent will be to share, then he
will disregard the incumbents threats of reprisal.
The need

Figure

presents a three-stage

in

the established
trader can choose a strategy that has a credible threat. The first
stage is now the incumbent's decision. If the incumbent is passive, the
game reduces to the two-stage process in Figure C.1a and the threat of
deterrence is empty. The alternative choice involves the incumbent incurring a cost, C, for an irrevocable commitment to fight potential entry. In the second stage, the new entrant decides to come in or to sÈay
C.'1b
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out. If

he stays out, the incumbent earns pm-c, which

is less than before because the commitment to fight is not costless. In the third
stage, the incumbent must decide whether to share or fight. Tf the payoff to sharing is less than fighling (i.e. pw>pd-c), the optimal strategy is to fight. Provided the potential entrant has prior knowledge of
the commitment, and that it is irrevocable, the threat is credible and
entry should be deterred.sB

s8 Mistakes could always happen

to

and the established trader could

be

invoke a price war, buÈ depending on the nature of the commitment his chances of winning are superior to lhe new entrant's.

forced

Àppendix

Ð

STÀTE TR.åDING ORGANIUÀTIONS

The use

of countertrade

has

been facilitated by Lhe continued estab-

lishment of state trading organizations which novl account for a growing

proportion of world

trade.

when the GATT and IMF were being

set up, the

objective was to deal v¡ith state trading organizations as if they were
private competitive traders. Kostecki describes this as "wishful lhink-

ing" and points out that "as a ru1e, state traders exist precisely to
behave in a manner different from private traders." [48:p.16J The use of
state trading organizations (SfOs) to implement government policy

has

the advantage of responsiveness, without the disadvantage of direct ac-

countability. For example, a STO could be instructed to negotiate agricultural countertrade by simply issuing a directive.
Frequently, srOs are accorded

monopory/rnonopsony powers and

are pro-

sufficient financial resources that they can take advantage
of scale economies. Given the size of countertrade contracts that may

vided with

be necessary

for profitable

exchanges, scale economies could be

criticaL

to success or failure. The strong bargaining power of the STOs creaLes
the potential for the effeclual use of price discrimination through
countertrade and for offsetting atLempts to discriminate against them.
FinalIy, governments of centrally planned and Third World Countries oflen prefer to deal with stale trading organizations rather Lhan private
firms [48]. Many TWCs are suspicious of the conduct of private traders,
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(especially multinational corporations)

and

like the political ties

(rea1 or imagined) that are connected with government-owned trading organizations.

D

"

1

CÂNN}IÀN sTos

Canada has

several nationally operated marketing agencies that func-

tion as exporting

STOs

for agriculturaJ. products (".g.

Canadian Dairy

commission, canadian wheat Board, canadian Egg Marketing Agency,

etc.).

Àlihough inquiries have certainly been made [9], no record exists of any
countertrades having been completed between foreign governments and any

of these agencies. Some of these agencies may require amendments to
lheir governing legislation before they could enter into countertrade
arrangements.

In

'1982' a nev¡ crown

corporation, Canagrex,

for the
exclusive purpose of expanding agricultural trade. In the case of Canagrex, Section 14(1) of the Act [1t¡, appears to give it sufficient power
to negotiate countertrade. At the present Lime, however, the prospects
for Canagrex appear doubtful. The nev¡ Conservative government, which
strongly opposed the formation of canagrex prior to winning power, has
announced its intention to disband the agency.
Whether the actions

vlas established

of Canadian state-trading organizations

would

be

is uncertain. tiebman [50:p.2sBj points out, "the
consistency rvith v¡hich il [countertrade] is invoked by state-trading orsubject to the

GATT

ganizations may be sufficient to give rise to a presumption that
government practice.

"

it is

a
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D"2

CoMECoN ST0S

MiIler [56] reports that the STOs of the centrally planned economies
have substantial- autonomy in fulfilling government counterLrade goa1s.
Mill-er describes a second paraJ.le1 barter economy in which the STOs actively wheel and deal between themselves and the remainder of the domestic economy in order to fulfill the plan. The creation of a second parallel barler economy stems from the government imposed controls on hard
currencies. Faced with a choice of returning hard currencies to the
central Bank, or purchasing excess goods, the

managers

of the sros ex-

all their funds and stockpile Lhe excess goods over which they have
control. These excess goods are later used to neet contingencies arising from market vagaries or shortages created by optimistically taut
pend

plann i ng.

The conclusions

of this insightful study

by

Miller are quoted here

extenso.

1. Barter

between a Western partner and an Eastern FTO
lforeign trade organizationl is most easily accompLished when
the goods are readily in hand, having originated with the FTO
that is trying to make the deal;

2. Barler involving additional Iinks tends to be more difficult, time consuming, riskier as chains have to be worked
through;

3. Bart,er "1ists" (items which are reputed to be available for

barter) are unreliable as fixed depãndable offers precisely
because items go on and off such lists as quickly as deals are
made.

4. Barter is more than the traditionally unwanled goodsr €xcesses are more than mere unsalables;
5. Barter does not exclude selling imports back for other inports;
6. Barter can involve iLems from the domestic economy: "excess
production" that has no place on an official FTO product list
may be bartered unofficial.ly;

1n

170

7: Final1y, barLer in the foreign trade sector is a predictaoutcome of a rigid pranning system and a logical ãxtension
of the domestic barter econony -- a second-tier clearing
(without the use of money) of excesses and shortages for plañ
ble

fulfillment.

to which these characterislics of East-West Lrade may appLy to countertrade with the markel oriented economies of the TWCs is
The degree

unknown. Àlthough

TWCs

ty of information exists
trade.

for barter transactions, a paucihow these institutions conduct counter-

ofLen use STOs
on

ss

ss Saulniers [69]

Latin

trade.

Àmerica,

outlines some of the characteristics of the STOs in
but does not deal directly with the topic of counter-
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